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    About the ‘CRUX’

Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various public services examina-
tions.
The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations 
today.However, an aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from an exam 
perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that may or may not be useful for the 
exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining 
notes for the current
affairs.
Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, relevant from the exam perspective at 
oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found wasting their time in search of current affairs material.
It is with this problem in mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information 
Bureau(PIB).
The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary of the important news and current 
affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and 
effort, as you get all the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form.
The Crux is particularly helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current 
affairs section.
The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful for both- objective and descriptive sections.
Our aim is to help the candidates in their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication
inspire us to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.

Best Wishes
Editorial Board
Team Aspirant Forum

    Courtesy:
    The Hindu
    Press Information Bureau (PIB)
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National
TS govt. to create fund for women 
entrepreneurs
The Telangana government will establish an incubator, 
on the lines of the T-Hub, as well as create a Rs. 15 crore 
technology fund exclusively for women entrepreneurs.
These apart, the government will move towards a system 
under which a portion of its mandatory procurement from 
small and medium enterprises is sourced from women-
run SMEs.
The three announcements by Industries and IT Minister 
K.T.Rama Rao came in the backdrop of the Global En-
trepreneurship Summit, with Women First, Prosperity for 
All as its theme, in the city. Briefing the media, on conclu-
sion of GES 2017 here  evening, the Minister said while 
a decision on setting up the WE (Women Entrepreneur) 
Hub and regarding the T-Fund had been taken; the de-
tails would be announced later.
Noting that government intervention to promote entrepre-
neurship and innovation in India was required, he said 
the T-Fund would have a corpus of Rs. 15 crore and “we 
shall invest Rs. 25 lakh to Rs. .1 crore in each [of the 
beneficiary] company.” The Industries and Commerce 
Department would pilot the programme. “We want to take 
this forward in a robust fashion,” Mr. Rao declared.
Hyderabad, which is home to T-Hub, the country’s larg-
est incubator, would also play host to the world’s largest 
technology incubator with the facility’s second phase. “In 
addition to T-Hub, we would be world’s largest technol-
ogy incubator this time next year,” Mr.Rao said.

New Rafale deal may affect HAL’s future: 
Deshpande
Large and Medium Industries Minister R.V. Deshpande  
expressed fear that the cancellation of Rafale deal signed 
by the UPA government may affect the future of Bengal-
uru-based defence public sector undertaking, Hindustan 
Aeronautics Ltd. (HAL).
Addressing a press conference here, he said the earlier 
deal had made HAL a partner of French-based Dassault 
Aviation to make Rafale aircraft in India through transfer 
of technology clause.
He alleged that the new deal, signed by the Narendra 

Modi government, was not beneficial to the HAL as the 
French aircraft manufacturer had now refused to transfer 
technology to the PSU.
“The cancellation of the old deal and entering into a new 
deal is very unfortunate,” he said, while maintaining that 
the earlier deal would have resulted in much benefit for 
Karnataka and HAL in terms of employment generation. 
“We oppose the Centre’s decision as it may affect HAL’s 
future,” Mr. Deshpande said, and urged the Centre to re-
consider its decision.

India may join n-project in Bangladesh
Discussions are on for India to join the Russia-led Roop-
pur nuclear power plant construction in Bangladesh, an 
official of the Russian atomic power agency Rosatom 
said.
“There is room for cooperation and there is a possibility 
of India’s participation. There was an initiative to have a 
trilateral document and we supported that document. No 
document is signed yet and it is under negotiation,” the 
official told reporters.
Russia is building two reactors of 1,200 MW each at 
Rooppur in Bangladesh and India has expressed its 
keenness to join the project.
Work launched
Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina formally 
launched the main construction work of the Rooppur 
plant  morning. It is the country’s first nuclear power plant.
As it is not a member of the 48-nation Nuclear Suppli-
ers Group (NSG), India cannot directly take part in the 
construction of nuclear power plants but has individual 
agreements with Bangladesh and Russia.
In December 2014, India and Russia signed the “Stra-
tegic Vision for Strengthening Cooperation in Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy”, which allows the two sides to 
“explore opportunities for sourcing materials, equipment 
and services from Indian industry for the construction of 
Russian-designed nuclear power plants in third coun-
tries”.
“India has experience in installation of reactors. It can 
provide some training [to Bangladesh],” the official said.

Rajnath calls meet of CMs on Rohingya
The issue of Rohingya and Bangladeshis trying to cross 
over to India would be among the key issues to be dis-
cussed at a meeting of Chief Ministers of eastern States 
called by Home Minister Rajnath Singh on December 7 in 
Kolkata. Cross-border smuggling of fake currencies and 
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drugs will also be included on the agenda.
The Chief Ministers and Home Ministers of West Bengal, 
Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram will huddle for 
the day-long meeting where the illegal entry of Rohing-
ya and Bangladeshis would be discussed threadbare, a 
senior official with the Home Ministry said.
This would be the fourth meeting of Chief Ministers called 
by the Home Minister. It will concern States that share 
international borders with Bangladesh. Three separate 
meetings of Chief Ministers of States which share bor-
ders with Pakistan, China and Myanmar have been held 
earlier.
The meeting in Kolkata on December 7 is expected to 
chalk out plans on how to check the cross-border smug-
gling of fake Indian currency notes, narcotics and other 
illegal activities, the official said.
As per the official estimate, around 36,000 Rohingya are 
currently living in various parts of India.

MoD looking into senior promotions in Navy
The Ministry of Defence (MoD) is looking into the criteria 
adopted for promotions in senior ranks of the Indian Navy 
in the wake of a series of recent adverse judgements and 
complaints.
Sources said the MoD’s move comes in the wake of at 
least two recent judgments of the Armed Forces Tribunal 
(AFT) severely indicting Naval promotion methodology.
In one of the cases, the AFT, while imposing a fine of Rs. 
5 lakh on a retired Vice Admiral for nepotism, also up-
held the contention that his actions scuttled the careers 
of almost the entire Russia-trained engineers of India’s 
secretive nuclear submarine wing.
The apex court last month dismissed the Navy’s Special 
Leave Petition in the case involving Commander S.S. Lu-
thra, one of the nuclear submarine engineers trained in 
Russia, whose career was cut short because of alleged 
nepotism by the retired Admiral. The court also upheld 
the Rs. 5 lakh fine imposed on the retired Vice Admiral.
More legal challenges
Even as the MOD reviews the criteria adopted for promo-
tions, one more senior Navy officer has approached the 
Supreme Court, claiming that illegal actions resulted in 
his otherwise sterling career being scuttled.
Commodore P.K. Banerjee’s petition, filed through Advo-
cate Prashant Bhushan, is coming up in the court on De-
cember 8. Mr. Banerjee, who led India’s first anti-piracy 
operation as the captain of INS Tabar in 2008, has told 
the SC that “very severe adverse remarks” were inserted 

into his ACR (annual confidential report) without com-
municating them to him, that too at the end of the same 
anti-piracy operation that was lauded within the Navy and 
outside.
In the AFT judgement in Mr. Banerjee’s case, the princi-
pal bench of the Delhi AFT said “the Indian Navy should 
have a re-look at their appraisal/moderation system.” The 
AFT also expressed hope that the MoD will have a re-
look at the Navy’s system.
Complaint to CJI
Meanwhile, a retired senior naval officer has complained 
to the Chief Justice of India (CJI), accusing the Navy of 
fraud in denying him promotion and of obtaining a High 
Court order against him almost a decade ago.
Commodore V. Ravindranathan had lost his appeal for 
promotion to the next rank in the Delhi High Court in 2008.
Commodore Ravindranathan has written to Chief Justice 
Deepak Mishra about “grave legal impropriety which has 
resulted in gross miscarriage of Justice to me and which 
would have remained under wraps had I not obtained 
certified copies of the entire case record from the Hon’ble 
High Court [of] Delhi’s record section.”
On being alerted by another officer, the retired officer 
dug through the documents that revealed the mysterious 
guidelines that govern promotion to senior naval ranks.

21st century India cannot shun leprosy 
patients: SC
Twenty-first century society cannot justify shunning 
persons affected by leprosy or keeping them hidden in 
homes and away from the mainstream, the Supreme 
Court declared in an order .
The court asked the Centre to respond in eight weeks 
to a call to repeal 119 Central and State laws in prac-
tice since the 1950s that discriminate against leprosy pa-
tientsdespite the fact that modern medicine completely 
cures the disease.
Denying the truth
A bench led by Chief Justice Dipak Misra, acting on a PIL 
filed by Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy, found that these 
statutory laws continue to recognise superstitions that 
leprosy is “infectious and has something to do with ge-
netics”.
The court has asked the government to explain the con-
tinued existence of these laws, which, in a way, deny the 
truth that modern medicine cures leprosy. The petition 
has urged the court to intervene and pave the way for 
recognising the fundamental right to equality, dignity and 
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equal opportunity of persons affected by leprosy.
“There are 119 laws that discriminate against persons 
affected by leprosy in broadly the following five ways: 
(i) cause stigmatization and indignity to persons affected 
by leprosy, (ii) isolate/segregate persons affected by lep-
rosy, (iii) deny them access to public services, (iv) im-
pose disqualifications on them under personal laws, or 
(v) bar them from occupying or standing for public posts 
or office,” Vidhi, represented by senior advocate Raju 
Ramachandran, said.
These laws rob persons affected by leprosy by denying 
them equal treatment under personal laws, in matters of 
employment and appointment or election to public office, 
as well as access to and free movement in public places, 
it said.
“This unequal treatment irrationally treats persons affect-
ed by leprosy as a separate class... the impugned provi-
sions stigmatise and isolate persons affected by leprosy, 
even though with the latest medical advancements, lep-
rosy is rendered non-infectious after the very first dose of 
Multi-Drug Therapy,” the petition said.

Naga pact won’t affect States: Rajnath
Seeking to allay concerns of three Northeastern States, 
Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh announced today 
that the territorial integrity of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam 
and Manipur would not be compromised while inking the 
final Naga peace accord.
Mr. Singh also said that violence perpetrated by insur-
gent groups in the Northeast has fallen significantly — by 
75%-80%.
“There should be no apprehension or worry for anyone. 
Territorial integrity of no State will be affected,” Mr. Sin-
gh told reporters here on the sidelines of a ‘SainikSam-
melan’ of the paramilitary Assam Rifles.
He was replying to a question on the possibility of the 
territorial integrity of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam and Ma-
nipur being hampered by the impending peace agree-
ment between the Central government and the Naga 
insurgency group Nationalist Socialist Council of Naga-
land-Isak-Muivah (NSCN-IM).
“The Central government, under the leadership of Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi, is committed to do its best to ful-
fil the aspirations of the Naga people for a brighter tomor-
row, with all the honour they richly deserve,” Mr. Singh 
said at the Hornbill Festival at the Naga heritage village 
if Kisama, about 12 km from the State capital Kohima, 
earlier in the day.

NSCN-IM’s key demand has been to integrate Naga-
inhabited areas of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam and Ma-
nipur, which has been strongly opposed by the three 
BJP-ruled States. Last week, President Ram NathKo-
vind said Nagaland was at the threshold of making his-
tory as the final agreement on the Naga political issue 
would soon be arrived at.

The country without a government
Two months since the elections, Germany is yet to get a 
new government. Chancellor Angela Merkel’s Christian 
Democratic Union (CDU), which does not have enough 
seats in Parliament, has been trying to form a coalition. 
But talks between the CDU, the Free Democrats and the 
Green Party broke down on November 19.
While some observers believe new elections are around 
the corner, another option appears on the table. The for-
mation of a grand coalition between Ms. Merkel’s centre-
right CDU and the centre-left Social Democratic Party 
(SPD). Martin Schulz, who was the SPD’s Chancellor 
Candidate and other leaders of the party first resisted 
such suggestions. “We are not available for a grand 
coalition,” he said. But now, the SPD’s views appear to 
have changed. SPD leader and current Vice-Chancellor 
Sigmar Gabriel recently said the move towards a grand 
coalition might be necessary “for Europe”.
However, several Germans are sceptical about the re-
turn of the grand coalition. “In my opinion, the policies of 
the grand coalition were not really effective during recent 
years. The only thing they really did was making the far-
Right stronger,” said Kareem Mohammad, a 25-year-old 
student from Stuttgart. The right-wing Alternative for Ger-
many (AfD) is considered the main winner of Septem-
ber’s legislative elections. The party, which was formed 
in 2013, became the third-strongest one after the CDU 
and the Social Democrats. It received 94 seats in Parlia-
ment. Many believe if new elections take place, the AfD 
might become even stronger.
In fact, the far-Right could benefit from a grand coali-
tion as well. If they tie up with the CDU again, the Social 
Democrats’ credibility will be at stake. The party might be 
“squashed between the CDU and the AfD”, the German 
version of theHuffington Post wrote in a recent op-ed. “If 
this happens, the AfD will make much more gains in the 
next election. Then it will be too late and the Conserva-
tives will be forced to reach a coalition with them,” said 
Martin Schmidt, who owns a construction management 
firm in Stuttgart. “I know many working-class people who 
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have voted for the AfD. This trend will increase. They feel 
disappointed by the Social Democrats.”
According to opinion polls, most SPD supporters op-
pose grand coalition plans. This position was apparent 
during the party congress that started on December 7. 
The party’s conservative wing has already warned its left-
wing comrades against “opposition romances”. Instead, 
as they stated, it is important to accept “responsibility to 
govern”. They also criticised the SPD’s core, saying that 
“trying to stand for everything and being comfortable with 
everyone means that at the end, you stand for nothing”.
Change from within
At the same time, the party’s left-wing has called for 
change from within. “The renewal must take place,” said 
Matthias Miersch, spokesman of the SPD’s left-wing in 
Parliament, in an interview. “It would be a big challenge 
to take responsibility and to organise the renewal pro-
cess at the same time, but I think it can succeed if all 
participants are ready,” he said. Like other SPD leaders, 
Mr. Miersch did not refuse to form a government with Ms. 
Merkel’s CDU. But he said it is “not a good idea”.
Germany’s leftist Die Linke party has also slammed the 
grand coalition and the SPD’s role in it. “Taking responsi-
bility for this country means to change the course, not to 
continue it,” SahraWagenknecht, the party’s parliamen-
tary leader, wrote on Facebook.

‘New education methods will transform the 
way students learn’
Education is set for massive transformation as tech-
nology is ushering in a new era in the field of learning, 
said T.V. Mohandas Pai , Chairman Aarin Capital. In the 
new scheme of things the student would be at the core 
and would decide as well as create her/his own degree 
at one’s own pace and medium. Mr. Pai, former Infosys 
CFO, and who is also Chairman, Manipal Global Educa-
tion Services, explains what Education 4.0 is all about. 
Excerpts:
What is Education 4.0 and why is it important?
Education 4.0 is putting students at the heart of educa-
tional experience and creating individual learning ex-
periences. Education 1.0 was the traditional method of 
students going to a Gurukul in India. Then came the uni-
versities as in Takshila and Nalanda in India.
Then Universities came up in Europe. Then you had the 
industrial revolution which demanded a large number of 
people who could be trained. There, student read books, 
sat down and listened to the teachers. They had a course, 

they had a curriculum and then they obtained a certificate 
to earn a livelihood.
In Education 4.0, students can create a degree of their 
own, are able to do a degree in nuclear science [combin-
ing it] with biotechnology, with dance, with music or with 
fundamental physics or something like that.
The mix and match is available and can be done offline 
or online. A student can sit at home do a course online 
and get a degree.
How is it panning out?
It’s already happening in the world. Many students will 
ask themselves why they need a university degree? Why 
can’t they do things on their own?
Employers will ask what the value of a university degree 
is? It is happening but slowly in India because lots of peo-
ple have a common education system and they still want 
a degree. We see change all over the world and in next 
5-10 years we see acceleration and an increase in peo-
ple taking such certification.
Will Education 4.0 see reality by 2020?
I think around the world it will pick up by 2020 and in India 
by 2025. Our problem is the government. Our problem 
is the UGC. And also remember we are long behind the 
curve... in America, 70% of people go to college, in Ger-
many 80% and in Japan 88% of people go to college.
How do you enhance the quality of education?
For that we need to see which the best institutes in the 
world are and what the catalyst is. The best institutes are 
Oxford, Harvard, Cambridge and they are so good be-
cause they decide what they want to do.
They decide on courses, examinations... No Government 
and no regulator interference. The U.S. and U.K. gov-
ernments just give money. We need to give full freedom 
to the top 100 education institutions and in the next five 
years we will see a change. We also need public funding 
for research. The government should have a Rs. 5,000 
crore annual fund for research and all universities should 
bid for it.
Has the government brought about any reform 
in the education sector?
The biggest disappointment of the NDA government is 
that they have not done much in the education sector. 
Only now since Prakash Javdekar has come in do we 
see a focus on institutions of national importance
We have not seen many institut ions like Manipal….
It is because there is control. Government is not giving 
approval to private sector people. Those who gave bribes 
got the approval. At one point, there were 4,500-5,000 
engineering colleges in one year. How did they come up? 
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They all gave money. The system is rotten, it’s corrupt, 
and the bad people got it. Now, we are getting good uni-
versities.

Jallikattu issue to go to Constitution Bench
Though used to protect interests of minorities, it says 
“any section of the citizens residing in the territory of In-
dia or any part thereof having a distinct language, script 
or culture of its own shall have the right to conserve the 
same.”
“It has never been looked into whether a State can claim 
constitutional protection under Article 29 (1) for what it 
thinks is a cultural right,” Chief Justice of India Dipak Mis-
ra orally observed.
“This may have a far-reaching effect. So far, nobody has 
plumbed the depths of Article 29 (1),” Justice Rohinton F. 
Nariman said.
Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal said people’s support 
to jallikattu was irrespective of religion or caste.
Justice Nariman referred to the part of Article 29 (1) which 
says “any section of the citizens residing in the territory 
of India.”
“And Tamil Nadu is definitely a part of India,” Justice 
Nariman remarked orally. Mr. Venugopal referred to the 
Ahmedbad St. Xavier’s College Society case in which the 
court had said Article 29 (1) may well cover the rights of 
the majority also.
PETA contends that the new law violates the five inter-
nationally recognised animal freedoms – freedom from 
hunger, malnutrition and thirst; from fear and distress; 
from physical and thermal discomfort; from pain, injury 
and disease; and the freedom to express normal patterns 
of behaviour.

Hold meet on PCPNDT Act: SC
The Supreme Court  ordered the government to hold a 
meeting with stakeholders, including online search en-
gines Google, Yahoo and Microsoft, to finalise a mecha-
nism to ensure that materials violating Indian laws pro-
hibiting pre-natal sex determination are not hosted on 
websites.
A Bench led by Chief Justice Dipak Misra and Justices 
A.M. Khanwilkar and D.Y. Chandrachud directed the 
meeting to be held within six weeks.
The apex court, while disposing of the PIL petition, said 
the Centre, its nodal agency and experts “shall take steps 
so that mandate of the Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal 
Diagnostic Techniques (PCPNDT) Act, 1994 are not vio-

lated.” The court asked the search engines to cooperate 
with the government.

Kalvari submarine a big step in defence 
preparedness: PM
Prime Minister Narendra Modi formally commissioned 
the first of six Scorpene diesel-electric submarines into 
the Navy . This is the Navy’s first modern conventional 
submarine in almost two decades since the INS Sindhu-
shastra was procured from Russia in July 2000.
“It is a matter of pride for me to commission this subma-
rine. Kalvari’s induction in the Navy is a big step in de-
fence preparedness,” Mr. Modi said, lauding the Mazagon 
Dock Shipbuilders Ltd (MDL) for undertaking the project 
to construct the six submarines with technology transfer 
from the Naval Group (Formerly DCNS) of France.
The Scorpene submarines can undertake different mis-
sions including anti-surface warfare, anti-submarine 
warfare, intelligence gathering, mine laying and area sur-
veillance, the MDL officials said. The second of the Scor-
penes, Khanderi, was launched in January 2017, and is 
undergoing sea trials. The third, Karanj, is being readied 
for launch shortly. The rest are in various stages of outfit-
ting. The project is expected to be over by 2020.
Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said peace in the 
Indian Ocean, the lifeline of global trade, “is better off with 
INS Kalvari and her follow on submarines.”
INS Kalvari is manned by a team of eight officers and 35 
sailors.

Aadhaar linking: CJI frowns upon hyperbole
Heading a five-judge Constitution Bench, Chief Justice of 
India Dipak Misra refused to be moved by the “hyperbole 
and rhetorics” against Aadhaar linking, while observing 
that the Supreme Court had passed interim orders mak-
ing Aadhaar voluntary before the Aadhaar Act came into 
existence in 2016.
The Chief Justice’s remarks came on the first day of the 
Aadhaar hearing after senior advocate Shyam Divan and 
advocate Vipin Nair for petitioners, argued that despite 
repeated orders passed by the Supreme Court since 
2014, the various agencies and government Ministries 
have gone ahead to issue a whopping 139 circulars mak-
ing Aadhaar mandatory for nursery admissions to welfare 
subsidies to student scholarships to CBSE and NEET ex-
ams — even for getting a death certificate or treatment 
for HIV.
Consistent stand
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Mr. Divan argued that the Supreme Court had never 
flinched from its stand, taken consistently in its past in-
terim orders, that Aadhaar should be “purely voluntary” 
till it took a decision on the constitutional validity of the 
Aadhaar scheme one way or the other. Mr. Divan said 
these circulars were issued regardless of the fact that 
challenge against Aadhaar was still alive in the Supreme 
Court.
The series of government circulars making Aadhaar 
mandatory is in the teeth of the Supreme Court orders to 
continue Aadhaar as a voluntary exercise only for avail-
ing subsidies and “diminishes the stature” of the highest 
court, Mr. Divan argued.
Chief Justice Misra said the government circulars were 
issued under Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act.
“It is not that your orders disappear the moment Parlia-
ment passes a law,” Mr. Divan countered.
“So merely because these petitions were pending before 
this court, the government should have come to this court 
everytime before notifying under Section 7 of the Aad-
haar Act?” Justice A.K. Sikri asked Mr. Divan.
When Mr. Divan handed over news reports showing 
suffering among the non-Aadhaar holding marginalised 
people due to lack of access to welfare benefits, Chief 
Justice Misra said the court is not compelled to look into 
“newspaper reports and website writings.”
Rights abrogated
Senior advocate Gopal Subramanium, for a petitioner, ar-
gued that orders passed by the Supreme Court, including 
one by a Constitution Bench of the court in 2015, em-
phasising on the voluntary nature of Aadhaar was under 
Articles 32 and 142, using the court’s fundamental and 
extraordinary powers in the Constitution.
“The Supreme Court exercised judicial powers to insulate 
the citizen from parting with their fundamental right to pri-
vacy, dignity and voluntariness through state compulsion, 
force or coercion. Fundamental rights of the citizen can-
not be abrogated by the Aadhaar Act or any kind of legis-
lation. It is against the rule of law and sanctity of judicial 
orders,” Mr. Subramanium argued.
How could the 139 circulars making Aadhaar linking 
mandatory override a judgment of a nine-judge Bench of 
the Supreme Court upholding privacy as a fundamental 
right? he asked.
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud, who wrote the majority ver-
dict in the privacy case, agreed that Aadhaar Act is con-
cerned only with receipt or expenditure regarding subsi-
dies, funds for which are sourced from the Consolidated 
Fund of India.

Senior advocate Arvind Datar argued that the circulars 
issued under Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act have gone 
beyond mere subsidies.
“In Chennai, Plus Two students require Aadhaar to attend 
their exams... you need Aadhaar to get a death certifi-
cate,” he submitted.
Article 144 of the Constitution mandates the government 
to act in furtherance of Supreme Court orders, not against 
it, Mr. Datar said.
Data breaches
Senior advocate K.T.S. Tulsi drew attention to reports 
that 210 central websites have been breached, exposing 
the personal data of consumers who had linked Aadhaar.
“Privacy is in peril if data is parted to telecoms. There is 
no data protection law in place till date,” Mr. Tulsi argued.
“Personal data given is not secured inherently. Data is 
not stored by the government, but outsourced to com-
panies... American companies, who also supply to Paki-
stan. The individual has no remedy against data breach,” 
senior advocate Anand Grover submitted.

Cabinet nod for Bill making instant triple 
talaq a crime
The Union Cabinet  approved a Bill that makes instant 
triple talaq, or talaq-e-biddat , a criminal offence. Under 
the Bill, a Muslim man resorting to instant talaq can be 
jailed for up to three years.
The government intends to introduce the Bill in the winter 
session of Parliament, which got under way. “I cannot dis-
cuss details of the Bill. All I can say is that it aims to pro-
vide a shield to the helpless victims of triple talaq,”said 
Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad.
Last month, the Law Ministry had written to all the States 
for their comments, and asked them to revert urgently. 
“Many States have supported the Bill,” said the Law Min-
ister, without indicating if any Opposition-ruled State had 
disapproved of the move.
The proposed Muslim Women Protection of Rights on 
Marriage Bill will deal with complaints against instant tri-
ple talaq across the country, except Jammu and Kashmir.
The issue of ending instant triple talaq was part of the 
BJP’s campaign in the Uttar Pradesh elections and , 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi is said to have told his col-
leagues that it was a “historic move” to ensure gender 
justice.
The Congress said it supports progressive laws that stop 
practices like instant triple talaq but would comment on 
the proposed Bill only after the contents are made public.
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Subsistence allowance
As per provisions of the draft Bill, earlier reported by The 
Hindu, a husband who resorts to instant triple talaq can 
be fined or face a jail term of up to three years.
Instant triple talaq in any form — oral, written or electron-
ic — has been banned and made a cognisable offence. 
The Bill also provides for a subsistence allowance to a 
harassed Muslim woman and her dependent children 
and the custodial rights of minor children. In August, the 
Supreme Court had passed a landmark judgment term-
ing instant triple talaq “llegal and unconstitutional.”
However, government sources say data suggest that 
even after the judgment, there have been 66 cases of 
instant divorce until November. And before the judgment, 
there were 177 cases of instant divorces, with Uttar 
Pradesh and Bihar recording the maximum number.
Mr. Modi set up an inter-ministerial group to examine the 
issue after the Supreme Court judgment and it includ-
ed top Ministers such as ArunJaitley (Finance), Rajnath 
Singh (Home), Sushma Swaraj (External Affairs), Ravi 
Shankar Prasad (Law), his deputy P.P. Chaudhary and 
the junior Minister in the Prime Minister’s Office Jitender 
Singh.
Women hail move
Women’s groups such as the Bharatiya Muslim Mahi-
laAndolan (BMMA) welcomed the Cabinet decision.
A meeting of the members of the All India Muslim Person-
al Law Board (AIMPLB) and senior leaders of the Muslim 
community will be held on December 17 to formulate a 
response.
“We welcome this Bill, and we would want this to be 
discussed in Parliament and opened for wider consulta-
tions,” said BMMA chief ZakiaSoman, who has been at 
the forefront of demands for reforms in the Muslim per-
sonal law.

Cabinet clears Bill to replace MCI
The Union Cabinet has cleared the National Medical 
Commission Bill, which does away with the Medical 
Council of India (MCI) and replaces it with a regulator 
that will do away with “heavy handed regulatory control” 
over medical institutions and will also bring in a national 
licentiate examination, according to sources privy to the 
passage of the Bill.
Among its key provisions is to ease the processes for 
colleges to manage undergraduate and postgraduate 
courses. Earlier, the MCI approval was needed for estab-
lishing, renewing, recognising and increasing seats in a 
UG course. Under the new proposal, permissions need 

only be sought for establishment and recognition.
While separate permission would be required for start-
ing a postgraduate course after UG recognition, colleges 
could start PG courses on their own.
25-member body
The Bill proposes a government-nominated chairman 
and members, who will be selected by a committee under 
the Cabinet Secretary. The 25-member NMC will have 12 
ex-officio members, including four presidents of boards 
from leading medical institutions such as AIIMS and the 
ICMR; 11 part-time members and, a chairman and mem-
ber-secretary.
The NMC also aims to be less draconian. Deterrence 
for non-compliance with maintenance of standards is in 
terms of monetary penalty — ranging up to 10 times the 
annual tuition fee — rather than the existing system of 
not renewing permissions in case of serious infractions. 
The new commission will also have the power to frame 
guidelines for fees for up to 40% seats in private colleges 
and deemed universities.
The Bill is aimed at bringing reforms in the medical edu-
cation sector which has been under scrutiny for corrup-
tion and unethical practices, an official told PTI.

IMA tightens the screws on antibiotic 
prescriptions
Alarmed over the growing antibiotic resistance that has 
made it difficult to treat many bacterial infections; the In-
dian Medical Association (IMA) has advised doctors to 
follow strictly guidelines while prescribing antibiotics.
Despite the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) 
setting up the National Anti-Microbial Resistance Re-
search and Surveillance Network (AMRRSN) to enable 
compilation of data of such resistance at different levels 
of healthcare and publishing of treatment guidelines for 
anti-microbial use in common syndromes, the problem of 
multi-drug resistance due to widespread and indiscrimi-
nate use of antimicrobial and antibiotic drugs continues 
unabated in the country.
To address this issue, the IMA, at the Antimicrobial Re-
sistance Conference held in New Delhi last month, ad-
vised its members to mandatorily restrict the usage of 
antibiotics for treatment of proven bacterial infections. It 
also came out with a policy on anti-microbial resistance.
No refill without consent
IMA national president K.K. Aggarwal told The Hindu that 
doctors should henceforth write the antibiotic in a box to 
differentiate it from other drugs in the prescription.
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“When prescribing antibiotics, clear instructions should 
be given to the patient about no refill of antibiotic pre-
scription without the signature of the doctor. The role of 
antibiotics should be discussed in an informed consent,” 
he said.
Expressing concern over irrational antibiotic usage, Dr. 
Aggarwal said: “As per our policy, doctors should not pre-
scribe antibiotic cover or prophylactic antibiotic without a 
high degree of clinical suspicion. No antibiotics should be 
prescribed for small bowel diarrhoea, fever with cough 
and cold, dengue, chikungunya, malaria and fever with 
rashes. However, early initiation of antibiotics is the rule 
in suspected sepsis bacterial pneumonia meningitis and 
confirmed tuberculosis cases.”
Prescription audit
B.R. Jagashetty, former Drugs Controller of Karnataka 
and former National Adviser to the Union Ministry of 
Health and Family Welfare, said the government should 
conduct random “prescription audits” in both private and 
public sectors to improve medication safety.
National policy
This has also been included in the National Health Pol-
icy and Karnataka Public Health Policy prepared by the 
Knowledge Commission. The Karnataka Health Policy 
— that is yet to be implemented — also recommends 
that the State Health Ministry should also have its own 
antibiotic policy.
Attributing the growing antibiotic resistance to self-medi-
cation by most people, Dr.Jagashetty said: “Many people 
go to a chemist and ask for medicines for their health 
problem without visiting a doctor. Buying medicines over 
the counter is a major reason for misuse. Moreover, 
some doctors too prescribe higher antibiotics due to the 
impatience shown by their patients in getting well soon.”

IAF’s Mi-8 chopper flies into history
The Indian Air Force’s 45-year-old, reliable, medium lift 
Mi-8 attack and utility helicopter, symbolically flew for the 
last time  and vanished into the dusk.
Amid applause from the gathered personnel, who had 
flown the iconic craft, the military grey machine slowly lift-
ed into the Bengaluru skies in a swan song, its long rotors 
whirring as it literally melded into the orange sunset. Over 
100 veteran and service personnel, who cut their teeth in 
the IAF on the helicopter, had gathered at the Air Force 
Station, Yelahanka, on the city’s outskirts. They recalled 
with pride and nostalgia the decommissioned warhorse 
of wars and disasters.
Chief’s farewell

Former IAF chief, Air Chief Marshal (retd) Fali H. Ma-
jor, did the last flying honours along with the CO 112HU 
(helicopter unit), recalling later that his career was built 
around the aircraft. Three more Mi-8s joined him in a for-
mation and flew for a few minutes before they took the 
bow.
Air Marshal S.R.K. Nair, Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief, Training Command, said the 107 helicopters that 
have been phased out would be used for static educa-
tional purposes at various institutions.
Air Marshal Nair said the IAF has replaced the Mi-8 with 
new inductions in the same category such as the Mi-17, 
Mi-1v and more recently the Mi-v5.
He recalled that the Mi-8 helicopters were part of Opera-
tion Meghdoot of 1989 in the Siachen Glacier and Opera-
tion Pawan in Sri Lanka. The craft operated extensively 
in humanitarian, rescue and disaster relief operations 
across the country, including during the devastating 2015 
Chennai floods of 2015, apart from ferrying many VIPs 
and VVIPs.
Air Marshal Jasjit Singh Kler, Commandant of the Na-
tional Defence Academy and the senior most Mi-8 pilot, 
and other Mi-8 veterans pulled the craft some distance 
ceremonially to its rest.
The IAF described the Mi-8 as the backbone of its medi-
um lift combat capability and that it was an ideal platform 
for graduation of air crew. The 112 Helicopter Unit based 
at Yelahanka is the last unit to operate it. The unit has the 
record of graduating 119 pilot courses, 89 flight engineer-
ing courses and 57 flight gunner courses.
The Russian-made Mi-8 entered India in 1971. It was for-
mally inducted the next year. Between then and 1988, the 
Air Force inducted 107 of them, operating them across 
10 helicopter units and used them in various operations 
for 45 years. The Air Force said, “Through its glorious 
service career, the Mi-8 did not just establish itself as a 
mainstay of the helicopter operations but also left an in-
delible mark on the future by providing the IAF with a 
lineage of professional helicopter aircrew.”

Govt. plans to dispose of enemy properties 
soon
Properties belonging to people who had left for countries 
like Pakistan after Partition and which are free from any 
legal tangle will soon be disposed of with Home Minister 
Rajnath Singh giving his nod to the proposal, the Home 
Ministry said.
The issue was discussed threadbare at a high-level 
meeting chaired by the Home Minister here.
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The Minister directed that considering the importance 
of the new provisions in the Enemy Property Act, 2017, 
which was amended recently to include disposal/transfer 
of enemy properties, the rules may be notified expedi-
tiously.

LS passes Bill repealing 245 old laws
The Lok Sabha passed two Bills  repealing 245 obsolete 
and archaic laws including the 1911 Prevention of Sedi-
tious Meeting Act.

Calling it a progressive move of the Modi government, 
Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said many of them 
were “unfortunate part of the colonial legacy”.
The Minister said over 1,800 such laws had been abol-
ished since the Modi government came to power.
Parliament had repealed 1,029 laws in 1950. Such an ex-
ercise was undertaken even during the Vajpayee govern-
ment, he said. Some of the repealed laws were the Cal-
cutta Pilots Act of 1859 and the Dramatic Performance 
Act 1876.

IAF initiates step to buy 83 Tejas aircraft
The Indian Air Force (IAF)  issued the Request for Infor-
mation (RFI) for 83 Tejas light combat aircraft with spe-
cific enhancements.
“The RFI was issued for 83 aircraft, which includes 73 in 
Mk-1A configuration and 10 trainers in Final Operational 
Configuration (FOC). With this, the IAF will eventually 
have 123 Tejas aircraft,” an official said.
The deadline for Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. (HAL), which 
is manufacturing the aircraft, to respond is March 14, the 
official added.
The Mk-1A, which has 43 improvements over the basic 
variant and the production of the 1A, is expected in 2019.
HAL is also in the process of setting up another assembly 
line at a cost of Rs. 130 crore to increase the production 
rate from eight to 16.
The second line would be ready by 2019 when Mk-1A 

begins production, another official said.
The IAF has so far placed orders for 40 jets in two batch-
es of which the first 20 are in the Initial Operational Con-
figuration (IOC) while the remaining 20 are in the Final 
Operational Configuration (FOC).

Govt to assess impact of Hepatitis B 
immunization drive
Ten years after the Hepatitis B vaccine was introduced in 
the Universal Immunisation Programme (UIP), the Union 
health ministry plans to assess the impact of the immuni-
zation on the population.
Viral hepatitis, despite government efforts, continues to 
be a serious public health problem in India.
More than 52 million people in the country are currently 
infected with chronic hepatitis, according to the World 
Health Organization (WHO).
Under the health ministry’s plan, the Indian Council of 
Medical Research (ICMR) aims to identify the barriers 
leading to low Hepatitis B coverage under UIP and study 
the impact of the immunization done over the years.
“In India, the estimated burden of hepatitis is very high, 
necessitating focus on prevention and control measures 
of hepatitis to mitigate the morbidity and mortality due to 
the disease. There is however, a paucity of nationally rep-
resentative data to establish accurate disease burden,” 
said SoumyaSwaminathan, director general, ICMR.
“New infections caused by the five known hepatitis virus-
es—A, B, C, D and E (HAV, HBV, HCV, HDV and HEV)—
can be prevented. In addition, testing and treatment can 
improve the health of persons with chronic infections. 
The sequel to chronic hepatitis includes cirrhosis and 
hepato-cellular carcinoma that pose long-term burden on 
the health system,” she said.
The health ministry is developing a comprehensive inte-
grated three-year National Action Plan for Viral Hepatitis 
(NAPVH) with the key objective of providing an action-
able framework of evidence based, priority interventions 
to support the national response for prevention, control 
and management of viral hepatitis in the country.
Under the plan, studies will be conducted to understand 
the efficacy of alternative medicine in preventing and 
treating viral hepatitis, comparison of indigenous and 
Chinese hepatitis vaccines in clinical trials and under-
stand the modes of transmission of viral hepatitis B.
“In view of the existing gaps in current programmes, it is 
pertinent to address all aspects under the Integrated Na-
tional Programme on Prevention and Control Programme 
of Viral Hepatitis, of which research and innovation is one 
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important component,” said Swaminathan.
“We want to enhance knowledge and skills required for 
evidence based on various aspects of the epidemic, up-
scaled operational research, multi-disciplinary themes, 
improved research quality, better research capabilities 
and expanded partnerships for tracking the epidemic and 
assessing impact,” she said.
India is committed to achieve the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals (SDGs). The SDGs are a collection of 
17 global goals set by the United Nations. The broad 
goals are interrelated though each has its own targets to 
achieve. SDG 3.1 aims to achieve the elimination of viral 
hepatitis by 2030. India is also a signatory to this World 
Health Assembly resolution and the country’s vision is to 
move towards elimination of Viral Hepatitis by 2030.
The government introduced Hepatitis B vaccines in the 
UIP in 2007-2008. Nearly 119,000 cases of all cause viral 
hepatitis were reported in India in 2012. The Integrated 
Disease Surveillance Programme of the National Centre 
for Disease Control received notification of over 290,000 
cases of acute viral hepatitis in 2013.

Activists pick holes in triple talaq Bill
The Bhartiya Muslim MahilaAndolan (BMMA), which has 
been on the forefront of the battle against triple talaq, 
has called for a range of changes in the Muslim Women 
(Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill, 2017, that will be 
tabled in the Lok Sabha next week.
The Bill, say BMMA members, lacks a holistic approach 
on gender justice, and leaves out problems such as po-
lygamy, age of marriage andhalala(a practice where a 
woman is made to go through a consummatednikaahwith 
another man in order to go back to her former husband).
“After such a long fight, it is a very big development in 
terms of having a legislation. But we were hopeful that 
the Bill would be much more comprehensive,” said Noor-
jehanSafiaNiaz, co-founder of BMMA. The Andolanhas-
called for the Bill to be referred to a Parliamentary stand-
ing committee to include gender-just provisions.
On criminalisation
BMMA members said the purpose of the Bill is gender 
justice, and criminalisation in itself cannot serve this ob-
jective. Recognising the importance of deterrence in law, 
they demanded that the deterrence should be guided by 
earlier progressive laws on bigamy, dowry and preven-
tion of domestic violence. “Marriage is a civil matter. As 
per Section 494 of the Indian Penal Code, bigamy is a 
non-cognisable and bailable offence. Violation of law 
through triple talaq should invite penalty and punishment 
accordingly and proportionately,” they said.

Harsh approach
They said the Bill takes a harsher approach by making tri-
ple talaq a non-bailable and cognisable offence, attract-
ing a penalty and imprisonment up to three years.
According to Ms. Niaz, the Bill makes triple talaq illegal, 
but fails to suggest alternate methods that need to be 
followed. “The Bill needs to lay down the procedure of 
divorce as per thetalaq-e-Ahsanmethod, involving recon-
ciliation and mediation between husband and wife lasting 
for a minimum 90 days. In case of divorce after this pro-
cedure, the wife should receive financial support for her-
self and her children,” Ms. Niaz said. She said the BMMA 
has developed a method of divorce based on the Quranic 
injunctions in its draft, which it has sent to government 
authorities, including 62 parliamentarians.
Opposition from some
Meanwhile, the All India Muslim Personal Law Board has 
rejected the legislation on the whole, stating that it should 
be withheld and withdrawn.
They have also called for consultations with their mem-
bers before preparing the Bill. After a meeting of the AIM-
PLB on December 24 in Lucknow, members announced 
that the consequences of the Bill would be against the 
welfare of Muslim women.
“It shall harm the interest of Muslim women and the fam-
ily, it is against the principals of sharia and an interfer-
ence in Muslim Personal Law,” said a statement from the 
Board.
The Bill was cleared by the Union Cabinet earlier this 
month.

We are aware of China’s maritime ambitions: 
India
The Centre  informed the Lok Sabha that it was aware of 
China’s ambition to emerge as a “maritime power”, and 
indicated that India maintained a “close watch” on all de-
velopments that threatened its security.
“India and China have, on several occasions, reiterated 
that, as large neighbours following independent foreign 
policies, the relationships pursued by India and China 
with other countries must not become a source of con-
cern for each other. Both countries have agreed to dis-
play mutual respect and sensitivity to each other’s con-
cerns and aspirations,” said Minister of State for External 
Affairs Gen. (Ret.) V.K. Singh, in response to a question. 
The statement is significant in view of China’s recently 
concluded Free Trade Agreement with the Maldives 
which has drawn India’s attention.
“The government is aware of China’s stated objective of 
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becoming a ‘maritime power’. As part of this strategy, China is developing ports and other infrastructure facilities in 
the littoral countries in the Indian Ocean region, including in the vicinity of India’s maritime boundary.”
Commenting on ties with Pakistan, he said, the “onus” of starting the Comprehensive Dialogue Process launched 
during the 2015 visit to Islamabad by External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj, lies on Pakistan.

Lok Sabha passes triple talaq Bill
“In law, you have to prove mens rea or guilty intention. If the husband says I had no intention but I was upset, I was 
angry, what happens then,” Ms. Dev asked.
Speaking on behalf of her party, BJP MP MeenakshiLekhi made an impassioned appeal in support of the bill and at-
tacked the Congress by reminding the party that it had opposed the Shah Bano judgement of the Supreme Court in 
1986.
“They were opposed to an allowance of Rs. 125 in the Shah Bano case and our Muslim sisters and the country suf-
fered. After a gap of 30 years, there is an opportunity to correct it,” said Ms. Lekhi.
Despite being second largest opposition party in Lok Sabha, Trinamool Congress members didn’t take part in the 
debate despite being present.
Many parties who in principle supported the bill expressed concerns about making the civil issue of instant divorce a 
criminal offence and with little scope of reconciliation.
“Every family dispute should not result in a criminal action,” said SupriyaSule of the Nationalist Congress Party.
BadruddinAjmal’s AIUDF, AsaduddinOwaisi of AIMIM and the Kerala-based Indian Union Muslim League said that the 
bill was politically motivated and encroached on Muslim personal law.
Joining issue with the Law Minister’s assertion that 22 Islamic nations have regulated triple talaq, Mr. Owaisi said no 
country has penal provisions. He said triple talaq was an emotional and verbal abuse and provisions of the domestic 
violence act was enough to deal with it. “This is the first step to take away all my personal laws that Article 21 of the 
Constitution guarantees,” he said.
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‘Services, agri slowdown, a concern’
While the rebound in GDP growth in the second quar-
ter can act as a ‘confidence booster’ for the economy, 
the slowdown in the services sector, including finance, 
transport and hotels, as well as in agriculture is cause for 
concern, according to industry bodies and consultants.
Ranen Banerjee, partner (public finance and economics), 
PwC India, said in a statement, “the GDP numbers for Q2 
are not surprising and it is on expected lines given the 
re-stocking in manufacturing that has taken place in this 
quarter post the GST roll out.
“We are, however, still experiencing slowdown in the ser-
vices sector including finance, transport and hotels.”
GST effect on services
Possible causes for the slowdown include the larger 
working capital requirements faced by the services sec-
tor (especially export-oriented ones) and teething pro-
cess issues post-GST implementation, he said. “We also 
possibly need to examine whether the 3 percentage point 
increase in tax rate on services — from an effective 15% 
pre-GST to 18% under GST — is causing some demand 
side impact. We will need to wait for Q3 and Q4 GDP 
numbers to be able to comment on this more conclusive-
ly,” he added.
Assocham secretary General D.S. Rawat said, “... agri-
culture remains an area of concern with a mere 1.7% in 
the second quarter against 2.3% in the previous quarter. 
Setbacks in the agri performance can have a cascading 
impact on consumer inflation.” Chandrajit Banerjee, di-
rector general, CII, said, “The rebound in GDP growth to 
6.3%, after the uninspiring performance of the previous 
quarter is noteworthy and a great confidence booster.”
“What is encouraging is that manufacturing has emerged 
as a key driver of growth indicating that firms have start-
ed restocking and recovery is taking shape. Gross fixed 
capital formation has also picked up from last year’s lack-
lustre pace,” he said.
Pankaj Patel, president, FICCI, said, “The monetary pol-
icy announcement next week will be a perfect timing to 
give another shot to boost the sentiment. Also, the gov-
ernment should look at further consolidating its reform 
agenda in the Union Budget to be announced two months 
from now to give further boost to investment.”

Indian economy no longer dependent on the 
oxygen of govt support
The key question the GDP growth numbers for the Sep-
tember quarter were supposed to answer was: Has the 
Indian economy recovered from the ravages of the intro-
duction of the goods and services tax (GST)?
Well, the overall number looks good, since gross value 
added (GVA) growth at constant prices has come in at 
6.1%, against 5.6% for the June quarter. But some of 
the shine gets rubbed off because the growth rate got a 
boost from a lower base. While the 5.6% real GVA growth 
in Q1 of 2017-18 was on top of a 7.6% growth in Q1 last 
fiscal year, the Q2 real GVA growth of 6.1% was on top 
of a lower growth of 6.8% in Q2 last year. So, a jump in 
growth was expected and that was not only because of 
the base effect, but also due to the effect of restocking by 
businesses after the introduction of GST.
We knew from the strain on government finances and its 
rising fiscal deficit that it couldn’t keep up its level of sup-
port for the Indian economy. As expected, therefore, the 
rate of growth of government expenditure fell sharply in 
the September quarter. Also, agricultural growth had a 
high base last year and it too decelerated. What is heart-
ening is that the non-government, non-farm part of the 
economy did rather well, growing by 6.8% in the Septem-
ber quarter, compared to 5.5% in the June quarter and a 
paltry 3.8% in the March quarter. Indeed, this part of the 
economy grew at a higher rate in the September 2017 
quarter, compared to the September 2016 quarter. True, 
this figure too has been boosted by a benign base effect. 
Nevertheless, the Indian economy is no longer depend-
ent on the oxygen of government support.
This seems to be especially true when we consider the 
growth in manufacturing, which is a respectable 7%. This 
again was along expected lines, since September quar-
ter corporate results had shown a significant improve-
ment in profit growth. Indeed, data from Centre for Moni-
toring Indian Economy shows that operating profits of the 
manufacturing sector (albeit for a smaller sample) grew 
year-on-year by 10.45% in the September quarter, com-
pared to a contraction of 17.6% in the June quarter. To be 
sure, there’s a favourable base effect in manufacturing 
as well, although that doesn’t account for the bulk of the 
growth. The catch is that we were anyway supposed to 
see a one-off improvement in manufacturing, the result of 
restocking by businesses.
In the services sector, as mentioned, the contribution of 
the government has been lower. But if we take private 
sector services, there too we see a slowdown (see chart). 

Economy
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The “financial services, real estate and business servic-
es” sector has seen GVA growth drop from 6.4% in Q1 
to 5.7% in Q2, in spite of a substantially favourable base 
effect. Possibly, the dire state of the real estate sector 
is reflected in that figure. IndusInd Bank chief economist 
Gaurav Kapur says, “The services sector was expected 
to see much less disruption on account of the introduc-
tion of GST. Slowing growth in the private services sector 
is therefore a worry.”
The construction industry has seen a small improvement, 
with growth going up from 2% in Q1 to 2.6% in Q2. Taken 
in conjunction with the dismal 1.7% growth in agriculture, 
it’s a reflection of the problems being faced by the poor-
er sections of the people, since these are the two main 
sources of livelihood for them.
The expenditure side numbers show that gross fixed 
capital formation growth picked up to 4.7%. That’s not 
much and the concern is that with the government prob-
ably having to curtail its expenditure to keep the fiscal 
deficit in check, capex in the second half may be affected.
Consumption growth slowed in the September quarter 
and it has been steadily decelerating for several quarters. 
Growth in private consumption was the lowest in the last 
eight quarters.
What of the future? Government expenditure will be 
constrained even further for the rest of the fiscal year, 
so the boost has to come from the private sector. The 
slowdown in private sector services is also a problem. 
The manufacturing sector did well during the September 
quarter, but we need to see how much of that is due to 
a restocking bounce. Exports should do much better, as 
they recover from the problems they faced with GST and 
because global trade is reviving. And the favourable base 
effect will continue to help with the growth optics, particu-
larly in the March quarter.
Will the lower-than-expected growth lead to 
lower interest rates from the central bank? 
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has to wor-
ry about rising global interest rates, and ris-
ing oil and commodity prices. Besides, if the 
slowdown in the economy is temporary, as 
the government has said many times, then is 
it necessary to provide a stimulus?
So yes, the economy is recovering from the twin traumas 
of demonetization and GST, but the bounce hasn’t been 
as strong as expected—RBI had projected real GVA 
growth to increase by 6.4% in the September quarter.

Govt. eases mine auction rules
More than two years after it introduced auctions as a 
means to allot mining rights for major minerals, the Cen-
tre  significantly eased the auction rules in a bid to rekin-
dle investor interest in a process that has been marred 
by failed auctions.
While 33 blocks of minerals have been successfully auc-
tioned since May 2015, when the mineral auction rules 
were introduced, as many as 60 auctions have flopped 
for lack of interest. The development assumes signifi-
cance as the Centre is looking to auction more than 100 
blocks over the next 15 months with a potential value of 
about Rs. 2 lakh crore.
“We have been monitoring the process closely with State 
governments and there was a consensus that the rules 
needed to be eased to make the process more pragmatic 
for bidders without sacrificing the requisite checks on 
successful bidders,” Union Mines Secretary Arun Kumar 
said at a briefing to explain the amendments notified on 
November 30.
States can now allocate blocks even if there are less than 
three bidders in the fray during the second round of auc-
tion, as opposed to the existing rule that requires the pro-
cess to be annulled if there are less than three bidders in 
the first three rounds.
Net worth norms
In a bid to expand the pool of prospective bidders, net 
worth requirements have also been relaxed. For an aver-
age annual output of up to Rs. 2 crore, bidders now need 
a net worth of just Rs. 0.5 crore. Similarly, for an average 
annual output of up to Rs. 20 crore, the net worth norm 
has been slashed from Rs. 40 crore to Rs. 10 crore.
Rigid end-use conditions on minerals excavated from a 
block, have been done away with. Miners can now dis-
pose of 25% of unused low-grade ore.
The Centre aims to spur increased interest in the upcom-
ing auctions — 34 mineral blocks are in the pipeline for 
the rest of 2017-18. The new norms also have a clause to 
discourage miners from ‘squatting’ on mine leases. “We 
have now decided that if you have the letter of intent for 
a mine, be ready to mine within three years,” Mr. Kumar 
said.

‘America First and Make in India 
complement each other’
India must spend 20 years building its own capabilities 
on the economic and defence fronts, MukeshAghi, Presi-
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dent of the Washington-based U.S. India Strategic Part-
nership Forum, who attended the Global Entrepreneur-
ship summit in Hyderabad this week, said in an interview. 
Excerpts:
What has been the impact of Ivanka Trump’s 
trip to India?
The immediate impact is there is much more awareness 
on a global basis that India is a fantastic opportunity for 
start-ups. And as the economy grows in the next 10 years, 
start-ups will make a big difference, and hopefully India 
will build a strong ecosystem to develop the start-ups.
There has also been some criticism about the red carpet 
welcome — normally reserved for royalty — accorded to 
Ivanka Trump. What kind of weight will her presence here 
carry back home in the U.S.?
Well, I think you have to look at the weight she carried for 
China. During the election campaign, the President was 
very critical of China and Ivanka was the conduit for the 
Chinese to the President….and as you saw, a State visit 
took place in November. So while her title may be “advi-
sor”, President Trump is all ears for her. And hopefully 
Ms. Trump will carry back a more hopeful response on 
the opportunities that exist in India.
How do you see the transition from the Obama 
administration to the Trump administration on 
trade ties? Is there continuity?
There is definitely some continuity. What we are seeing 
is much more openness on the transfer of technology. 
The best example of that is on the UAV or drones, some-
thing India has been asking for, for years. This President 
took a decision, as India’s strategic partner, to supply the 
drones and the best technology to India. I think that is a 
very positive sign. The trade deficit, which I think is quite 
small, is not such a big issue. The two leaders [President 
Trump and PM Modi] are more interested in seeing how 
they can grow the geostrategic relationship between In-
dia and the U.S.
Even so, concerns over the H1B visas, issues related to 
the financing of renewable technology and the climate 
change agreement, as well as WTO disputes persist. 
More importantly, does the U.S. President’s ‘America 
First’ policy clash with PM Modi’s ‘Make in India’?
As the relationship deepens and broadens, there will be 
such disagreements. The U.S. and Canada have more 
disputes at the WTO than anyone else. What makes 
a difference is the maturity in handling these disputes, 
which we are seeing. Strategically India and the U.S. are 
aligned. India and the U.S. believes in the rule of law, 
want a stable world. So these disputes will have a limited 
impact.
I don’t think that ‘America First’ and ‘Make in India’ clash. 

In fact they complement each other, as we have seen 
with the fighter jets that could be made in India but the 
component parts will still come from the U.S., so jobs will 
be created in both countries.
The civil aviation minister said that there are civilian or-
ders for about 1,000 planes... in the pipeline.
One area where there hasn’t been a breakthrough is the 
civilian nuclear industry. Almost three years after Presi-
dent Obama and PM Modi declared the Indo-U.S. nucle-
ar deal was done, we haven’t yet seen one agreement, or 
the first U.S. dollar go into the sector….
I think that’s about priorities. For this government, renew-
able energy is important, but it is making a big push for 
solar energy technologies.
The other thing is because Toshiba-Westinghouse went 
into bankruptcy, the process has been delayed. I believe 
it will come through eventually, once Westinghouse gets 
its house in order. But from an Indian perspective the 
growth is in the solar sector.
Finally what needs to be done to really increase bilateral 
trade, that is just over $100 billion for goods and services 
($67.7 billion in goods, 2016), to the oft-repeated goal of 
$500 billion?
I think you have to look at what has happened in the U.S. 
and China. A large investment has to come from the U.S. 
into India, especially on the technology side. Indian in-
vestors have also upped their game, putting about $ 12.6 
billion into the U.S. last year.
But I think what is going to bring the big leap is when 
India provides more market access to U.S. companies. It 
is now happening with companies like Amazon, Uber and 
Google. They have a much greater market share here 
than they have in China.
So at least in the services sector, India has realised it is 
important to open up. And I think this is what is needed 
in the manufacturing industry, and [U.S. investment] will 
come.

Factory activity rises fastest since October 
2016: survey
Manufacturing activity improved in November to its high-
est level since October 2016 on the back of growth in 
new orders and output, a private sector survey showed.
The Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ 
Index recorded a value of 52.6 in November, up from 
50.3 in October. A value above 50 denotes an expansion 
in activity, while one below 50 implies contraction.
“The Indian manufacturing sector recorded its strongest 
improvement in business conditions for 13 months, re-
cording marked and accelerated increases in output and 
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new orders,” the report said. “Furthermore, manufactur-
ing companies observed a renewed increase in new ex-
port orders during November.”
On employment, the report said greater production re-
quirements in November led to the fastest rate in em-
ployment creation since September 2012. “The upward 
movement in the headline index was driven by a marked 
increase in output,” it said. “Furthermore, the rate of ex-
pansion quickened to the strongest since October 2016. 
A combination of higher order book volumes and a de-
crease in GST rates reportedly contributed to greater 
production.”
However, the report said, the rate of growth in production 
was still lower than the long-term trend witnessed since 
the survey was started in March 2005.
“India’s manufacturing economy advanced on its path to 
recovery as disruptions from the recent tax reform (GST) 
continues to diminish,” AashnaDodhia, economist, HIS 
Markit and author of the report, said.

Fashion e-tailereShakti rides U.S. custom 
market
In 1996, when brand marketing specialist B.G. Krishnan 
read about how anyone could build an international com-
pany in Bill Gates’s book, ‘The Road Ahead’, it touched 
a chord.
Having worked in marketing and sales, Mr. Krishnan was 
convinced that the Internet would create a level-playing 
field for all, make geographical boundaries disappear 
and reward those who create products with real benefits.
These two beliefs converged when he picked export of la-
dies’ garments from India to the U.S. as a business idea.
The result: eShakti.com, a women’s fashion company 
that lets its overseas buyers customise their dresses, 
tops, skirts, pants and jeans online before ordering.
“In India, fabrics are purchased through touch and feel. 
We wanted to change it — firstly, by moving away from 
offline to online stores; secondly, by offering customised 
clothing made to your size, style and height; and third-
ly by offering what is seasonal and trending,” said Mr. 
Krishnan.
eShakti came into existence in 2008 with an initial invest-
ment of $15 million from the founders and private equity 
investors. The technical and marketing team sits in Chen-
nai, while the core design team is based out of New York. 
Manufacturing is outsourced to six units in Gurugram and 
the firm has a returns centre in Seattle.
‘Data-driven’
“We have a large database of necklines and sleeve de-

signs. A customer can mix and match necklines, sleeve 
designs as well as the fabric as per her choice.
“She has to give her body specs, the design and the fab-
ric she wants on the company’s website. After that, the 
dress is made virtually and then the stitching happens. 
The product is delivered within 14 days of placing the 
order. It has worked well in the largest fashion market in 
the world,” said Mr. Krishnan.
According to Mr. Krishnan, about 60% of eShakti’s cus-
tomers used customisation for size or style while all of 
them used customisation for height.
eShakti enables live tracking of orders by the custom-
ers from the stage of cutting the cloth, to shipping. “We 
have been using technology to disrupt the market using 
key factors — customer acquisition, retention and adding 
life-time value to customers. Our customers are our ad-
vertisers,” said ArasuShanker J, chief technology officer, 
eShakti.
‘Untapped market’
Asked about the differentiating factor, Mr. Krishnan said, 
“The $168 billion women’s apparel market has significant 
untapped potential due to variation in body shape, size 
and height.
“The market is unable to cater to these widely varied siz-
ing needs. That’s why we decided to get into this market. 
Our value proposition is customisation that is easy, af-
fordable and fast. In the US, we are positioned between 
budget and moderate.” The Chennai-based company 
carries inventory for 11 days. It does not have a signifi-
cant advertisement budget.
“For us, customers are our brand ambassador. We have 
a Facebook page, wherein if a customer rises a ques-
tion, it is answered by several satisfied customers. That 
speaks volumes for our success,” Mr. Krishnan said.
Currently, eShakti is conducting a pilot run in Australia 
and Canada. Next year, it plans to enter the U.K., France, 
Italy, UAE, Singapore, China and Japan, said Mr. Shan-
ker.
‘$100 million target’
To meet its growth targets, eShakti is in talks with private 
equity players to raise $25 million, which, Mr. Krishnan 
said would happen by the fourth quarter of 2017-18.
The funds raised would be used for entering new mar-
kets, expanding existing offerings, for new offerings such 
as jackets, sweaters and bridal wear and for upgradation 
of technology.
“From $1 million in 2008, we have grown to $20 mil-
lion and hope to touch $100 million in five years,” Mr. 
Krishnan said.
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Rise of the technology sun in the East
Increasing protectionism in the U.S., combined with the 
trend of Western firms choosing to retain Indian talent lo-
cally, means that global opportunities for Indian IT profes-
sionals are getting squeezed. But even as the technology 
sun may be setting in the West, it could be rising in the 
East, with Japan ramping up its interest in India’s talent 
pool.
Japan’s shrinking demographics are causing a rethink of 
the archipelago’s notoriously immigrant-averse outlook. 
In 2016, only 9,80,000 babies were born in Japan, down 
from 2 million in 1975. The working age population is pre-
dicted to decline from 77 million in 2015 to 67 million in 
2030. Unsurprisingly, more than half the companies sur-
veyed recently by Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade 
and Industry, say they have an interest in recruiting from 
overseas. To boost skilled immigration, Tokyo now allows 
foreign professionals to get permanent residency in Ja-
pan after living in the country for one to three years.
Japan’s shortfall in talent in the IT sector is acute. The 
country already suffers a lacuna of 2,00,000 IT engineers, 
which is expected to grow to 8,00,000 by 2030. India is 
a fertile hunting ground for new talent. YoheiShibasaki, 
CEO of Fourth Valley Concierge Corp, a headhunting 
firm based in Tokyo, says he has begun recruiting from 
30 Indian universities, including the IITs. “Japan realises 
that the best talent is in India, but we cannot manage 
with English speakers,” he adds. As a result, only 20 of 
Japan’s top firms recruit from India.
Harsh Obrai, the director of the India IT Forum in Tokyo, 
says the numbers of Indians working in Japan are gradu-
ally increasing. About 8,000 of the 23,000-strong Indian 
diaspora here are IT professionals. But he admits that liv-
ing as a foreigner in Japan continues to be onerous from 
having to file tax returns in Japanese, to an inheritance 
tax that applies on global assets even for people who 
have only worked in the country for a few years. Securing 
housing without a guarantor, who is legally required to 
pay the rent if a tenant falls behind, is another obstacle.
Work culture
Some of these challenges have eased. In particular, a 
few Indian schools have opened in Tokyo. Housing with 
simpler rules for renting is also increasingly available, 
and areas with a preponderance of Indians, like Nishi-
kasai in eastern Tokyo, have emerged. But V. Sriram, a 
long-term Japan resident who established Infosys’s first 
Japan office in 1997, believes the crucial issue that con-
strains more immigration from India is the difference in 
sensibility and work culture. In Japan, every task is con-

sidered equally important, big or small, he says, whereas 
Indians prioritise certain outcomes over others. There is 
little room in Japan for India’s famous improvisation. “The 
Japanese spend much more time testing for unlikely, ran-
dom exceptions than Indians are used to.”
Mr. Sriram thinks it works better for both Japanese firms 
and Indian professionals to collaborate in third markets 
like the U.S. rather than in Japan itself. “The expectation 
remains that others have to change to fit Japan rather 
than Japan changing to accommodate them.” Mr. Shiba-
saki however, remains optimistic and points out that Ja-
pan’s foreign labour force is growing by about 20% every 
year. His company has proposed the setting up of Japan 
Centres in select IITs to teach students Japanese and 
familiarise them with cultural niceties connected to food 
and dress. For Indian IT job seekers, learning to wield 
chopsticks and the correct way to bow could yield rich 
dividends.

What’s behind the bitcoin boom?
As the price of the bitcoin leapt past $10,000 this week, 
marking a tenfold gain in 2017, many investors seemed 
to nurse a ‘missed-out’ feeling. The financial press ran 
‘how-to-invest-in-bitcoin’ tutorials right alongside unflat-
tering comparisons of the bitcoin boom to the Tulip ma-
nia. If you are among the Indian investors who are rue-
ing their decision to skip bitcoins in favour of the stock 
market, here are some bitcoin facts that may make you 
feel better.
Scarcity premium
In the financial markets, asset bubbles are spotted by 
comparing the traded price of an asset to its fair value. 
For stocks, the valuation metric may be the price-to-
earnings or book value multiple. For oil or gold, there’s 
the cost of producing each barrel or ounce. The rupee is 
assessed on real effective exchange rate. But it’s hard to 
say if there’s a bubble brewing in bitcoins because it has 
no such valuation measure. Its price is therefore decided 
mainly by demand-supply dynamics.
No one knows yet, if Bitcoin’s pseudonymous inventor 
Satoshi Nakamoto was a computer engineer, academic 
or Silicon Valley geek. But one subject that Nakamoto 
certainly understood was economics. He knew that when 
unlimited demand chases finite supply, the result is sky-
rocketing prices.
So, while creating the original algorithm to ‘mine’ blocks 
of bitcoins (new bitcoins are created when you use com-
puters to solve complex mathematical problems set by 
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the system), he set a finite limit on the bitcoins that could 
be mined for all time to come. He also ensured that the 
algorithm got more complex over time and that the bitcoin 
yield shrank in geometric proportion with each new block.
This has effectively set a hard limit of 21 million on total 
bitcoin supply, of which an estimated 16.7 million (80 per 
cent) has already been mined. Mining new blocks now 
entails gigawatts of electricity and computing power.
To make things interesting, there’s uncertainty about the 
existing bitcoin supply as well. About a million bitcoins 
are said to have been spirited away by Nakamoto him-
self, a few million have gone missing due to lost hard 
disks and forgotten passwords, and a good number are 
out of circulation because they’re stockpiled by investors.
This scarcity factor and the lack of a fair value measure 
makes the bitcoin a great playground for speculators, but 
a very uncomfortable one for long-term investors.
High on volatility
Looking back today, bitcoin returns for the last five years 
are drool-worthy. The rupee-equivalent price of a bitcoin 
has zoomed from under Rs. 600 in November 2012 to 
more than Rs. 6.8 lakh by November 2017, a cool 300% 
annualised return. In the same period, the BSE Sensex 
has produced a staid 11.5% despite a bull market.
If this is making you regret choosing stocks over bitcoins, 
do note that you would have needed nerves of steel to 
stay invested in bitcoins. While delivering stellar returns, 
the bitcoin has subjected its investors to an extremely 
rocky ride.
Over the last five years, the maximum loss made by the 
BSE Sensex on any given day was 5.93%. Its biggest 
single-day gain was 3.8%. The rupee, with which the bit-
coin competes as a virtual currency, saw a biggest single-
day depreciation (against the dollar) of 3.6% and gained 
3.4% on its best day.
But the bitcoin, on its bad days, has proved five times as 
volatile as the Sensex. On its worst day in the last five 
years, its price tanked by 28% in dollar terms. At its most 
euphoric, it shot up by 41% in a single session. Also, 10% 
single-day losses were not unusual for the bitcoin, with 
36 such occasions in the last five years.
The short history of the bitcoin has been punctuated by 
quite a few stomach-roiling events too. In 2014, thou-
sands of bitcoins were stolen from the leading exchange 
Mt Gox which had to be shuttered. The event saw a two-
year lull in the bitcoin bull market. In August, a breakaway 
faction Bitcoin Cash, ‘forked’ off from the main bitcoin 
blockchain. This week, global bitcoin exchanges reported 
outages and flash crashes unable to handle the sharp 

surge in traffic.Due to such volatility, though it has proved 
a blockbuster investment, the bitcoin hasn’t really made 
headway as a global alternative to conventional money.
Regulatory approval
When originally introduced, virtual currencies, backed 
by the ultra-democratic blockchain technology, were ex-
pected to offer a border-less alternative to fiat currencies, 
which were being systematically debased by govern-
ments in the developed world. There was clamour for a 
globally-accepted medium of exchange that was free of 
political hegemony.
But trading volumes in cryptocurrencies have tended 
to become quite concentrated in a few regions lately. 
They’ve also proved quite sensitive to governmental ac-
tions. After galloping fivefold between January and Sep-
tember 2017, bitcoins suffered a 30% blip this Septem-
ber after the Chinese government, wary of capital flight, 
ordered the shut-down of leading bitcoin exchanges. In 
April, markets cheered Japan’s decision to officially rec-
ognise bitcoins as legal tender and license 11 exchanges.
Trading volumes have also flown from one region to an-
other depending on how favourably disposed regulators 
have been towards bitcoins. Chinese exchanges domi-
nated bitcoin trading a couple of years ago with a more 
than 80% volume share. But after the clampdown, Japa-
nese and U.S. exchanges now control over two-thirds of 
volumes.
In India, the RBI is still undecided on the issue of how 
and if at all it will regulate virtual currencies. Meanwhile, 
it has issued disclaimers that it hasn’t authorised bitcoins 
as a medium of exchange, warning investors of poten-
tial ‘financial, operational, legal, customer protection and 
security-related risks’ if they dabble in them.

Inflation may force RBI to hold rates
The Monetary Policy Committee, which will meet this 
week, is likely to keep repo rates unchanged at 6% on 
inflation concerns, said a study.
The retail inflation or consumer price index based-infla-
tion accelerated to a seven-month high of 3.58% in Octo-
ber from 3.28% in September.
Rating agency ICRA said although CPI inflation for Oc-
tober was lower than the 4.2-4.6% range for the second 
half of FY18 that the MPC had forecast, certain risks 
persisted. “With the CPI inflation likely to track a rising 
trend over the second half and print at around 4.5% in 
March 2018, we expect an extended pause amid non-
unanimous voting by the MPC in the December policy 
review,” ICRA MD and CEO Naresh Takkar said.
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Centre prepares to redefine ‘employment’
China has thrown open its economic corridor with Paki-
stan for investment by other countries after successfully 
commissioning a power plant near Karachi.
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson GengShuang in-
vited other countries to participate in the corridor on the 
“principle of equality and voluntarism”, after last week’s 
commissioning of the first phase of the 1320 Megawatt 
Port Qasim power project. He described CPEC, a flag-
ship of its trans-continental Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), 
as “an open initiative”.
Mr. Geng cited participation by Qatar’s Al-Mirqab Capital 
as an illustration of Beijing’s openness to third-party par-
ticipation.
China has been focusing on energy projects as part of its 
plan to build comprehensive infrastructure — the first es-
sential step to industrialise Pakistan. Earlier, in May, the 
Sahiwal coal-fired plant in Punjab was commissioned, 
aimed at generating more than 1000 MW of electricity.

15th Finance Commission to get inputs from 
stakeholders
The Fifteenth Finance Commission held its first meeting, 
where it held preliminary discussions regarding its terms 
of reference, and agreed that it would expedite meetings 
with the government and the various stakeholders in or-
der to meet those terms.
“The Commission was cognisant that it has been as-
signed wide-ranging Terms of Reference which needed to 
be suitably addressed,” the government said in a release. 
“Towards this objective, it was felt that wide-ranging con-
sultations with all stake holders including various Minis-
tries of the Union government, all State Governments, 
Local Bodies, Panchayats and Political parties of each 
State Government needed to be expeditiously initiated.”
The meeting was held under the chairmanship of N.K. 
Singh and was attended by all the other members, in-
cluding Shaktikanta Das, Anoop Singh, and part-time 
members Ashok Lahiri and Ramesh Chand.
“The Commission recognised that there was also need 
to undertake analytical papers, analysis from leading re-
search organisations within the country and elsewhere 
to suitably address the Terms of Reference,” the release 
added.
“The Commission was keen to seek academic inputs and 
inter-actions with leading think tanks and domain knowl-
edge experts which would assist the Commission in its 
work.”

HC junks 63 Moons’ plea against merger
The Bombay High Court has dismissed the petition filed 
by 63 Moons Technologies, formerly known as Financial 
Technologies India Ltd (FTIL), which challenged the order 
passed by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs to merge the 
company with the National Spot Exchange Ltd. (NSEL). 
, a bench comprising Chief Justice ManjulaChellur and 
Justice M.S. Sonak dismissed the writ petition, but grant-
ed a 12-week stay on implementation of the order. The 
company said it would appeal in the Supreme Court.
‘Will move SC’
“The Honourable Bombay High Court has dismissed our 
writ petition. However, it has granted 12-week stay on 
the operation of the merger order. We will be moving the 
Supreme Court during this 12-week period. We have full 
faith in the judiciary and continue to believe that ultimate-
ly the truth and justice shall prevail,” the company said in 
a statement.
Meanwhile, shares of 63 Moons were locked at their 
lower circuit of 5% on the BSE. The company filed a peti-
tion in the HC challenging the February 2016 order of 
MCA, which said that the erstwhile FTIL and NSEL must 
be considered as a single business entity, highlighting 
the fact that FTIL controlled the shareholding of NSEL 
and was privy to the happenings in the exchange, which 
is currently in the midst of a Rs. 5,600 crore settlement 
scandal. The NSEL scam came to light on July 31, 2013. 
63 Moons holds a stake of 99.99% in NSEL. The merger 
would force 63 Moons to assume all the liabilities of the 
Mumbai-based spot exchange.
It would also make it a party to the ongoing litigations 
involving NSEL. Regulatory probes revealed that only a 
handful of entities were trading in the so-called paired 
contracts and were making money based on the differ-
ence between the buy and the sell price.
In the process, about 13,000 investors were believed to 
have lost their money. “The judgment is a big ray of hope 
for all aggrieved investors. We expect the government to 
now push for conclusion of proceedings at NCLT in the 
matter of supersession of FTIL board,” said a statement 
from Madhu Desai, trustee, NSEL Aggrieved And Recov-
ery Association (NAARA).

RBI cautions public again on bitcoin
Even as bitcoin touches new highs, fuelling investor inter-
est, the Reserve Bank of India  warned the public of the 
risks of virtual currencies (VCs).
Citing its earlier warnings on the subject, the central bank 
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said, “in the wake of significant spurt in the valuation 
of many VCs and rapid growth in Initial Coin Offerings 
(ICOs), RBI reiterates the concerns.”
It may be noted that the price of a single bitcoin, which 
is not regulated by any monetary authority, had skyrock-
eted to up to $11,000 last week in a rally which puzzled 
watchers.
“There is no underlying or backing of any asset for VCs,” 
the bank had said in a December 24, 2013 note.

Godrej Aero gets new BrahMos contract
Godrej Aerospace, a unit of Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. 
Ltd., has won an order for an additional 100 units of air-
frames for the air launched version of BrahMos missile. 
The company  handed over the 100th set of airframe as-
semblies to BrahMos Aerospace Pvt. Ltd. ( BAPL) for use 
in its missile systems.
“It gives me great pleasure to hand over the completion 
document for the 100th set of airframe assemblies to Dr. 
Mishra. This is a proud moment for Godrej, Brahmos 
and India, and an assertion of our commitment to serve 
our country through technologically driven solutions and 
indigenous manufacturing,” said Godrej & Boyce CMD 
Jamshyd N. Godrej, handing over the completion docu-
ments of the 100th BrahMos airframe to Dr.Sudhir Mishra, 
Director General (BrahMos), and CEO BAPL.
“I am confident our partnership will continue to set new 
benchmarks and serve as an inspirational role model for 
indigenous development and production of sophisticated 
weapon systems,” said Mr. Mishra.

Rupee slips on inflation forecast
The rupee weakened further by 14 paise to close at 
64.52 against the U.S. dollar after the RBI kept rates un-
changed and raised the inflation forecast.
Besides, heavy capital outflows in anticipation of a rate 
hike by the U.S. Federal Reserve and a strong dollar 
overseas largely ruled forex market sentiments. Though 
the RBI’s policy outcome was in line with expectations, 
upside risks emanating from high commodity prices 
against the backdrop of global headwinds added pres-
sure on the trading front. Growing worries over higher 
government borrowings this fiscal and apprehensions 
over fiscal slippages also weighed on trade.

SEBI mulls allowing MFs invest in 
commodity derivatives
As part of its attempts to increase institutional participa-

tion in the commodity segment, the Securities and Ex-
change Board of India (SEBI) plans to allow mutual funds 
and portfolio managers to invest in the commodity deriva-
tives segment. This closely follows the recent regulatory 
decision of allowing a category of Alternate Investment 
Funds (AIFs) to invest in commodity derivatives.
Regulatory framework
In a discussion paper released, SEBI put forth proposals 
to create a regulatory framework to allow Mutual Funds 
(MFs) and portfolio managers to participate in the com-
modity segment, which came under the capital market’s 
purview in September 2015.
For MFs, the regulator is evaluating whether fund houses 
can be allowed to invest in commodity derivatives through 
existing schemes with certain investment restrictions or 
safeguards or if there is a need for a complete separate 
set of schemes.
The separate schemes could be commodity arbitrage 
funds, exchange-traded funds or open-ended schemes 
based on commodity derivatives.
In terms of existing schemes, the regulator has sought 
public views on whether fund houses can be allowed 
to invest a certain part of the scheme’s assets under 
management (AUM) in commodity derivatives, though it 
should never be allowed to be 100% of the AUM. Further 
the exposure towards one commodity should be capped 
at 10%.
Public view sought
For portfolio managers, SEBI has sought public view on 
issues like the extent of leveraging, mechanisms to safe-
guard client interests, pooling of client money and disclo-
sure requirements.
The regulator is of the view that commodity derivatives 
would provide a new asset class to the investors who 
may benefit with better portfolio diversification. Adding 
commodities in the portfolio would typically increase 
some risk, but the overall risk adjusted return of the port-
folio may improve, stated the discussion paper.
The regulator has fixed December 31 as the deadline for 
the public to submit comments and suggestions on the 
various proposals put forth in the discussion paper.

Schwing Stetter to set up 2 greenfield units, 
says MD
Schwing Stetter India, is planning to set up two greenfield 
projects for construction and concrete materials, said a 
top executive.
“Currently Schwing Stetter’s production capacity has 
been stretched out and it will hold good till 2018,” said 
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AnandSundaresan, VC and MD, Schwing Stetter India. 
“We are producing annually 8,000 units and this will be 
doubled soon.”
China JV
In January 2017, the concrete equipment manufacturer 
had partnered with Chinese construction machinery firm 
XCMG to set up a manufacturing facility either in Chen-
nai or in south India at an investment of $150 million to 
make construction and material-handling machinery to 
help Schwing Stetter widen its product range.
Mr. Sundaresan said the JV was also planning to set up 
another Greenfield unit with an initial investment of “Rs. 
100 crore and later scale up to Rs. 250 crore or Rs. 300 
crore.” It would produce existing products such as con-
crete batching plants, mixers, pumps, placing booms, 
self-loading mixers and tower crane.
“We are scouting for land in Tamil Nadu and Maharash-
tra. We need at least 50 plus 25 acres to house both the 
plants.
“It would be ideal to house the plants near our existing 
facility at Sriperumbudur, near Chennai. We would like 
the plant to become operational by 2019. Construction 
can be done within a year,” he said.

HP to sell 3D printers in India by early 2018
Technology major HP  said it would introduce its range 
of 3D printers in the Indian market in the first quarter of 
2018.
“We will launch, sell and service 3D printers in India. It will 
mainly be focused on the commercial segment,” HP In-
dia MD Sumeer Chandra said, adding the firm expected 
demand to come from sectors such as automobile and 
healthcare initially.
$5 billion market
HP sells 3D printers in Japan and China in Asia. Mr. 
Chandra said the 3D printing market is estimated to be 
about $5 billion globally.
“Our 3D printer range will be available pan-India,” he 
said, adding that the firm would also leverage global part-
nerships with the likes of BMW and Johnson & Johnson 
in the country.
The tech firm recently said it aimed to sell 3D printers that 
produce metal objects. Currently, plastic is the raw mate-
rial used. The printers would be imported. Globally, the 
devices are priced upwards of $1, 00,000.

WTO: India battles services barriers
Ahead of the December 10-13 meeting of the World 
Trade Organisation’s (WTO) highest decision-making 

body, India has highlighted the difficulties faced by ser-
vices suppliers from developing economies in complying 
with rich countries’ complex domestic regulations.
India also rejected attempts by some WTO Members 
such as European Union and Canada to include ‘gender 
equality’ in the services trade negotiations agenda.
According to a November 27 WTO report, “the state of 
play in the services negotiations covers four areas: ser-
vices trade facilitation, services related to e-commerce, 
market access, and domestic regulation.”
The WTO’s Ministerial Conference will be held in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina. In a submission to the WTO on Decem-
ber 5, India said, “Service suppliers, particularly those of 
developing country Members, face numerous difficulties 
in complying with complex domestic regulations brought 
out by developed country Members.” It particularly em-
phasised hurdles faced by ‘natural persons supplying 
services in foreign jurisdictions.’
Incidentally, India is pushing for a Trade Facilitation in 
Services Agreement, which also aims to ensure easing 
rules regarding movement of professionals and skilled 
workers across borders for temporary work/projects.
On gender-related issues (or women’s economic em-
powerment) including the proposed disciplines on gender 
equality, India said, “…while we strongly support gender 
equality in all areas, we cannot agree with proponents 
that gender is a trade-related issue which can be mean-
ingfully addressed through Domestic Regulation (DR) 
disciplines.”
The DR disciplines relate to formulation of ‘necessary 
disciplines to ensure that measures relating to qualifica-
tion requirements and procedures, technical standards 
and licensing requirements and procedures do not con-
stitute unnecessary barriers to trade in services.’
‘Limited time’
On services related to e-commerce and services trade 
facilitation, the report had said, “In view of the limited time 
available before the Ministerial, proponents in these two 
areas [India’s TFS proposal as well as the EU proposal 
for rules to facilitate online service transactions focusing 
on the issues of electronic contracts, electronic authen-
tication and trust services, consumer protection and un-
solicited commercial electronic messages] did not seek 
further meetings of the Special Session to discuss their 
submissions after the summer break.”
“No outcome in the form of an agreed text can be expect-
ed in Buenos Aires in these areas, and the proponents 
agree with this assessment…”
The report added that “in terms of post-Buenos Aires 
work on these two topics, India and the EU have com-
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municated their intention to re-engage on services trade 
facilitation and online transactions, respectively, after the 
Ministerial Conference.”

Bitcoin futures trading brings 
cryptocurrency into mainstream finance
The intersection of digital money and traditional finance 
is at 400 South LaSalle Street in Chicago this weekend. 
That’s where trading in bitcoin futures opens  evening, as 
the first major US exchange offers a product pegged to 
the wildly fluctuating cryptocurrency.
The currency has risen more than 1,500% this year, and 
about 85% just in the past two weeks, driven largely by 
demand from individual investors. But even as bitcoin—
launched in 2009 as an alternative to banks—divides 
Wall Street executives and central bankers worldwide, 
those kinds of gains are a powerful magnet.
The futures offered by Cboe Global Markets Inc., and 
similar contracts that start trading in a week at another 
Chicago-based exchange, CME Group Inc., may open 
the door to greater inflows of institutional money, while 
also making it easier to bet on bitcoin’s decline. Either 
way, it’s likely trading will start slowly, said Mike Novo-
gratz, chief executive officer of Galaxy Investment Part-
ners, which is raising a crypto hedge fund targeted at 
$500 million.
“If people have expectations that it’s going to have huge 
liquidity on day one, they’re just wrong,” Novogratz said  
in Toronto. “It’s going to take a while to build liquidity. 
People need to go through at least one cycle to figure out 
how it settles.”
Derivatives trading are the culmination of a wild year 
for bitcoin, which captured imaginations and investment 
around the world, propelled by its stratospheric gains, 
and its anti-establishment mission as a currency without 
the backing of a government or a central bank, and a 
payment system without a reliance on banks. The deriva-
tives contracts should thrust bitcoin more squarely into 
the realm of regulators, banks and institutional investors. 
In addition to the contracts at Cboe and CME, which will 
start trading on 18 December, Cantor Fitzgerald LP won 
approval from regulators to trade binary options, and 
LedgerX, a startup exchange, already trades bitcoin op-
tions.
“There will be a ramp-up time,” said Ari Paul, chief invest-
ment officer of Blocktower Capital Advisors LP. “There 
just isn’t a rush. The professional traders will mostly be 
looking to do arbitrage, between the futures and bitcoin 
itself. I don’t expect massive money flows right away but 

then I expect gradual buying from people who want pas-
sive exposure” without buying bitcoin directly.
The two exchanges on 1 December got permission to 
offer the contracts after pledging to the US Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) that the products 
don’t run afoul of the law, in a process called self-certi-
fication.
“Derivatives should have the effect of bringing a deeper 
liquidity to the market which should reduce volatility,” said 
Alistair Milne, chief investment officer and co-founder of 
Altana Digital Currency Fund that is based in Monaco. 
“As the whole cryptocurrency economy gets bigger the 
volatility should reduce.”
But not everyone is convinced it’s a good idea. On 6 De-
cember, the Futures Industry Association—a group of 
major banks, brokers and traders — said the contracts 
were rushed without enough consideration of the risks. 
Last month, Thomas Peterffy, the billionaire chairman of 
Interactive Brokers Group Inc., wrote an open letter to 
CFTC chairman J. Christopher Giancarlo, arguing that 
bitcoin’s large price swings mean its futures contracts 
shouldn’t be allowed on platforms that clear other deriva-
tives.
Still, Interactive Brokers will offer its customers access to 
the futures, though with greater restrictions. They won’t 
be able to go short — betting that prices will decline — 
and Interactive’s margin requirement, or how much in-
vestors have to set aside as collateral, will be at least 
50%. That’s higher than either Cboe’s or CME’s margin 
requirements.
Cboe’s futures are cash-settled and based on the Gem-
ini auction price for bitcoin in US dollars. The exchange 
plans to impose trading limits to curb volatility, halting 
trading for two minutes if prices rise or fall 10%, and a 
five-minute halt kick in at 20%. Margins for Cboe bitcoin 
futures, which will be cleared by Options Clearing Corp., 
will be at 40% or higher.
Cboe’s futures market is a niche player in derivatives 
trading, which could limit how many contracts change 
hands in the initial days. Fueled by contracts on the VIX, 
the Cboe Futures Exchange handled 56 million contracts 
during the first three quarters of 2017, according to data 
compiled by the Futures Industry Association, the indus-
try’s trade and lobbying group. CME traded 3.1 billion 
contracts in the same period.
Some traders also will prefer CME contracts over Cboe’s 
because they’re based off four exchanges, instead of just 
one, reducing risk of disruptions because of outages, at-
tacks or price manipulations.
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The smaller Cboe does have an advantage over CME 
Group, however, because it’s a major player in stock and 
equity options trading, giving it access to broker-dealers 
and investors who may not trade on CME.

WTO: diverse views fuel bleak prospect for 
outcomes
The World Trade Organisation’s (WTO) Buenos Aires 
meeting commenced amid concerns on support for anti-
globalisation, protectionism and bilateralism.
A vast majority of the 164 WTO member nations — led 
by India, China and South Africa — are, therefore, learnt 
to be demanding that the final declaration of the WTO’s 
highest decision-making body reaffirms commitment to 
multilateralism and rules-based trading system as well as 
negotiations with development agenda at the centre.
However, due to the divergent views of the WTO mem-
bers on several issues, including the outstanding ones in 
the ongoing Doha Round negotiations, there is little ex-
pectation that the outcome of the December 10-13 Minis-
terial Conference would be substantial.
‘No new issues’
The Doha Round had begun in Doha in 2001 with the 
‘development agenda’ — to improve trading prospects 
of developing nations — at the heart of the talks. How-
ever, countries, mostly from the developed world, want 
what they call the ‘21st century trade issues’ — such as 
e-commerce, investment facilitation, matters relating to 
small firms and gender equality — to be discussed for 
rule-making to enhance the relevance of the WTO.
India, and several countries mainly from the developing 
world, are against introduction of such ‘new issues’ into 
the Doha Round, saying it is important to first resolve out-
standing issues such as the ones relating to food security 
and protection of poor farmers before taking up new top-
ics.
Owing to persistent differences, barring a broad agree-
ment on permanent solution to the issue of public stock-
holding for food security purposes, it is likely to be decid-
ed that issues such as ‘Special Safeguard Mechanism’ 
(SSM, which will allow developing nations to temporarily 
increase tariffs to counter import surges or price declines, 
and in turn protect poor farmers), ‘limiting harmful fisher-
ies subsidies’, ‘possible negotiations on e-commerce’, as 
well as ‘services trade facilitation’ (including easing rules 
regarding movement of professionals and skilled work-
ers across borders for temporary work or projects) will be 
addressed through separate ‘work programme(s)’ post 
Buenos Aires.

According to officials privy to the developments here, In-
dia, China and South Africa have the support of around 
120 WTO member nations on the issue of continuation of 
the ‘development’ mandate of the Doha Round without 
any dilution.
U.S. efforts questioned
On the Dispute Settlement Mechanism (DSM), an over-
whelming majority of the WTO members have questioned 
efforts by the U.S. to block the appointment of judges to 
the appellate body — a move that they say would under-
mine the DSM.
The DSM, according to the WTO, is “recognised as a 
fundamental pillar of the organisation” and “enjoys wide 
support and confidence among the membership, which 
values it as a fair, effective and efficient mechanism to 
solve trade problems.”
The sources also said India’s joint proposal with China 
— asking the developed nations to eliminate the most 
trade-distorting form of farm subsidies, known in WTO 
jargon as Aggregate Measurement of Support (AMS) — 
has the backing of about 120 WTO members including 
from Africa.
“Developed countries have more than 90% of global 
AMS entitlements amounting to nearly $160 billion. Most 
developing countries, including India and China, do not 
have AMS entitlements,” according to an earlier state-
ment from the Indian government.
‘No onerous conditions’
On the ‘permanent solution’ to public stockholding for 
food security purposes, India’s demand has the support 
of 120-odd nations, the sources added.
India had made it clear that it would not accept a ‘perma-
nent solution’ with onerous conditions that in turn make 
it tough for the [Indian] government or other developing 
countries as well to meet the food security needs of their 
people.

What does the FRDI Bill do for you?
Recently, a bill tabled in Parliament in August — the Fi-
nancial Resolution and Deposit Insurance (FRDI) Bill 
2017 — has been making news due to its controversial 
‘bail-in’ clauses. However, important as that clause may 
be, the other provisions of the Bill are equally so:
What the Bill seeks to do
The FRDI Bill is part of a larger, more comprehensive ap-
proach by the Centre towards systematic resolution of all 
financial firms — banks, insurance companies and other 
financial intermediaries. The Bill comes together with the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code to spell out the proce-
dure for the winding up or revival of an ailing company.
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The need for a specific regulation rose following the 
2008 financial crisis, which witnessed a large number of 
high-profile bankruptcies. With the Centre also actively 
encouraging people to engage more with the banking 
sector — both through schemes like Jan DhanYojana 
and moves like demonetisation — it becomes critical to 
protect savers and those joining the formal economy in 
case a bank or insurance firm starts failing.
The Bill’s main provisions
The Bill provides for the setting up of a Resolution Cor-
poration — to replace the existing Deposit Insurance and 
Credit Guarantee Corporation — which will be tasked with 
monitoring financial firms, anticipating their risk of failure, 
taking corrective action and resolving them in case of fail-
ure. The corporation is also tasked with providing deposit 
insurance up to a certain limit yet to be specified, in the 
event of a bank failure.
The Corporation will also be tasked with classifying finan-
cial firms on their risk of failure — low, moderate, mate-
rial, imminent, or critical. It will take over the management 
of a company once it is deemed critical.
Concerns abound
Among other tools, the FRDI Bill also empowers the Cor-
poration to bail-in the company. While a bail-out is the 
use of public funds to inject capital into an ailing com-
pany, a bail-in involves the use of depositors’ funds to 
achieve those ends. This can be done either by cancel-
ling the bank’s liabilities, or converting them into other 
forms, such as equity.
This has caused a lot of concern among depositors who 
are worried they may lose their hard-earned money de-
posited with banks. However, the fact is that the risk is 
no more or no less than it ever was. The Deposit Insur-
ance and Credit Guarantee Corporation provides deposit 
insurance of up to Rs. 1 lakh. The rest is forfeited in the 
event of a bank failure. The FRDI Bill has not specified 
the insured amount yet, but it is unlikely to be lower than 
that amount, as the limit was set way back in 1993.

WTO: India hardens stand on e-commerce
India has taken a hard stand at the World Trade Organi-
sation (WTO) meeting here on e-commerce, investment 
facilitation and norms for small firms’ access to the global 
marketplace.
On e-commerce, India has laid preconditions for giving 
its consent for extension of a ‘moratorium’ that constrains 
member nations from levying customs duties on electron-
ic transmission.
The ‘moratorium’, which was included in the 1998 ‘Decla-

ration on Global E-commerce,’ at the trade body’s second 
Ministerial Conference (MC), stated that “member coun-
tries will continue their current practice of not imposing 
customs duties on electronic transmission”. This morato-
rium — which is ‘temporary’ in nature — gets extended at 
every biennial MC.
Protecting generics
In a communication to the WTO, India said its decision 
will be subject to the other members agreeing to ex-
tend a similar (‘temporary’) moratorium on Non-Violation 
Complaints (NVC) under TRIPS (Trade-Related aspects 
of Intellectual Property rights agreement). NVC cov-
ers situations where a “government can go to the WTO 
Dispute Settlement Body even when an agreement (of 
the WTO) has not been violated (by another country).” 
Some countries, particularly from the developed world, 
are demanding a ‘permanent moratorium’ on imposing 
duties on electronic transmissions. India contends that 
such a move could reduce the negotiating leverage for 
developing countries to seek a ‘permanent moratorium’ 
on NVC. Such a scenario would hurt the global generic 
pharmaceuticals industry, including in India. However, for 
the time being, WTO members have agreed not to use 
NVC, and this ‘temporary moratorium’ too keeps getting 
extended. India’s decision on granting its nod to the mor-
atorium on electronic transmissions will also be subject 
to other members agreeing to continue the e-commerce 
discussions under a ‘Work Programme’ based on the ex-
isting mandate as well as guidelines in the relevant WTO 
bodies as set out in the Work Programme.
Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu said, “India’s view is 
that gains from e-commerce must not be confused with 
gains from negotiating binding rules in this area. It is for 
this reason that we support continuation of the 1998 Work 
Programme with its non-negotiating mandate.” Objecting 
to attempts to include ‘non-trade’ items, Mr. Prabhu said, 
“shifting the priority from the Doha Development Agenda 
issues to non-trade issues like investment facilitation and 
small firms, for which there is no mandate, is difficult to 
accept.”

‘No WTO deal without food security 
promise’
Mr. Prabhu also said “India calls upon the WTO mem-
bership to re-endorse the centrality of development (the 
agenda to improve the trading prospects of developing 
nations) in WTO negotiations without creating new sub-
categories of countries.”
He said, “We are increasingly seeing that the discourse 
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on development at the WTO is sought to be deflected 
by specious arguments based on aggregate GDP fig-
ures. While in India we are proud of our GDP and growth 
rates of recent years,... we cannot ignore that India is 
home to more than 600 million poor people.” The Min-
ister stressed that, therefore, “We (India) are legitimate 
demanders for special and differential treatment for de-
veloping countries.”
Mr. Prabhu’s remarks come in the context of attempts by 
certain rich countries to wreck the broad unity among de-
veloping nations on a host of issues, by suggesting that 
countries such as India and China are currently emerging 
economies and reasonably strong in trade — unlike oth-
ers in the developing world — and, therefore, such pow-
erful nations that are still in the ‘developing’ category do 
not deserve to gain from the favourable treatment meant 
only for developing nations in WTO Agreements.
He urged the entire WTO membership to unequivocally 
reaffirm the importance of a rules-based multilateral trad-
ing system. He expressed “India’s concern at the delay 
in appointment of new members to the (WTO’s) Appel-
late Body,” and said, “We need to collectively and expedi-
tiously resolve this impasse.”

Centre issues bid guidelines for procuring 
wind power
The government  issued guidelines for the procurement 
of wind power through a bidding process, which included 
the standardisation of the process and a definition of the 
roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders.
“The guidelines are applicable for procurement of wind 
power from grid-connected wind power projects (WPP) 
having- (a) individual size of 5 MW and above at one site 
with minimum bid capacity of 25 MW for intra-state pro-
jects; and (b) individual size of 50 MW and above at one 
site with minimum bid capacity of 50 MW for inter-state 
projects,” the Centre said in a release.
The guidelines include provisions for compensation in 
case of grid unavailability, put out a payment security 
mechanism, standardise the bidding process, and spell 
out the risk-sharing framework among stakeholders.
‘Good for developers’
“The payment security approved in the new bidding 
guidelines has not been seen in PPAs [power purchase 
agreements] signed by the state distribution utilities 
[discoms] with wind power developers in the past,” Sa-
byasachiMajumdar, senior VP & group head, ICRA Rat-
ings said in a note, flagging the development as favour-
able for developers while improving the bankability of the 

PPA document.

Investment facilitation, norms for small firms 
gain push at WTO talks
Midway through the negotiations involving 164 World 
Trade Organisation (WTO) member nations being held 
here, India is holding its ground on issues such as food 
security as well as the centrality of development in the 
talks.
However, a notable group of countries, including Paki-
stan and China, have demanded taking forward discus-
sions on investment facilitation and proposed norms re-
lating to small firms.
‘New issues’
According to India, these are “new issues” and, therefore, 
should be considered only after resolving outstanding is-
sues relating to food security that are part of the ongoing 
round of negotiations which began in Doha in 2001.
The Argentinian capital is hosting the Ministerial Confer-
ence, or WTO’s apex decision-making body.
In a communication to the WTO sent  mainly at the re-
quest of China, 66 countries (including European Union 
members), both from the developing and the developed 
world, said: “We call for a dedicated minister-level meet-
ing on investment facilitation at the (Buenos Aires) Min-
isterial Conference, led by a facilitator, for members to 
discuss this important topic. We also encourage all WTO 
members to actively participate in this dedicated session 
and to endorse the Draft Ministerial Decision on Invest-
ment Facilitation for Development.”
Meanwhile, in a similar submission to the WTO , 82 na-
tions (including the EU members) called for a dedicated 
Minister-level meeting on micro, small and medium en-
terprises (MSMEs) at the Buenos Aires meeting for all 
members to discuss the “important” topic.

WTO: India resolute on food security
In the final stages of the ongoing summit-level nego-
tiations of the World Trade Organisation (WTO), India 
upped the ante to protect its food security right, even as 
the U.S. refused to agree to the demands of developing 
nations on the issue.
Initially, India was bargaining hard for improving an al-
ready available mechanism that safeguards government 
purchase of staple foodgrain from low-income and re-
source-poor farmers at subsidised prices for stockpiling, 
and then distributing them to the country’s economically 
weak.
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Moves to ‘foolproof’
However, in the crunch phase of the talks, India sought 
to foolproof such a mechanism through an amendment 
of WTO rules on dispute settlement, to entirely prevent 
countries from legally challenging its food security pro-
grammes, according to sources privy to the negotiations.
The mechanism, called the ‘Peace Clause’, shields de-
veloping countries like India from being dragged by other 
countries to the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism for 
breaching the ceiling on product-specific domestic sup-
port (10% of the concerned crop’s value of production). 
The ‘Peace Clause’ is available to developing nations, 
including India, till a ‘permanent solution’ is found by the 
WTO members to the issue of public stockholding for 
food security purposes.
Members had agreed during the Ministerial Conference 
(or MC — the WTO´s highest decision-making body) in 
2013 to find a ‘permanent solution’ by the 2017 meet. The 
decision to expedite work on the ‘permanent solution’ was 
noted in the 2015 Nairobi MC decision. Thanks to ‘Peace 
Clause’, which is available in perpetuity (as reaffirmed in 
the Nairobi MC), even without a ‘permanent solution’, In-
dia would not have much trouble in implementing its food 
security programmes.
However, the Peace Clause’s onerous conditions (on no-
tification etc.) make it tough for developing countries to 
use. Therefore, at Buenos Aires, India, along with other 
developing nations, wanted the ‘Peace Clause’ provi-
sions to be improved upon and converted into a perma-
nent solution — a demand the U.S. showed little interest 
in accepting.
“A major country stated categorically that they cannot 
agree to any permanent solution ... at the 2017 MC,” In-
dia said in a statement. “This has the potential to irrevers-
ibly damage the credibility of the WTO as a Ministerial 
Decision of all countries present in Nairobi MC has not 
been honoured.”
Owing to the U.S. not respecting the Nairobi MC deci-
sion, India had decided not to take any chances by just 
agreeing to a Ministerial Text/Declaration on a ‘perma-
nent solution’, the sources added.

India opposes move to link gender with trade
Almost three-fourths of the nations that comprise the 
164-member World Trade Organisation have backed a 
declaration seeking women’s economic empowerment 
by expeditiously removing barriers to their participation 
in trade, a decision that the WTO termed as ‘history-mak-
ing’.

India, an influential WTO member, was however among 
the minority group that chose not to endorse the move 
saying that while it strongly supports gender equality, it 
could not concur with the view that gender is a trade-
related issue. Agreeing to the proposition to link gender 
and trade could lead to advanced countries using their 
high standards in gender-related policies to not only curb 
exports from the developing world, but also indirectly re-
strict developing countries from incentivising their women 
citizens as part of measures to address developmental 
challenges, Indian officials said.
They added that gender-related discussions should take 
place at appropriate fora and not at the WTO, which is 
purely a trade-related body. Otherwise, it would set a 
precedent to bring in other non-trade issues such as la-
bour and environment standards into the WTO’s ambit, 
the officials said.
Meanwhile, a WTO statement  said, “For the first time in 
the history of the WTO… 119 WTO members and observ-
ers agreed to support the ‘Buenos Aires Declaration on 
Women and Trade’, which seeks to remove barriers to, 
and foster, women’s economic empowerment.” It added, 
“Actions outlined in the Declaration will… provide more 
and better paid jobs for women. These actions will also 
contribute to UN Global Development Goals, including 
the Sustainable Development Goal to achieve gender 
equality through the empowerment of women and girls.” 
According to Arancha González, Executive Director, In-
ternational Trade Centre, increasing women’s engage-
ment in trade is important as advancing women’s equality 
could help add $28 trillion to global GDP by 2025.
‘Pink herring’
However, more than 160 women’s rights and allied or-
ganisations across the world said in a joint statement 
that the Declaration “fails to address the adverse im-
pact of WTO rules on women and instead appears to be 
designed to mask the failures of the WTO and its role 
in deepening inequality and exploitation.” Kate Lappin, 
Global Coordinator, Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law 
and Development said in a statement that, “women’s 
rights organisations from all continents have rejected this 
declaration as simply a ‘pink herring’ designed to distract 
attention from the harm the WTO does.” Joms Salvador, 
GABRIELA Alliance of Filipino Women, Philippines, said, 
“we reject WTO’s gender washing aimed at making pal-
atable neoliberal policies that inflict deep sufferings on 
women from poor and underdeveloped countries.”
WTO members and backers of the Declaration have 
agreed to explore ways to address women’s lack of ac-
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cess to trade financing and sub-optimal participation 
of women in public procurement markets. “Inclusion of 
women-led businesses, in particular small firms, in value 
chains” has also been identified as a theme related to 
the economic empowerment of women. Members would 
evaluate policies through a gender lens, the WTO said, 
adding “progress will be reported in 2019.”

WTO meet ends without consensus
The December 10-13 meeting of the World Trade Organi-
sation’s highest decision-making body in this ‘city of fair 
winds’ ended becalmed with the WTO’s 164 members 
unable to reach a consensus on substantive issues such 
as the food security right of developing countries and the 
centrality of development in multilateral trade negotia-
tions.
However, the Ministerial Conference managed to salvage 
a commitment from member nations to secure a deal by 
2019 on banning certain forms of fisheries’ subsidies.
During hectic parleys, the U.S. blocked the demands of 
more than a 100 developing nations, including India and 
China, to implement their food security programmes with-
out onerous conditions. Since all major decisions in the 
WTO need to be taken by ‘the membership as a whole’, 
even a single country can end up being the deal-breaker.
India, for its part, thwarted attempts by several countries, 
both developed and developing, to initiate binding dis-
cussions on what they called the 21st century challenges 
to trade — including e-commerce, investment facilitation 
and proposed norms for small firms. This it did by refus-
ing to budge from its position that members should first 
resolve outstanding issues (such as food sovereignty) of 
the ongoing Doha Round negotiations that began in 2001 
with a ‘development agenda’ (for improving the trading 
prospects of developing nations), before considering 
‘new issues’.
“Despite our best efforts we could not meet the deadline 
on [permanent solution to the issue of] public stockhold-
ing [for food security purposes]. It’s not the first deadline 
we missed — but it is still disappointing,” WTO Director-
General Roberto Azevêdo said in closing remarks. “We 
could not even agree on more detailed programmes in 
many areas. And I know that for many, especially the pro-
ponents, the disappointment is particularly bitter.”
‘Don’t give up’
Responding to a question from The Hindu on how the 
WTO would handle this failure, especially considering 
that some member nations had failed to comply with 
certain decisions that were part of previous Ministerial 
Declarations, Mr. Azevêdo said: “It is disappointing that 

in some areas, particularly where we had a [Ministerial] 
mandate as you pointed out, we could not get that out-
come. But we don’t give up. We just continue. This is the 
nature of the multilateral system.”
“I remember the many times that we did not have out-
comes. That didn’t mean we stopped. That also didn’t 
mean that because we didn’t get an outcome, we 
wouldn’t be able to have them later…The only way to get 
an outcome in these very difficult issues is when every 
side shows flexibility. You can’t expect to get everything 
you want, but you cannot also not engage,” he added.

High growth doesn’t necessarily mean high 
inequality: Chancel
Inequality in India has accelerated in the recent decades, 
says Lucas Chancel , co-director, World Inequality Lab 
and of WID.world at the Paris School of Economics. He 
also maintains that high growth and high inequality need 
not go hand-in-hand, highlighting the example of China 
which has managed higher growth than India without the 
same degree of inequality. Excerpts from an e-mail inter-
view:
Since 1991, has the widening of inequality ac-
celerated?
We observe a very sharp and progressive rise in inequal-
ity in India since the mid-1980s. The top 1% richest in-
dividuals captured 6% of [the] total income in the early 
1980s, and the value is now of 22%. In 2000, the top 1% 
captured close to 15% of [the] total income. In fact, we 
do not have evidence of a clear trend-break over the pe-
riod. According to our estimates, it was relatively steady. 
We, however, call for more data releases by the Indian 
Government to better assess this entire period. Overall, 
Indian inequality statistics remain very scarce and the 
government could do much more to increase the level of 
transparency and quality of the data.
While inequality has increased, are the bot-
tom income levels better off now than they 
were, in terms of what services they can avail 
with their money?
There has been higher average income growth in India 
since the 2000s than before, no one denies this. Income 
growth rates for the average Indian have been close to 
4% per year once inflation is taken into account. The 
problem is that averages hide an important part of the 
picture. When we go beyond the average, we see that 
the poorest 50% of the population grew at 2.5% per year 
since the 2000s. This is non-negligible, but not very im-
pressive either, especially when we compare this figure 
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to the average or to very top groups (above 6% per year 
on average). Such differentials mechanically lead to a 
much higher concentration of incomes at the top. Over-
all, the bottom 50% in India still has little access to basic 
goods such as quality education, health or transport.
Can it be said that the government’s efforts 
over the last decade to increase the incomes 
among the poor has not made any difference?
Our message is that much more could have been done. 
When the top 0.1% (eight lakh adults) capture as much 
total income growth as the entire bottom 50% (400 million 
adults), clearly, this shows that much more can be done 
for the bottom groups in this country.
Does the report only measure income inequal-
ity or does it measure inequality in other pa-
rameters?
Inequality is indeed multidimensional: it is also about ac-
cess to health, a fair justice system, education, a safe 
environment, etc. are all fundamental dimensions of in-
equality. The report focuses essentially on income and 
wealth inequality, which we measure in the entire world 
and in a systematic way, so as to allow comparisons 
across time and countries.
Even if we do not report statistics on the other dimensions 
of inequality, we show how connected non-economic ine-
quality is to economic inequality. In the U.S., for instance, 
access to quality education is really determined by pa-
rental income. In India, this statement can be extended 
to access to quality health services and other forms of 
non-economic inequality. Indeed, reducing inequality in 
access to health or education is critical to reduce eco-
nomic inequality.
The report contrasts the post-1991 period 
with the first three decades after independ-
ence. Would you recommend that India went 
back to the pre-1991 economic regime in or-
der to reduce inequality?
First, we should stress that it is up to Indian citizens to 
make their own choices. We are here to open debates, 
rather than close them. As researchers, we can highlight 
that much more equitable growth pathways seem pos-
sible in India. We can also point out what is being done 
elsewhere. Governments which succeed in achieving 
higher growth and lower inequality tend to have more 
progressive fiscal policies for instance, which are used to 
finance investments in education and health.
There is no inheritance tax in India for instance, meaning 
that inherited wealth, gained just by sheer luck of being 
born in the right family, is taxed at 0% when the poor face 
high taxes on certain basic consumption goods! Progres-

sive taxation (that is, the richest should contribute more 
because they have the ability to do so) is essential to 
finance public investments in education or health for eve-
rybody.
Growth vs inequality. A high level of the for-
mer will lead to a high level of the latter. Do 
you agree?
China was able to achieve growth rates which were four 
times higher than India (800% total growth since 1980 vs. 
200% in India) with close to half the level of inequality ob-
served in India (the top 1% capture 14% of total income 
vs. 22% in India). Indeed, the two countries have very dif-
ferent political systems and institutions, which mean that 
comparisons are only valid up to a certain point.
But when we look at all countries around the world, we 
see that high growth for bottom income groups and for 
the middle classes can be achieved without skyrocketing 
inequality.

FRDI Bill is not going to hike the risk to your 
deposits
When you move a system from personality-based solu-
tions to rule of law, there is a painful period of readjust-
ment of the old way of doing things to the new. People, 
institutions and analysts all need to readjust to the new 
reality. The recent commentary around the Financial 
Resolution and Deposit Insurance (FRDI) Bill that is up 
for debate in the winter session of the Indian Parliament 
has picked up on one section (section 52) of the Bill, ig-
noring everything else in the 125 pages, and has resulted 
in panic about the safety of bank deposits if this bill gets 
passed. I read the Bill over the weekend and this is my 
understanding of what the aim of the Bill is and what it 
means for you.
What is the problem the Bill aims to solve? It wants to 
put in place rules of the game so that financial firms 
can fail in an orderly manner and it provides for insuring 
your bank deposits. Let’s get some context. Pre-1991, 
financial firms (banks, insurance, mutual fund, pension) 
were mainly government owned. In a state-owned and 
-controlled market, the fear of failure was minimal. The 
need for sector regulators was not there. As the market 
expanded to allow in the private sector, the manner of 
oversight has changed. Sector regulators were born to 
set up the rules of the game of how a private sector bank 
or insurance company or mutual fund or pension man-
ager must behave, what they can or cannot do and what 
happens when they mis-behave. But as markets evolve, 
the game becomes more and more complex. The 2008 
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financial crisis brought into sharp focus the perils of an 
interconnected financial system that could lead to an en-
tire system crashing due to the sudden failure of one firm. 
Globally, governments have put in place systems and 
processes for an early warning system of financial firm 
failure in the form of resolution system. India has seen 
deep reform in its financial sector and the FRDI Bill is the 
next step of this journey.
 

The FRDI Bill seeks to put in place a new entity called the 
Resolution Corporation (RC) that will put in place a sys-
tem to monitor financial firms such as banks, insurance 
companies, stock exchanges, and payment systems, so 
that the ill health of such a firm can be caught early on, 
rather than allowing it to get sicker and then suddenly 
come to the brink and fail causing the risk of contagion. 
But isn’t that the job of the Bankruptcy Regulator? Finan-
cial firms such as banks and insurance companies ac-
cept deposits and collect premiums from a large number 
of retail investors who may not be able to come together 
as creditors and initiate the bankruptcy process. Worse, 
in initiating bankruptcy, they will be the worst hit since the 
failure of a bank will hurt the depositors the most. There-
fore, the need of an early warning system and a resolu-
tion process for financial firms.
India doesn’t have a process in place today, though dif-
ferent regulators have their own ways of dealing with it. 
For instance, the insurance regulator tried to get ICICI 
Prudential Life to take over the business of Sahara Life 
earlier this year, and the matter is in court as Sahara 

has pushed back. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has 
leaned on banks earlier to take over failing banks. So, 
yes, there is an ad hoc system in place with rules scat-
tered over several Acts, but there is no one process to 
resolve the crisis in financial firms by one agency.
What does the Bill propose? An RC will be set up that 
has representatives from all financial sector regulators, 
the ministry of finance and some independent directors. 
The RC or the sector regulators will put in place rules 
that will classify financial firms into five categories based 
on their risk of failure: low, moderate, material, imminent 
and critical risk to viability. The evaluation of risk will be 
on the metrics of capital adequacy, assets and liability, 
asset quality, capability of management, earnings suffi-
ciency, leverage ratio, liquidity of the firm and so on. Both 
the sector regulators and the RC will classify and monitor 
firms.
The Bill puts in place a process to monitor a firm that is 
classified as ‘material’ or ‘imminent’ risk to failure, giving 
the firm and the system time to either recover from the ill-
ness, or if it is going towards the terminal stage, to allow 
the system to prepare for failure. If the firm gets classified 
as ‘critical’ risk, then the RC has several ways in which it 
can resolve it. It takes over the administration of the firm 
on the day it is classified as ‘critical’ and it can use any 
one or more of five routes to resolve the crisis. One, it 
can transfer assets and liabilities of the firm to another 
firm. Two, it can merge the firm or put it up for acquisition. 
Three, it can create a bridge financial firm to take over 
the assets, liabilities and management. Four, it can use 
the bail-in provision or convert the debt of the firm. Five, 
it can liquidate the firm.
What happens to my bank deposits and can these be 
used in the bail-in clause? The bail-in clause is the oppo-
site of a bail-out. In a bail-out, an external agency helps 
out a distressed firm. In a bail-in, it is the debt of the firm 
that is either written off, or subject to a haircut or chang-
es form. Your bank deposit is a liability or a debt for the 
bank, so can your money be used for a ‘bail-in’? Will you 
lose your bank deposits? The short answer is: no. Life 
will be no worse than it is today; it will most likely be a 
bit better. Today, the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guar-
antee Corporation (DICGC) insures bank deposits up to 
Rs1 lakh. The RC will also insure bank deposits and the 
insured limit will be set in consultation with the RBI. The 
last revision to the insured deposit amount was in 1993 
and the limit is likely to go up to inflation index it, rather 
than down. There is an additional protection for deposi-
tors because the bail-in can be invoked and your depos-
its be lost only if you have given your consent to the bank 
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when you signed the deposit forms.
Do we even need an RC? Surely these are problems 
faced by large financial firms in the developed markets. 
The question to me is as strange as somebody asking: 
do we need air traffic control when the traffic lights on 
the road work just fine? This line of argument assumes 
that India will stay where it is and the transition from a 
$2-trillion economy will not happen. Think of the FRDI 
as a way to give a process of classification of financial 
firms based on risks they face and when that risk be-
comes high, puts in place a rule-based system to resolve 
the crisis. Do we really have a problem with that? We’ve 
been through many financial firm failures in the past and 
they have been resolved by the intervention of the gov-
ernment working with the sector regulator. The failure of 
Global Trust Bank and its merger with Oriental Bank of 
Commerce. The merger of the Bank of Rajasthan with IC-
ICI Bank, the ongoing story of Sahara Life are all stories 
of ad hoc solutions based on a regulator or government 
leaning on an entity to take over the failing firm.
The FRDI debate finally comes down on the intent of the 
government. Remove the political rhetoric from the provi-
sions of the Bill to see that your bank deposits are safe. 
Also, it will be a politically suicidal government that will 
allow bank depositors to lose their money due to bank 
failure, even beyond the insured amounts. Public sector 
banks have just got recapitalised to prevent bank failure. 
That option remains with the government even after the 
FRDI Act comes into being. As taxpayers, we should wor-
ry about the impact of bail-outs that happen when finan-
cial firms fail without a process in place, on how our taxes 
are being used to pay for the inefficiency of banks that 
made loans they cannot recover. A well-defined system 
that makes banks more accountable and gives an early 
warning of ill health is progress, without exposing our de-
posits to more risk than they face today is progress, isn’t 
it?

Bitcoin’s dirty secret: turning coal into 
cryptocurrency?
The cryptocurrency has wowed markets this year with 
breakneck gains as investors flocked to an asset that 
exists only in cyberspace. But the laborious creation of 
each digital bitcoin by private computer networks has 
real-world consequences in the form of massive energy 
use—including from fuels that cause the most pollution.
Eight 100-meter-long metal warehouses in northern Chi-
na are a case in point. Bitmain Technologies Ltd runs a 
server farm in Erdors, Inner Mongolia, with about 25,000 

computers dedicated to solving the encrypted calcula-
tions that generate each bitcoin. The entire operation 
runs on electricity produced with coal, as do a growing 
number of cryptocurrency “mines” popping up in China.
The global industry’s power use already may equal 3 
million US homes, topping the individual consumption of 
159 countries, according to the Digiconomist Bitcoin En-
ergy Consumption Index. As more bitcoin is created, the 
difficulty rate of token-generating calculations increases, 
as does the need for electricity.
“This has become a dirty thing to produce,” said Christo-
pher Chapman, a London-based analyst at Citigroup Inc.
Energy has always been part of bitcoin’s DNA. The per-
son credited with creating the currency, identified only 
as Satoshi Nakamoto, devised the system that awards 
virtual coins for solving complex puzzles and uses an 
encrypted digital ledger to track all the work and every 
transaction. As the market grew from a hobbyist culture in 
2009 to a global phenomenon this year, ever-more com-
puting power was needed by large networks.
 
Graphic: Bloomberg
Bitcoin prices have surged more than 2000% in the past 
year on some exchanges and touched a record of more 
than $17,500 this week. CboeGlobal Markets Inc. be-
gan offering bitcoin futures on 11 December, reaching 
$18,850 on the first day of trading. There are other cryp-
tocurrencies, such as ethereum and litecoin, but bitcoin 
is by far the largest.
China, which gets about 60% of its electricity from coal, 
is the biggest operator of computer “mines” and probably 
accounts for about a quarter of all the power used to cre-
ate cryptocurrencies, according to a study of the industry 
published in April by Garrick Hileman and Michel Rauchs 
at Cambridge University.
About 58% of the world’s large cryptocurrency mining 
pools were located in China, followed by the US at 16%, 
the researchers said. China is the biggest producer and 
consumer of coal, and server farms in provinces such as 
Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia and Heilongjian are heavily reli-
ant upon the fuel.
Expanding demand
Estimates of how much electricity goes into making cryp-
tocurrencies vary widely—from the output of one large 
nuclear reactor to the consumption of the entire popula-
tion of Denmark. But analysts agree that the industry’s 
power use is expanding rapidly—especially after a price 
rally that made bitcoin almost four times more valuable 
than just three months ago.
Total electricity use in bitcoin mining has increased by 
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30% in the past month, according to Alex de Vries, a 
28-year-old blockchain analyst for accounting firm PwC.
“The energy-consumption is insane,” said de Vries, who 
started the Digiconomist blog to show the potential pit-
falls in cryptocurrency. “If we start using this on a global 
scale, it will kill the planet.”
Some analysts dismiss such claims as overly alarmist, 
noting that even the high-end estimates of demand ac-
count for only about 0.1% of what the world uses. Ad-
vances in technology also may make operations more 
energy efficient.
Still, it’s getting more expensive to produce cryptocur-
rency as the energy use of the process rises. Miners—
especially the big ones—will look for the cheapest power 
to better weather price volatility, according to the Cam-
bridge study. Electricity costs in China, which has surplus 
capacity of coal-fired generators and vast reserves of the 
fuel, is well below what consumers pay in the US or Eu-
rope.
Harder puzzles
Bitcoin’s algorithm dictates that after a certain number of 
tokens are created, more work is required for the next 
batch, said James Butterfill, the head of research and in-
vestment strategy at ETF Securities Ltd. in London who 
has been studying cryptocurrency markets.
Using estimates of electricity prices and the rising speed 
with which calculations must occur, Butterfill estimates 
the marginal costs of each bitcoin will more than double 
from $6,611 in the fourth quarter to $14,175 in the second 
quarter of 2018. At the start of 2017, the cost was $2,856. 
With costs rising, there’s a greater risk for miners should 
prices tumble.
“You’d be hard-pressed to find anywhere where it isn’t 
profitable to mine,” said Butterfill, who set up computers 
at his home in England to mine tokens in his spare time 
and joined a network of 120,000 others to boost process-
ing capacity and returns. “But if you’re investing in a bit-
coin rig, you have to look at the long term, and with the 
volatility as high as it is, it’s probably still doesn’t make 
sense to mine bitcoin in Europe.”
Not all cryptocurrency mining is dirty. Computers in Ice-
land get power from geothermal plants. Even in China, 
some are clustered around hydroelectric facilities in Si-
chuan and Yunnan.
‘Bad news’
In Austria, Hydrominer IT-Services GmbH put servers in-
side hydro-power plants. It was the cheapest option, said 
Michael Marcovici, a company founder, who began min-
ing in 2013.

“Frankly, we didn’t start this as an environmental project,” 
Marcovici said. “It is bad for bitcoin to have this news all 
the time about this dirty energy. People don’t want dirty 
energy to be used. But the problem is, in Europe, the 
energy is just too expensive.”

‘Retail is an industry undergoing 
transformation’
Information technology clients are no more in the ‘busi-
ness as usual’ mode. And, ‘less is more’ is the new man-
tra for IT spending. These two philosophies now rule the 
thinking of clients spending on technology, said N. Gana-
pathySubramaniam , COO, Tata Consultancy Services. 
The IT services industry has also been facing challenges 
in getting retail and banking clients to spend on technol-
ogy. Mr. Subramaniam dwells on these headwinds and 
new opportunities:
Are discretionary spends still a worry?
In the agile world, there is nothing like discretionary 
spend or ‘business as usual’ spend. You build something 
new or change something that is existing.
With agile, the whole run-the-business [RTB] versus 
change-the-business [CTB] concept is gone. Obviously, 
there are some huge transformation initiatives that might 
come in. That is different. In a traditional sense you 
viewed anything below six man-months as RTB, and any-
thing above six man-months as CTB. Now, everything is 
discretionary; our ability to convince clients to spend is 
key.
You are restructuring the way you deliver services, even 
to the extent of cannibalising your own revenues.
It’s about doing the right things for the customers. If there 
is an opportunity to disrupt our own work, we should do it. 
Or someone else will and you will lose the whole pie. We 
tell our clients that with the aid of automation or business 
intelligence, doing things differently could help reduce 
the cost. That kind of conversation is regular today with 
almost every one of our 800+ clients.
How do you quantify savings?
Hard to say. It depends on the adoption; all this takes 
time for clients to embrace too. We are talking about real 
business. They also don’t want to disrupt significantly.
They have to evaluate business risks. ‘If a bot is going to 
do it, who is responsible for it?’ is a key question. They 
would like to do a pilot and test it in some places. About 
30-50-60% is the savings possible, in terms of capacity 
being freed up? It is a CFO’s delight.
In a recent analyst call, you talked about agile at scale. 
The basic tenets of agile refer to small teams, location in 
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a single place…
Co-location is fine in an ideal situation. Nothing in life is 
ideal. Even in the same city, you can’t co-locate. So, you 
have to find a way of bringing them together in a way to 
deliver value. This is called distributed agile or location 
independent. This is similar to what containers did to the 
logistics industry.
With ‘containerisation’, people were willing to plan the 
volume that could go in. Because of the container con-
cept, the whole supply chain became optimised. In IT to-
day, you don’t know what you require in terms of effort or 
the functionality to be delivered.
It evolves as you go along. No specifications are signed 
off. There is a sense of iteration after we broadly agree 
that ‘this is what we want’. And, we expect to see results 
early.
It is also about the experience we want to deliver. It is no 
longer about ‘I want to bring a cereal brand’s product to 
the shelves; I write code for it’. Now, an end user buys 
online and will pick up the order at the store. The store 
person gets the chance to cross-sell — maybe a zoom 
lens or UV filter to the buyer. So, the stores people, the 
online person, the IT person together re-imagine the user 
experience to be delivered.
So, is the retail vertical picking up?
I won’t say it is picking up. It is an industry in transforma-
tion. A number of retailers are having challenges, trying 
to re-imagine their businesses into the phygital [physical 
+ digital] world.
Or, they are trying to consolidate and merge. Having 
said that, what we are seeing is that it has, kind of, bot-
tomed out. We are seeing green shoots of recovery from 
our perspective. Retail clients are starting to look at new 
business models.
At the end of the calendar year, do you have a 
sense for client budgets for 2018?
We are getting the information — there are no alarming 
signals. It’s largely work in progress. Gone are the days 
when anyone tells you ‘In 2018, this is how much we will 
spend’.
Will they spend the same $100 million in this year’s Q1 
as they did last year? There are no guarantees. There 
are two paradigms today. There is nothing like ‘business 
as usual’.
People now plan for ‘business unusual’. Previously, ‘more 
for less’ was the paradigm. Now, less is more. We have to 
do it faster, quicker and cheaper.
Earlier, growth and efficiency cycles alternated, with the 
innovation cycle coming somewhere in between. Now, all 
three are being fired at the same time.

If digital is driving this, tech spends by banks should have 
gained the most. But that is not apparent.
But they [major banks] are all making profits. Tell me, 
which bank is making losses? Every bank is making 
money; more money than before. Their stock prices are 
going up.
But they are spending less on technology. Business unu-
sual. And ‘less is more’ is fast becoming reality.

What ails EPFO’s pension plan?
In 2016, the Supreme Court directed the Employees 
Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) to pay higher pen-
sion to 12 employees, based on an amendment to pen-
sion norms made in 1996. Here is all you need to know 
about the issue.
How does pension contribution work?
Out of an employee’s salary structure, the Basic wag-
es and dearness allowance are taken for calculation of 
contribution to the Provident Fund. The employer and 
employee contribute 12% each towards the Fund. Of 
the employer’s contribution, 8.33% goes to the pension 
Fund. The government contributes 1.66% for administra-
tive charges. After attaining age of 58, employee is eligi-
ble to get pension on a monthly basis from the accumu-
lated corpus.
How has the salary ceiling for calculating pen-
sion changed?
The salary ceiling in the year 1995 when the scheme was 
introduced was Rs. 3500. It was raised to Rs. 5000 in 
1997. The ceiling was revised to Rs. 6,500 in 2001, and 
further to Rs. 15,000 in 2014. So taking the ceiling of Rs. 
15,000, the pension contribution works out to Rs. 1,250 
now (8.33% of Rs. 15000).
Why the confusion now?
The EPFO had fixed the salary ceiling for calculation of 
pension at various points in time. However, in 1996, it 
passed an amendment which gave an option for the em-
ployer and the employee to contribute the full salary to 
pension. For example, if the basic wage and DA came to 
Rs. 20,000, the statutory ceiling to be taken for pension 
calculation was Rs. 5,000 at the time. The 1996 amend-
ment provided an option for contributing 8.33% of the full 
salary of Rs. 20,000 towards pension.
Why is this legal issue?
A majority of employees remained unaware about the 
amendment for almost 10 years post the amendment. 
When they did approach the EPFO based on the 1996 
amendment, the institution dismissed their claims say-
ing the cut-off day to opt for the higher pension was one 
month from the date of the amendment.
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Some employees filed writ petitions in High Courts which 
ruled in their favour. The EPFO moved the Supreme 
Court against the order. In 2016, the SC too ruled in fa-
vour of employees and said there was no cut-off day for 
the 1996 amendment.
If you are still employed, could you expect a 
higher pension?
For those in service, the benefit of getting higher pen-
sion won’t be available. For, the EPFO again amended 
the pension contribution norm in September 2014. That 
amendment fixed the salary cap of Rs. 15,000 for pen-
sion contribution and did away with the practice of volun-
tary contribution, according to SalilSankar, Regional PF 
Commissioner, Chennai, EPFO.
He also pointed out that the amendment provided for 
employees to opt for continuing the pension contribution 
above the ceiling along with the 1.66% contributed by the 
government. However, the time frame for that was only 
six months which is extensible by another six months.
So employees who did not opt for higher pension in that 
time frame are not eligible as per circulars issued by the 
EPFO in this regard. Employees who retired from service 
prior to the September 2014 amendment are eligible for 
higher pension provided they pay all the arrears in contri-
bution along with interest.
Employees from organisations whose PF is managed by 
trusts are also not eligible as per EPFO, but that is now 
being challenged in court.

‘WTO meet failure: India not blamed’
For the first time in the more than two-decade history 
of the World Trade Organisation (WTO), India was not 
blamed for the failure of a meeting of the global organi-
sation’s apex decision-making body as witnessed in the 
Argentine capital, a perception — according to Suresh 
Prabhu, Commerce Minister — that was important for the 
country.
The WTO’s Ministerial Conference had, on earlier occa-
sions, ended without a Ministerial Declaration in Seattle 
(1999), Cancun (2003) and Geneva (in 2009 and partly 
in 2011) owing to a lack of consensus among member-
nations from the rich and the poor world on issues relat-
ing to market-opening commitments in farm and indus-
trial goods. India was blamed for these as well as for the 
failure of some of WTO’s ‘mini-ministerials’ (meetings by 
a group of some important members of the WTO from the 
developing and developed world), most notably in June 
2007 in Potsdam and July 2008 in Geneva on agriculture 
issues. Speaking to a select group of journalists, includ-
ing this writer from The Hindu , in Buenos Aires a day 

after the meeting ended in a deadlock, Mr. Prabhu, who 
led India’s negotiating team, said, “I was told by quite a 
few people who have attended almost all ministerials that 
for the first time, India is not blamed. This is very impor-
tant. India has always been the whipping boy, and people 
need whipping boys,” he said.
‘Not a walkover’
Talking about India’s efforts to protect food security right 
and centrality of development in multilateral trade nego-
tiations as well as its views against the introduction of 
new issues like e-commerce, investment facilitation and 
norms relating to small firms into the ongoing Doha Round 
talks, the Minister further said, “India is not a country that 
can be just walked over. We stood our ground, and we 
took a principled stand as well as practical stand.”
The position of the U.S. to block the demands of more 
than 100 developing countries, including India and China, 
for the implementation of their food security programmes 
without onerous conditions, was widely seen as one of 
the main reasons for the failure of the talks.
The U.S. had also questioned the centrality of develop-
ment in WTO talks, another reason for the talks ending 
without a Ministerial Declaration.
Mr. Prabhu said by standing firm on food security issues, 
India “gained the goodwill of the rest of the whole world… 
India has not only protected its national interests, but also 
not harmed anybody’s interests. That is very important. 
We promote our interests, but not at the cost or expense 
of other’s interests.”

Delhi gets first ESAF bank branch
ESAF Small Finance Bank  announced the opening of its 
first branch in Delhi on December 19, with the bank com-
mitting to work for the ‘weak and underserved sections 
of society’.
“There are a lot of opportunities in rural and urban India 
to work with the financially weak and underserved,” K. 
Paul Thomas, founder, MD and CEO said. “There are es-
pecially a lot of opportunities to work with the urban poor.”
The banking outlet at Delhi, Karol Bagh will be the 63rd 
outlet by ESAF since it started operations in March this 
year. The company aims to increase this to a total of 145 
banking outlets by March next.

InsuResilience takes 26.8% in weather 
tracking firm
Skymet Weather Services, a weather monitoring compa-
ny, announced that InsuResilience Investment Fund had 
acquired a 26.8% stake in the company by investing an 
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undisclosed amount.
InsuResilience was set up on behalf of the German gov-
ernment by KfW and managed by Swiss-based invest-
ment manager BlueOrchard Finance. Skymet provides 
climate, weather, and crop analytics to insurance compa-
nies, banks, agribusinesses and public sector institutions 
in India.
Skymet has India’s largest network of automatic weather 
stations (6,000 automatic weather station units) along 
with the country’s only lightning detection network, which 
allows the firm to track thunderstorms in real time.
The investment proceeds will help Skymet to expand 
its station network and secure new business in weather 
data, crop measurement, climate analytics and disaster 
management, thereby extending its outreach to de-risk 
vulnerable Indian farmers from climate change, the com-
pany said in a statement.
Partial purchase
The transaction also entails a partial secondary purchase 
of shares from existing investors, including Omnivore and 
DMGT, according to the statement.
Omnivore is a venture fund that invests in start-ups from 
India developing breakthrough technologies for food, ag-
riculture and the rural economy.
DMGT is a multinational firm with a portfolio in media, 
information and the events businesses. The secondary 
portion of the investment is subject to regulatory approv-
als.
“This investment allows Skymet to further expand our ca-
pabilities in mitigating weather risks across India,” said 
Jatin Singh, founder and managing director of Skymet. 
Ernst & Young LLP was the exclusive financial advisor to 
Skymet for the transaction.

CAG picks flaws in Centre’s accounting
The Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) has 
highlighted several flaws in the Union government’s ac-
counting procedures for the financial year 2015-16, which 
could have led to an understatement of the fiscal deficit 
and revenue deficit for that year.
The CAG Audit Report on the government’s compliance 
of the rules and targets set by the Fiscal Responsibility 
and Budget Management (FRBM) Act 2003 also high-
lighted the fact that the government had deferred pay-
ments amounting to more than Rs. 1.87 lakh crore in 
2015-16, which would have also had an impact on its fis-
cal and revenue deficits for that year.
“As a result of deficiency in estimating the expenditure 
on grants for creation of capital assets, the provision in-
cluded in the Budget at a Glance for grants for creation of 

capital assets was underestimated by Rs. 18,827 crore, 
which has also impacted the correct estimation of effec-
tive revenue deficit,” the CAG said.
Further, the report added that due to the misclassifica-
tion of revenue expenditure as capital expenditure and 
vice versa, the revenue deficit was understated by Rs. 
1,583 crore during financial year 2015-16. In addition to 
this, Rs. 20,911 crore collected under levies and cesses 
were not transferred to the relevant funds, which led to an 
“understatement of revenue/fiscal deficit by an equivalent 
amount” during 2015-16. The report also found that, at 
the end of 2015-16, subsidy claims of Rs. 1,62,530 crore 
relating to fertiliser, food, and petroleum were pending, 
and that the devolution of taxes to the States was short 
by Rs. 24,942 crore that year, which had a bearing on the 
computation of the deficit ratios for that year. “Though the 
accounts of the government are prepared on cash basis, 
yet the deferment of liabilities to subsequent year cycli-
cally has a bearing on computation of fiscal indicators,” 
the CAG noted.
“The practice of deferring committed liability on the 
ground that accounts are prepared on cash basis, while 
serving as an instrument to contain the current level of 
deficit, may not ensure inter-generational equity in fiscal 
management as envisaged in the [FRBM] Act.”
Budgetary variance
The CAG also noted that there were several issues with 
the transparency of the government’s account state-
ments.
“Refunds of Rs. 1,29,482 crore were made from gross 
direct tax collections in FY2015-16 but no corresponding 
disclosure was available in the government accounts,” 
the report said.
It added that variations were noticed in the deficit figures 
depicted in the Budget at a Glance and the Annual Fi-
nancial Statements of the Union government, and that 
similar variations were noticed in the disclosure of actual 
expenditure on grants for the creation of capital assets, 
and in the liability position of the government.
The CAG pointed out that the government had failed to 
meet the FRBM targets for 2015-16 on both the fiscal def-
icit and the revenue deficit, and that it had subsequently 
changed the targets and deadlines without making the 
relevant changes in the Act itself.
“During 2015-16, in respect of all the three deficit indi-
cators, viz. effective revenue deficit, revenue deficit and 
fiscal deficit, the annual reduction targets were not in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the FRBM Act/Rules,” the 
report said.
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‘Northeast policy to aid trade with ASEAN’
The new Industrial Policy being framed for the develop-
ment of industries in the northeast would prove catalytic 
to the trade with southeast Asian nations, according to 
the government.
The department-related Parliamentary Standing Com-
mittee on Commerce, in its report on trade with Associa-
tion of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), said that the 
Secretary, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion 
(DIPP) had informed it that the department would work 
with ASEAN nations to improve FDI inflow. “... it would 
be done through... Business Leaders’ Forums, CEOs’ fo-
rums and Invest India and by further intensifying present 
efforts in this direction. The Committee was briefed about 
the new Industrial Policy being framed for the develop-
ment of industries in the North East Region and how it 
would prove catalytic to the trade with ASEAN,” the panel.
Of the $56 billion of FDI that came in in 2000-2017 from 
ASEAN countries, $54 billion was from Singapore. “[Sec-
retary, DIPP] attributed reasons for the bulk investment 
to the Double Tax Avoidance Agreement between India 
and Singapore.”

The 2G scam: An earlier verdict and its 
harmful consequences
For all the noise that it generated, the 2G spectrum allo-
cation scam has ended in a whimper. Or has it? A special 
court may have acquitted all the accused in the case, 
but the telecom industry is still reeling under the conse-
quences of actions taken after irregularities in spectrum 
allocations came to light.
While the telecom ministry under A. Raja supported un-
bridled competition, policy decisions since then have 
gradually moved the industry towards an oligopolistic 
structure. Investors are now salivating at the prospects 
of high profit margins in the sector, with shares of Bharti 
Airtel Ltd and Reliance Industries Ltd both rising around 
70% this year. If things play out as investors expect, cus-
tomers will eventually lose out.
This is ironic. The path towards an oligopolistic structure 
was paved in response to the public outcry that followed 
the 2G scam. The people’s verdict was that grave injus-
tice has taken place, and that justice should be seen to be 
done. But what began as an attempt to pacify the outrage 
of the people may well end up hurting public interest.
For perspective, a Comptroller and Auditor General of In-
dia (CAG) report pegged the loss on account of the scam 
at Rs1.76 trillion in 2010. While the methodology was 

questionable , this was pivotal in rallying people for the 
Indian anti-corruption movement in 2011. This was fol-
lowed by the Supreme Court’s decision in 2012 to quash 
the licences in question.
To avoid the possibility of another public outcry, the gov-
ernment has since set high reserve prices for spectrum 
auctions. Worse still, it even decided to run an auction 
for in-use spectrum. Sanjeev Aga, former managing di-
rector at Idea Cellular Ltd, wrote in The Economic Times 
that this is akin to making a person bid for blood running 
through his own body, while trying to stave off a competi-
tor who is trying his best to eliminate you.
It’s hardly surprising that almost the entire industry is 
struggling with high debt, and is, in turn, posing high risks 
to the banking system. It’s also not surprising that only 
three large companies are likely to remain standing at the 
end of the bloodbath. Why, even Vodafone Group Plc., 
valued at $83 billion, came to the conclusion that it didn’t 
make sense to continue fighting the battle alone. Its In-
dian unit will soon merge with Idea Cellular.
The upshot: these remaining companies can now be 
expected to milk customers once the consolidation pro-
cess is complete. Also, while new entrant Reliance Jio-
Infocomm Ltd has brought down tariffs considerably for 
most urban users, the cost of a phone connection can 
end up being far higher for rural and low-income users. 
Jio’s entry plan, for instance, entails a monthly spending 
of around Rs150, which is far higher when compared to 
the average spending at the bottom of the pyramid. Who 
knows, if incumbents such as Bharti Airtel Ltd eventually 
decide to shut down 2G networks and migrate entirely to 
a network built on an IP-based communications protocol, 
the cost of a phone connection may well be prohibitive 
for many users.
The special court may have given Raja and others a 
clean chit; but, as far as the telecom industry goes, things 
only became messier after the 2G scam.

2G spectrum scam: A timeline of events
A special Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) court  ac-
quitted all 17 accused in the case relating to irregularities 
in the allocation of 2G telecom spectrum and licences.
The special court has since 2011 been trying the accused, 
including former telecom minister A. Raja, DravidaMun-
netraKazhagam (DMK) parliamentarian Kanimozhi and 
15 others, on charges varying from cheating and criminal 
conspiracy to abuse of public office. Here is a chronology 
of events leading to the verdict:
2007
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May: A. Raja appointed telecom minister.
August: Department of Telecommunications (DoT) ini-
tiates the process of allotment of 2G Spectrum and li-
cences.
October: Raja announces that on the recommendation 
of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, there would 
be no auction of spectrum, which would be allocated. 
DoT receives 575 applications from 46 firms.
2008
January: DoT decides to issue licences on a first-come, 
first-served basis with a retrospective cut-of date of 25 
September 2007.
2009
May: Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) receives a 
complaint from Telecom Watchdog, a non-government 
organisation, alleging illegalities in 2G spectrum alloca-
tion. CVC orders a probe by the CBI.
July: The Delhi high court rules that the cutoff date for 
licence applications of 25 September 2007 is illegal.
October: A first information report is filed by the CBI 
against “unknown officers” of DoT and unknown private 
persons/companies under various provisions of the In-
dian Penal Code (IPC) and Prevention of Corruption Act.
2010
September: The Supreme Court issues notice to the 
Centre and Raja on a petition by the Centre for Public 
Interest Litigation, an NGO, over an alleged Rs70,000 
crore scam in granting 2G licences in 2008.
November: A Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
(CAG) report, tabled in the Lok Sabha, says that alloca-
tion of 2G spectrum led to a presumptive loss of Rs1.76 
trillion to the exchequer.
—Raja steps down as telecom minister.
2011
February: The Supreme Court asks the Centre to con-
stitute a special court for hearing cases related to irregu-
larities in the allocation of 2G spectrum.
—Raja is sent to 14 days in judicial custody for his al-
leged involvement in the case. Shahid Usman Balwa, 
then director of Swan Telecom Pvt. Ltd, is also remanded 
to judicial custody.
March: A special CBI court is set up for hearing cases 
related to the so-called 2G scam.
April: The first chargesheet filed by CBI names Raja, 
Balwa and Raja’s ex-private secretary R.K. Chandolia, 
along with Reliance Group managing director Gautam-
Doshi, senior vice president Hari Nair, group president 
SurendraPipara, Swan Telecom promoter Vinod Goenka 
and Unitech Ltd managing director Sanjay Chandra. Re-
liance Telecom Ltd, Swan Telecom Pvt Ltd and Unitech 

Wireless (Tamil Nadu) Pvt Ltd are also chargesheeted.
—DMK chief M. Karunanidhi’s daughter and MP 
Kanimozhi and four others are named in the second 
chargesheet filed by CBI.
October: The special CBI court frames charges against 
all accused.
November: The special CBI court begins trial.
—The Supreme Court grants bail to five corporate execu-
tives, namely Sanjay Chandra, Vinod Goenka, and Gau-
tamDoshi, Hari Nair and SurendraPipara.
—The Delhi high court grants bail to Kanimozhi, Sarath 
Kumar of Kalaignar TV, Karim Morani of Cineyug and DB 
Realty’s Rajiv Aggarwal and Asif Balwa.
—The special CBI court grants bail to ShahidBalwa.
December: CBI files a third chargesheet, naming Essar 
Group promoters Anshuman and Ravi Ruia, its direc-
tor (strategy and planning) VikasSaraf, Loop Telecom 
Pvt. Ltd promoters Kiran Khaitan and her husband I. P 
Khaitan, along with Loop Telecom, Loop Mobile India Ltd 
and Essar Tele Holding.
2012
February: The Supreme Court cancels 122 telecom 
licences and spectrum allocated to nine companies in 
January 2008 during Raja’s tenure, saying the process 
of allocation was flawed. It orders that the spectrum be 
auctioned.
—The Supreme Court asks the special CBI court to de-
cide on P. Chidambaram’s alleged role in the case within 
2 weeks. Also asks CBI to supervise the probe and sub-
mit a status report on the investigation to the central vigi-
lance commission (CVC).
—Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader Subramanian 
Swamy moves the Supreme Court, challenging the spe-
cial court’s order dismissing his plea to make Chidam-
baram a co-accused in the 2G case.
—Centre for Public Interest Litigation moves the Su-
preme Court seeking a direction to the CBI to conduct 
a thorough investigation into the alleged role of Chidam-
baram in spectrum allocation irregularities.
August: The Supreme Court dismisses a plea for a CBI 
inquiry against Chidambaram, saying that there was no 
material to establish that he abused his official position 
as the finance minister.
2014
August: Enforcement Directorate (ED) files a 
chargesheet before the special CBI court against Raja, 
Kanimozhi, and 17 others in connection with a suspected 
case of money laundering related to the 2G spectrum al-
location irregularities. It also names DMK supremo M. 
Karunanidhi’s wife DayaluAmmal, Swan Telecom pro-
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moters Shahid Usman Balwa and Vinod Goenka as ac-
cused in the case, in which it alleges that Rs200 crore 
was paid by Swan promoters to DMK-run Kalaignar TV.
October: Charge of money laundering made out against 
A. Raja, Kanimozhi and others by a special CBI court. 
Trial to commence on 11 November.
2015
November: The Supreme Court rejects a plea by Kani-
mozhi for quashing of charges against her.
2017
26 April: The special CBI court reserves verdict in 2G 
spectrum allocation case.
21 December: The special court acquits all accused.

Bitcoin regulations in India
Last week, income tax department surveyed the major 
bitcoin exchanges in India. The survey reports said, this 
was done to collect information about transactions and 
check whether there was a risk of tax evasion. This week, 
it was reported that the income tax department is set to 
issue notices to about 5,00,000 high net worth individuals 
trading on the exchange across India. This comes at a 
time when there are still no clear regulations on crypto-
currencies and bitcoin exchanges.
Although the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) advises cau-
tion on its use, bitcoin is not illegal in India. Cryptocur-
rency exchanges operate freely and hence we can say 
that bitcoin is legal. So, if it is a legal entity, why is there 
silence on its regulation? Also, who is responsible for 
regulating it?
The RBI has so far issued three notifications pertaining 
to bitcoin and other virtual currencies (VC). In all these, 
starting December 2013, the RBI has cautioned users, 
holders and traders on the risk of these currencies and 
clarified that it has not given any licence or authorisation 
to any entity or company to operate such schemes or 
deals . In a December 2013 notification, the RBI said, 
“The creation, trading or usage of VCs including Bitcoins, 
as a medium for payment are not authorised by any cen-
tral bank or monetary authority. No regulatory approvals, 
registration or authorisation is stated to have been ob-
tained by the entities concerned for carrying on such ac-
tivities.” Other than cautioning the public, the RBI hasn’t 
taken any regulatory stance on virtual currencies yet.
After repeated cautionary circulars from the apex bank, 
in April 2017 the government set up an inter-disciplinary 
committee—chaired by special secretary (economic af-
fairs)—to examine the existing framework of virtual cur-
rencies. The committee was supposed to submit its re-

port within 3 months. The committee was set up to take 
stock of the present status of virtual currencies both in 
India and globally, examine the existing global regulatory 
and legal structures governing virtual currencies, sug-
gest measures for dealing with such virtual currencies 
including issues relating to consumer protection, money 
laundering and examine any other matter related to vir-
tual currencies that may be relevant. In December 2017, 
finance minister ArunJaitley told the media that the gov-
ernment doesn’t consider bitcoin as a legal tender and it 
is working on recommendations for such currencies.
Meanwhile, Securities Exchange Board of India (Sebi) on 
20 December said that if bitcoin is considered as a com-
modity derivative then Sebi might regulate it. In countries 
such as the US, the Sebi-equivalent regulatory body is 
looking into cryptocurrenices. Experts say, considering 
cryptocurrencies are looked at as a commodity, Sebi 
should look at regulating them.
Though there are still no clear regulations or proper juris-
diction, the income-tax department is clear that tax has to 
be paid on all cryptocurrency transactions. Though there 
is no mention of cryptocurrencies in the Act, income tax 
will still have to be paid on any gains accruing from cryp-
tocurrency transactions.

RBI’s Financial Stability Report: ‘NPAs may 
rise to 10.8% in March 2018, 11.1% by Sept’
A macro stress test carried out by the banking regulator 
indicates that under the baseline scenario, gross non-
performing assets (GNPAs) might rise from 10.2 per cent 
of gross advances in September 2017 to 10.8 per cent in 
March 2018 and further to 11.1 per cent by September 
2018, the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) Financial Stabil-
ity Report (FSR) said .

“The overall risks to the banking sector remained elevat-
ed due to asset quality concerns,” said the RBI report.
Credit growth of scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) 
showed an improvement between March and September 
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2017, while public sector banks (PSBs) continued to lag 
behind their private sector peers. According to the report, 
the gross non-performing advances (GNPA) ratio and the 
stressed advances ratio of the banking sector increased 
between March 2017 and September 2017. The overall 
capital to risk-weighted assets ratio (CRAR) of the bank-
ing system improved from 13.6 per cent to 13.9 per cent 
between March 2017 and September 2017. The share of 
large borrowers both in total SCBs’ loans and GNPAs de-
clined between March and September 2017. The report 
said GNPAs of the non-banking financial company sector 
as a percentage of total advances rose between March 
and September.
“The network analysis indicates that the degree of inter-
connectedness in the banking system has decreased 
gradually since 2012. The joint solvency-liquidity conta-
gion analysis shows that the losses due to default of a 
bank have declined,” said the report.
The FSR said that SCBs have continued to be the domi-
nant players accounting for nearly 47 per cent of the bilat-
eral exposure followed by asset management companies 
managing mutual funds, NBFCs, insurance companies, 
housing finance companies and all-India financial institu-
tions.
The report also said that the overall investment climate 
“remains challenging” despite registering an improve-
ment from the first quarter of the current fiscal.
“The global economy has picked up steam and the growth 
momentum appears sustainable,” said the RBI report.

RCEP: India hardens stand ahead of ASEAN 
summit
In a sign that India’s Free Trade Agreement (FTA) nego-
tiations could slow further, the Ministry of External Affairs 
(MEA) has taken a strong stand that the country should 
restrain itself from concluding any such pact from which it 
would not gain in the medium term.
This was evident in Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar’s 
comments before the Department Related Parliamentary 
Standing Committee on Commerce in June. The panel’s 
report on ‘trade with Association of South East Asian Na-
tions (ASEAN)’ showed that Mr. Jaishankar had “called 
for observance of due restraint and not conclude trade 
arrangements which are not to our medium term advan-
tage.” According to the panel’s report, the senior official 
“submitted that a lot of our [India’s free trade] agreements 
have not served as well as they could have.”
The report, released on December 18, is significant com-
ing ahead of the ASEAN-India commemorative summit 

to be held on January 25, where the issue of the long-
delayed Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 
(RCEP) will likely take centre stage.
Joint chief guests
In a first, all 10 heads of ASEAN states led by the group-
ing’s current chairperson, Singapore Prime Minister Lee 
Hsien Loong, will attend the ASEAN-India summit and 
be the joint chief guests at the Republic Day Parade on 
January 26.
In an interview during a visit in 2016, Mr. Lee had urged 
India to take a more “liberal approach” on freeing up trade 
and promoting regional integration.
Referring to the RCEP before the standing committee, 
Mr. Jaishankar had said that “though larger FTAs are im-
portant for getting preferential access to the markets, it is 
important to be cautious about the manner in which such 
arrangements work out in respect of our imports as well 
as on our efforts to increase the share of manufacturing 
sector in our economy.”
The RCEP is a proposed mega-regional FTA involving 
the 10 member countries of ASEAN and its six FTA part-
ners including India, China, Japan, South Korea, Austral-
ia and New Zealand.
Access for services
Mr. Jaishankar stressed that India’s external trade ar-
rangements must be supportive of the Make in India 
initiative. As per the committee’s report, he pointed out 
that “emphasis in these trade arrangements is mostly on 
trade in goods and the same enthusiasm is not shared for 
trade in services. The reluctance in giving market access 
for trade in services is a big challenge.”
When contacted, a senior MEA official said, “the thinking 
is now we do deals only if our interests are taken into ac-
count.” The official added that such a strong stand would 
also be adopted in other negotiations including those on 
the proposed India-European Union Broad Based Trade 
and Investment Agreement.
Commerce ministry sources said while there is immense 
pressure on India in the RCEP negotiations to commit to 
opening up (90%) of its traded goods, what is troubling 
the government is the fact that other RCEP countries 
have so far been lukewarm to India’s demands for greater 
market access in services, particularly on easing norms 
on the movement of professionals and skilled workers 
across borders for short-term work. India, which is defen-
sive regarding opening up its goods sector, is currently 
virtually isolated in the RCEP talks, the sources said. The 
next round of talks is in February in Indonesia. So far, 20 
rounds of negotiations have been held, in addition to five 
ministerial meetings, three inter-sessional ministerial and 
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one summit level talks between heads of state.
Significantly, while the India-ASEAN Trade in Goods 
Agreement was inked and enforced from January 1, 
2010, India’s goods trade deficit with ASEAN widened 
from $4.98 billion in 2010-11 to $14.75 billion in 2015-16, 
and then narrowed to $9.56 billion in 2016-17.
The huge goods trade deficit has led to questions on 
whether the pact is only helping ASEAN nations and not 
benefiting India.

SEBI raids brokers in data leak probe
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 
raided 34 locations, aimed at members of a particular 
WhatsApp group, as part of a probe into alleged leak of 
sensitive financial information by analysts and company 
officials over social media.
Documents seized
According to a person familiar with the development, al-
most 100 officers from the investigation, surveillance and 
enforcement divisions of SEBI along with the local police 
conducted search and seizure operations at the offices 
of brokers and investment advisers, primarily in Mumbai 
and Delhi, seizing documents, computers and even mo-
bile phones as evidence.
“Two days back, SEBI had got search warrants issued 
against 34 entities who were part of a WhatsApp group 
on which price sensitive information was alleged to have 
been shared,” said the person on the condition of ano-
nymity.
“Some of the admins of the WhatApp group also came 
forward and shared the chat records with SEBI that led to 
today’s action. The group also comprised some officials 
of a private sector bank and a private insurance entity,” 
he added.
It is believed that the raids were against members of 
a group known as ‘Market Chatters Group,’ however it 
could not be independently confirmed. An email query to 
SEBI remained unanswered till the time of going to press.
Such select sharing of information by companies or even 
analysts is barred under the current regulatory norms and 
SEBI can issue show-cause notices to companies and 
even analysts alleged to be involved in such activities.
While it is widely known that restricted groups on What-
sApp and Facebook are used to discuss price sensitive 
information, SEBI’s actions will send strong signals that 
sharing of such information would attract the ire of the 
regulator, said Sumit Agrawal, partner, Suvan Law Advi-
sors and a former SEBI law officer.
“The first-of-this kind step by SEBI will make the regulator 

realise the kind of conversations that are taking place in 
the industry as the U.S. SEC also recently did,” he said.
“SEBI, however, also needs to tread carefully as being 
a member of a group without any trade or further tip-
ping someone may not be chargeable for insider trading. 
A quick conclusion of the investigation and clearing the 
names will avoid troubles of such innocuous members, 
else these unusual sensational raids will become one 
more file in the SEBI office,” said Mr. Agrawal.
At a recent capital market seminar, SEBI Chairman Ajay 
Tyagi had said that the regulator had received complaints 
about instances when such information was allegedly 
shared between individuals in a select group before the 
same was disclosed to the stock exchanges and that it 
was “seriously” examining the matter.
“We are taking that (WhatsApp leaks) very seriously. 
How come such messages about reputed listed com-
panies are leaked quite close to the financial results is 
something we are not going to sit quietly on,” Mr. Tyagi 
had said.

Auto expo to focus fully on mobility 
ecosystem
‘Auto Expo – The Motor Show 2018’, the next edition of 
the biennial industry meet, will focus on the entire mo-
bility ecosystem, a move away from just being a forum 
showcasing motor vehicles.
Six special zones dedicated to automotive innovations, 
offering a virtual experience of driving connected and 
autonomous electric vehicles, displaying heritage and 
super cars, turning the spotlight on application vehicles, 
and highlighting initiatives to curb counterfeiting, would 
form part of the show, trade officials said. Kia Motors and 
India Kawasaki will make their debut at the event.
The expo will be held at the India Expo Mart in Greater 
Noida, from February 9-14. A day ahead of the formal in-
auguration on February 8, a media preview and unveiling 
of new models is scheduled.
The show, with ‘Co-create, co-exist and celebrate’ as its 
theme, is being organised by SIAM in association with 
the Automotive Component Manufacturers Association of 
India (ACMA) and CII.
Chairman of SIAM Trade Fair group ArunMalahotra 
counted EVs and innovative technologies among the 
highlights of the show. An Auto Gaming Arena would form 
part of the six zones where the first all India Auto Gaming 
Championship is to be held, he told the media .
SIAM deputy director general Sugato Sen and director, 
Head Trade Fair & Events, DebasishMajumder said a 
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special emoji was being created by Twitter for the show 
and booking of online entry tickets had begun.

‘Our cloud momentum faster than 
anticipated’
Microsoft is eyeing digital transformation opportunities 
worth $100 billion in India in the next few years said 
AnantMaheshwari, president, Microsoft Corp (India). The 
world’s largest software maker, which competes with Am-
azon and Google in the cloud services space, is driving 
this digital transformation using technologies like artificial 
intelligence and cloud computing for applications rang-
ing from helping farmers to increase crop yields to sup-
porting doctors provide better diagnosis and a cure for 
diseases, he said.
You said Microsoft can ‘make digital in India’. 
Could you explain how?
The most simple interpretation at times that people have 
is, are you making products and solutions that are digi-
tal? To me, that is one of the outcomes, but the real fo-
cus that I have when I say ‘make digital in India’ is what 
outcomes you create for the customers, enterprises and 
partners, [is key].
That is the real ‘make digital in India.’ We work with a lot 
of partners, and along with them with the end customer, 
to create the final digital transformation. That, to me, is 
the real ‘make digital in India’.
You pegged this opportunity at about $100 bil-
lion in the country. How is Microsoft going to 
tap it?
This is a combination of ‘intelligent cloud’ and ‘intelligent 
edge’ that you could pull together. Therefore, a lot of so-
lutions need to be created in the ‘intelligent edge’ that 
makes the digital transformation real. Yes, this is clearly 
something that we see as the potential for India in terms 
of driving solutions in the short to medium term..... in the 
next couple of years.
What is AI’s role here?
Take farming; we have a pilot we have done with ICRI-
SAT [International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-
Arid Tropics].
The application of artificial intelligence and machine 
learning allows us now to tell a farmer within a period 
of even three weeks: “what is the best time to sow the 
seeds?” based on weather patterns, soil conditions and 
so on.
Even just the SMS coming to a farmer saying “today is a 
good day to sow the seeds” and if that can increase the 
productivity of the farmer by 20%-30%, that is great in 

terms of making [him or her] a better farmer.
[In] healthcare, if a doctor is able to get a predictive sum-
mary for a patient, seeing all the [medical] records and 
the key parameters and say “this seems to be the is-
sue; this is the likely diagnosis and cure.” The doctor can 
always override this and say “my judgment says that it 
should be some other diagnosis or cure.”
Wouldn’t Amazon’s $18 billion cloud business 
give you some tough competition?
A quick response would be... we are really focused on 
how we are driving the impact for our customers and 
partners. While there are very strong peer groups that 
we have in this space, I think everybody is aware that 
Microsoft had set a target to.... get to the (annualised) 
run rate of $20 billion on the cloud by 2018. The entire 
analyst community is aware that this was achieved three 
quarters [early]. So, clearly, our cloud momentum is fast-
er than even what we had anticipated and targeted.
What investments will you make, especially in 
your cloud computing platform Microsoft Az-
ure?
We are continuing to make significant investments in our 
data centre network, the largest on the planet. We are 
continuing to invest very heavily in artificial intelligence 
and also in the entire area of cybersecurity.
Those are the core areas of growth and concern that 
many of the communities have worldwide and we are at 
the cutting edge of all of that. If you go back to the intel-
ligent cloud, I spoke about it being productive, hybrid, in-
telligent and trusted. Those are the four critical elements 
of our strategy around the cloud and we are investing in 
all of those.

‘Ethanol supplies set to increase’
Ethanol supplies by sugar mills and by ethanol produc-
ers finalised for the supply period 2017-2018 [December 
to November] will be 140 crore litres. This is 26% higher 
than the supply of 111 crore litres in 2015-2016. Ethanol 
supplies finalised last year were 66.5 crore litres.
The Indian Sugar Mills’ Association said following two 
rounds of negotiations between sugar mills and ethanol 
manufacturers on the one side, and oil marketing com-
panies (OMCs) on the other, against the first tender in-
vited in November, 140 crore litres of ethanol supplies 
had been finalised.
With this, the country would see blending of up to 4.5% 
ethanol blending with petrol in 2017-2018. Some more 
quantities could be supplied by sugar factories/ethanol 
manufacturers when the next round of tender is opened, 
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possibly in February 2018, sources said. The govern-
ment had earlier made it mandatory for oil marketing 
firms to ensure that ethanol would make up 10% of the 
petrol they sold at the retail level.
However, that mandate is yet to see light of day, ac-
cording to sources, due to inadequate supply of etha-
nol. OMCs would need 313 crore litres to meet the 10% 
blending target.
Ethanol supplies also go to sectors such as alcohol and 
chemicals. If ethanol supplies increase, it would help re-
duce the oil import bill for the country.
‘Remove levies’
States such as U.P. can meet the targeted 10% ethanol 
blending because of high sugar production. For other 
States to meet the mandate, governments should remove 
all levies on denatured ethanol, the association said.
OMCs have offered an ex-distillery rate of Rs. 40.85 for 
a litre of ethanol. Sugar mills and ethanol manufactur-
ers will get almost Rs. 5,700 crore this year from ethanol 
sales.

Panel exhorts Centre to contain bank NPAs
Concerned over rising NPAs of banks, a Parliamentary 
panel asked the government to take urgent remedial 
measures to reduce the volume of stressed assets in the 
system and strengthen its vigilance mechanism.
The Committee on Petition in its reports said that it is 
constrained to note that even after having a ‘vigilance 
mechanism’ in vogue in the banking system, there are 
incidences of fraud relating to non-performing assets.
‘Not yielding result’
“In this regard, the Committee opined that merely issu-
ing of guidelines or advisories by the government or the 
RBI for averting the incidences of fraud relating to NPAs 
do not seem to have yielded the desired results and the 
RBI — being a Regulator — does not seem to have suc-
ceeded insofar as implementation and enforcement of 
its own guidelines is concerned,” it said. The Committee, 
therefore, recommended that the government impresses 
upon the Reserve Bank of India to monitor and follow up 
strict compliance of relevant instructions with banks and 
financial institutions on a regular basis, the panel added.
It also recommended that the existing vigilance mecha-
nism be revisited and, if required, be amended, to pro-
vide more teeth to it.

Google betting on AI from India
It’s no coincidence that at about the time that Google CEO 

SundarPichai has professed the company was moving 
into an ‘artificial intelligence first’ world, the Internet giant 
is backing AI start-ups in India to help it achieve that goal. 
Young ventures that analyse medical data to reduce hu-
man error, gather insights to help travellers and provide 
cooking apps for different culinary needs, are some of the 
AI companies that Google is nurturing at its ‘Launchpad 
Accelerator.’
“The pace at which you can solve problems is so much 
faster when you apply (AI),” said Paul Ravindranath G, 
program manager, Google India. “We have begun includ-
ing companies that are meaningfully solving problems... 
using AI and machine learning.”
The firm’s six-month accelerator programme matches 
young companies from emerging ecosystems with the 
best of its people, network and advanced technologies 
to help scale their products. It also connects them with 
mentors from top tech firms and venture capitalists in the 
Silicon Valley, U.S.
In return, Google, whose parent company Alphabet Inc. 
reported a revenue of $90.27 billion in 2016, is hoping 
that its technology and cloud computing platform gets 
consumed by these start-ups and they build their innova-
tion on top of them.
One such firm is SigTuple which is building intelligent 
screening solutions to aid diagnosis through AI-powered 
analysis of visual medical data. The firm aims to improve 
speed, accuracy and consistency of a number of screen-
ing processes. Also, medical institutions can serve more 
patients, with a significant reduction in human errors.
When the Bengaluru-based firm wanted to expand in the 
U.S., Google mentored the company on fulfilling regu-
latory requirements such as getting the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration approval.Google also helped the 
firm identify manufacturing companies in the U.S. when it 
found the process challenging in India. “They try to iden-
tify areas where you need help,” said Rohit Kumar Pan-
dey, 34, co-founder of SigTuple.
AI chef
Through its accelerator programme, Google is also rigor-
ously fostering TensorFlow, software that makes it easier 
to build AI systems. This is being used by Kochi-based 
start-up Agrima Infotech. It had built a deep-learning 
computer vision technology which could be used for ad-
vanced image recognition techniques. Agrima has imple-
mented this in ‘Recipe Book’ a popular cooking app on 
Android Play store. The app solves the recipe discovery 
problem. For example, a user needs to just click an im-
age of an ingredient. It then quickly recognises and sug-
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gests the best recipes which could be made out of that 
ingredient.
AnoopBalakrishnan, 28, CEO of Agrima, said the ‘good 
thing’ about Google’s acceleration programme is that “it 
doesn’t take any stake” in the companies. ‘Recipe Book’ 
saw more than 2.5 million downloads in its first year and 
has spread across 104 countries, according to the firm.
Google’s accelerator programme is also backing Noida-
based RailYatri, whose app helps long-distance travellers 
at every stage of the journey. This includes enquiry about 
seats, the best route to take, information about train de-
lays as well ordering the food and booking the hotel. The 
firm said close to 40 million people in India take long-dis-
tance journeys daily. However, the transportation system 
used by these people is constrained by supply-demand 
mismatch and operational inefficiencies. Manish Rathi, 
co-founder of RailYatri said its platform efficiently uses 
crowdsourcing, data analytics and intelligence to help 
travellers make smarter decisions.
New tools, old problems
Google was among the earliest to start buying private 
firms to advance its own AI research and is now the most 
active acquirer in the space, according to CB Insights, 
a data intelligence platform. This July, Google acquired 
Bengaluru-based Halli Labs that applies modern AI and 
machine-learning techniques to solve old problems.
This month, dunzo, a task-fulfilment start-up that lever-
ages AI and human operators also raised a $12.3-million 
Series B round led by Google, according to Aspada, an 
investor in the Bengaluru-based firm. Dunzo provides a 
conversational mobile commerce platform. It manages 
the discovery and fulfilment of local tasks across catego-
ries such as food and grocery delivery, and offline retail 
purchases.
In 2013, Google also picked up deep learning and neural 
network start-up DNNresearch from the computer sci-
ence department at the University of Toronto, said CB 
Insights. It said this acquisition reportedly helped Goog-
le make major upgrades to its image search feature. In 
2014 Google acquired British company DeepMind Tech-
nologies for some $600 million.

WTO: nations arrive at a crossroads
Asked recently by the fashion and lifestyle publication 
Vogue about her ‘recurrent nightmare’, the late music 
icon Michael Jackson’s daughter Paris said, “Trump,” 
and then, quipped, “Oh wait, that’s reality...”
Though far removed from the lofty world that Ms. Jack-
son inhabits, weary trade officials — from more than a 

hundred developing countries, including India — were 
also hit by a somewhat similar reality towards the latter 
stage of the intense negotiations in Buenos Aires.
They had converged in the Argentine capital earlier this 
month for the meeting of the World Trade Organisation’s 
(WTO) apex decision-making body called the Ministerial 
Conference (MC), an event attended by trade officials 
from all the 164 WTO member countries.
On the cards was a decision, without many stringent rid-
ers, to enable developing countries to safeguard the live-
lihood of poor farmers and meet their population’s food 
security needs. This was considered ‘low-hanging fruit’ 
as there was already a Ministerial mandate to arrive at 
such a decision by 2017.
However, according to multiple sources, the Trump ad-
ministration reneged at the last minute on an earlier com-
mitment by the U.S., and instead sought many onerous 
conditions — in proposed WTO norms relating to public 
stockholding of food grains — that developing countries 
could not accept as binding rules.
No token declaration
Also, sources said, the latest meeting ended without 
even the token Ministerial Declaration mainly due to the 
Trump administration, leading 40-odd nations to ques-
tion the centrality of ‘development’ (improving the trading 
prospects of the ‘developing nations’) in the multilateral 
trading system as envisaged in the ongoing Doha Round.
Rewind to the beginning of this year. In January, the 
Trump administration withdrew from the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership, a mega-regional free trade agreement 
signed by the Obama administration along with 11 other 
nations. With such startling moves, the Trump adminis-
tration has given further credence to the notion that it fa-
vours bilateralism over multilateralism and protectionism 
over free trade.
It has also signalled that it would not hesitate to take de-
cisions that upset the continuity of or consistency with 
earlier U.S. policies.
In a much criticised stand, the Trump administration de-
cided to block the appointment of judges to the WTO’s 
Appellate Body, under the Dispute Settlement Mecha-
nism (DSM) on grounds including that the U.S. was los-
ing far too many cases — something that many have 
contested.
As a Presidential candidate, Donald Trump had even 
threatened to pull the U.S. out of the WTO, and later as 
President, has said that his country has “not been treated 
fairly by the WTO.”
The DSM, as per the WTO, is “recognised as a funda-
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mental pillar of the organisation” and “enjoys wide sup-
port and confidence among the membership, which val-
ues it as a fair, effective and efficient mechanism to solve 
trade problems.”
Multilateral agreements within the WTO framework have 
far-reaching implications on global trade unlike bilateral 
deals. So when biennial WTO Ministerial Conferences 
(MC) end in a deadlock like what was seen in Buenos 
Aires, it affects the credibility of the multilateral rule-
based trading system.
‘Sanctity of talks’
Jayant Dasgupta, former Permanent Representative of 
India to the WTO, referred to the failure in finding a per-
manent solution to the issue of public stockholding and 
said by not adhering to the commitments made by a pre-
vious (U.S) administration, the Trump administration was 
setting a dangerous precedent. “This will mean there is 
no sanctity left in multilateral trade negotiations. Nothing 
will be binding anymore,” he said.
Meanwhile, the Trump administration refused to see the 
talks as a failure. Soon after the Buenos Aires meet, U.S. 
Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer said in a tweet: 
“Congratulations to [WTO] Director General [Roberto 
Azevêdo] and [Argentine Minister and Chair of the Bue-
nos Aires Ministerial Conference] Susana Malcorra on a 
successful MC.” In a statement, he said, “The fact that 
one WTO Member with an extreme position chose to 
block a short Ministerial Declaration expressing shared 
views is no reflection on the excellent work of Minister 
Malcorra or her team.”
In a statement, India said though decisions on a perma-
nent solution to food security and other agriculture issues 
were expected in the run up to the MC, “the strong po-
sition of one member against agricultural reform based 
on current WTO mandates and rules, led to a deadlock 
without any outcome on agriculture…”
It further said, “Due to … a few members not supporting 
acknowledgment and reiteration of key underlying prin-
ciples guiding the WTO and various agreed mandates, 
Ministers could not arrive at an agreed Ministerial Decla-
ration. During the MC, India stood firm on its stand on the 
fundamental principles of the WTO, including multilater-
alism… the centrality of development… and special and 
differential treatment for all developing countries.”
However, according to Mr. Lighthizer, the Buenos Aires 
meeting “will be remembered as the moment when the 
impasse at the WTO was broken.” He said the U.S. will 
work with willing Members on “e-commerce, scientific 
standards for agricultural products, and the challenges 
of unfair trade practices that distort world markets.” Mr. 

Lighthizer added, “The new direction of the WTO is set: 
improving trade through sectoral agreements by like-
minded countries.”
Decisions at the WTO are taken by consensus among 
all member countries. Though all are considered equal, 
countries like the U.S. wield considerable influence in the 
manner in which consensus is arrived at.
So, when the U.S. decides that sectoral agreements at 
the WTO is the way forward, it could in turn change the 
very DNA of the global body and spell the end of WTO 
in its current form. Facing such a prospect, what are the 
options before India, which, along with several other na-
tions, has been opposing the introduction of new and 
the so-called 21st Century trade issues such as e-com-
merce, investment facilitation and proposed norms on 
small firms, without resolving outstanding Doha Round 
issues such as food security?
Already, the Indian government is working on holding 
a meeting of important WTO members early next year. 
Pointing out that India’s positions have much in common 
with the African nations’ stand, BiswajitDhar, professor, 
Jawaharlal Nehru University, said, “We have to build 
bridges with Africa.”
He said India needed to quickly forge a larger alliance on 
issues such as e-commerce and investment facilitation in 
addition to planning a strategy to counter the moves that 
are against India’s interests.
On a more fundamental point, Mr. Dhar warned that 
global rule-making will face a serious problem if coun-
tries take actions that lead to loss of trust in having a 
constructive dialogue process.
“If you kick the WTO out, you will be going back to the 
interwar years (1919-38) when there was total mayhem 
as there were no rules [to prevent barriers, protectionism 
and discriminatory trade],” he cautioned. Now, that would 
be a scenario similar to the one that is giving Ms. Jackson 
recurrent nightmares.

‘ULIPs may attract more investors in 2018’
Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance has recorded 89% growth in 
new business premium in its unit linked insurance plans 
(ULIPs), riding on the boom in the equity markets. ULIPs 
would be an attractive investment option for retail inves-
tors in 2018, says TarunChugh , the firm’s CEO, in an 
interview. Edited excerpts:
What is the outlook for insurance industry in 
FY18?
The major trend in the banking, financial services and 
insurance (BFSI) space is the uptake in the equity mar-
kets, especially from retail investors. We have seen 89% 
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growth in new business premium of our Unit Linked In-
surance Plans (ULIPs) from April to September 2017. We 
also expect this trend to continue in the new year as eq-
uity markets are looking up. [We are] planning to launch 
more ULIP products in the months to come.
What are the three top trends in digitisation of 
insurance that you have seen in the last three 
years?
Insurers have realised the value of digitisation in insur-
ance.
It leads to enhancement of customer experience, creates 
new business opportunities, helps in reducing costs, al-
lows operational flexibility and drives engagement with 
customers on a real-time basis. The top three trends, ad-
dressing these business opportunities, would be: end-to-
end paperless processes from presales to underwriting 
to post-sales services; growth in online sales; providing 
services which are quick, non-intrusive and available 
24x7
Rapidly changing consumer behaviour is re-
shaping the insurance industry. How will dig-
itisation impact customers?
Consumer behaviour has been reshaped with the ad-
vent of digital and e-commerce companies in the last two 
decades. This gamut of digitisation, brought in by these 
companies, is continuously evolving. Its impact can be 
seen in the way consumers, both new and traditional, 
are engaging with businesses. Consumers today have 
greater access to real time information. Hence, it is vi-
tal that organisations acknowledge this shift in consumer 
behaviour.
This change is challenging insurers, who are not digitally 
native, to focus on products, business models and ser-
vice delivery models which are end-to-end digital. This 
will result in better offerings in the form of improvised 
offerings, reduced TATs (turnaround time) and personal-
ised experiences.
How has the agent-company relationship 
evolved?
At Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance, agency continues to be 
the key distribution channel with nearly 86% of the retail-
rated new business premium being routed through this 
channel. Nearly 77% of the company’s total customers 
are mass and sub-mass segments. Their ability to buy 
high premium products, multiple policies and risk-taking 
capacity was limited. Thus, this year, we focused on im-
proving our product mix to cater to affluent and mass af-
fluent segments.
In September, we introduced I-smart, a comprehensive 

portal for our agents. I-smart is available on mobile and 
tablet devices, and has already seen 12,500 download 
with 5,000 agents using it on a daily basis and 500 fresh 
downloads every day.
How do you ensure data security?
Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance has implemented Data loss 
prevention (DLP) solution which protects sensitive infor-
mation going outside company network via Mail, USB 
or Network. We have [also] implemented Mobile Device 
Management (MDM) for all mobile devices accessing 
company mails. This prevents users from downloading 
any attachment to mobile devices. All company-related 
information can be wiped out in case a device is lost.
Why are so many insurance companies going 
in for IPOs?
IRDA’s (Insurance and Regulatory Development Authori-
ty) move to relax capital raising norms whereby it allowed 
insurance companies [in existence for] over 10 years to 
go public, has led to a slew of IPOs.
Listing on the stock market has been principally taken by 
companies to raise capital for expansion of operations, 
increase liquidity for shareholders, enhance brand image 
and create valuable currency stocks that can be used to 
make acquisitions and compensate employees.
It is likely these IPOs will bring about better awareness 
regarding insurance services among the investing public. 
That may translate into an increase in insurance pene-
tration (percentage of insurance premia to GDP), better 
products and enhanced service standards.
Does Bajaj Allianz Life also have plans for an 
IPO?
No, we are not looking at an IPO [any time] soon.

Individual insolvency code in phases: Sahoo
Steering the ‘smooth and fast-paced’ journey of the in-
solvency law, the IBBI is now looking to put in place the 
regime for individual insolvency in a phased manner, ac-
cording to its Chairperson M.S. Sahoo.
About 500 corporates have been admitted for resolution 
and about 100 companies have commenced voluntary 
liquidation under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 
(IBC), which is a little more than a year old.
As it enters 2018, individual insolvency regime and facili-
tation of corporate insolvency transactions are among the 
main priorities for the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board 
of India. “We are looking forward to implementing a re-
gime for individual insolvency in a phased manner. In the 
first phase, we would implement the insolvency regime in 
respect of individuals who are guarantors to corporates 
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undergoing resolution process,” Mr. Sahoo said.

India’s first pod taxi on the way, to follow U.S. 
safety norms
The much-awaited India’s first pod taxi project has moved 
a step closer to reality after a high-level panel recom-
mended inviting fresh bids for the same conforming to the 
strictest safety standards on the lines of those prescribed 
by an American body.
The projected Rs. 4,000-crore pod taxi scheme — also 
known as Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) — is a dream 
project of Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin 
Gadkari, and the NHAI has been mandated to execute 
it on Delhi-Gurgaon pilot corridor (12.3 km) from Delhi-
Haryana border to Rajiv Chowk in Gurgaon on a PPP 
(public-private partnership) basis.
“The committee recommends issuance of a fresh EOI 
(expression of interest) incorporating (automated people 
movers) APM standards and specifications, along with 
other general safety parameters with NitiAayog recom-
mendations,” the five-member committee set up for tech-
nical and safety standards of PRT, headed by transport 
expert S K Dhramadhikari, said.
The ambitious project has been plagued by delays as 
government think-tank NitiAayog raised some red flags, 
asking the highways ministry to direct initial bidders to 
prepare a 1-km pilot stretch as all the technologies were 
unproven.
Subsequent delays were caused due to formation of the 
high- powered committee to lay down safety and other 
specifications.
“We will be issuing bids very soon for the pod taxi pro-
ject now, with all hurdles cleared. The safety and security 
concerns will be taken care of as per the recommenda-
tion of the committee. This will be a major step towards 
easing congestion on busy DhaulaKuan-Manesar stretch 
and revolutionising transportation,” Gadkari told PTI.
PRT is an advanced public transport using automated 
electric pod cars to provide a taxi-like demand respon-
sive feeder and shuttle services for small groups of trav-
ellers and is a green mode of uninterrupted journey.
The committee in its report, a copy of which is with PTI, 
also recommended framing of request for quotation 
(RFQ) based on discussions with interested players and 
stressed the need for evaluation, based on performance 
in the test sections.
The automated people mover (APM) standards in the US 
as recommended by the committee for the maiden PRT 
in India have been prepared by the American Society of 

Civil Engineers (ASCE) and these constitute the mini-
mum requirements for an acceptable level of safety and 
performance for the PRT. “The APM standards include 
minimum requirements for the design, construction, op-
eration and maintenance of the various sub-systems of 
an APM system and are in general relevant for a PRT,” 
the committee said. These include vehicle arrival audio 
and video visual warning system, platform sloping, evac-
uation of misalighted vehicles, surveillance/CCTV, audio 
communication, emergency call points and fire protec-
tion, among other advanced systems, it added.
The pilot project, to be taken up on design, build, finance, 
operate and transfer (DBFOT) basis, is meant for a 12.3-
km stretch from Delhi-Haryana border on NH 8 (near Am-
bience Mall) to Badshahpur via Rajiv Chowk, IFFCO and 
Sohna Road.
The model is in place in London’s Heathrow airport, Mor-
gantown and Masdar city.
Earlier, three global companies, including New Zealand’s 
Metrino Personal Rapid Transit that later called off its 
joint venture with Indian partner Gawar construction, 
were picked during initial bids for the project.

‘India to become fifth largest economy in 
2018’
India is set to overtake the United Kingdom and France 
to become the world’s fifth largest economy next year, a 
report said Tuesday.
Currently ranked seventh, India will move up to fifth place 
in 2018 and vault to third spot by 2032, the Centre for 
Economics and Business Research (CEBR), a London-
based consultancy, said in its annual rankings.
The Indian economy hit a three-year low in the first quar-
ter of the current financial year, after Prime Minister Nar-
endra Modi’s snap decision in November 2016 to scrap 
high-value banknotes and following a tax overhaul.
Growth slumped to 5.7% for the three months ending 
June but recovered slightly to 6.3% for the quarter end-
ing September.
“Despite temporary setbacks... India’s economy has still 
caught up with that of France and the U.K. and in 2018 
will have overtaken them both to become the world’s 
fifth largest economy in dollar terms,” said CEBR deputy 
chairman Douglas McWilliams. Cheap energy and a digi-
tal revolution will drive economic growth globally, it said.

Kabul-Mumbai cargo service on
India and Afghanistan  launched an air freight corridor 
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service connecting Kabul with Mumbai. Afghan Vice-
President Sarwar Danish flagged off the first flight of the 
dedicated service from Kabul, six months after a similar 
corridor connected the city with Delhi.
“The India-Afghanistan Air Corridor expanded today! His 
Excellency Afghan Vice-President Sarwar Danish inau-
gurated the first cargo flight from Kabul to Mumbai. Real 
and unimpeded connectivity for Afghan traders,” said In-
dian envoy to Kabul Manpreet Vohra on social media.
Now an exhibition
The Afghan media reported that during the ceremony, Mr. 
Danish commented on the importance of such connectiv-
ity initiative. “India also promised to hold exhibition for 
Afghan traders in Mumbai city and they want to create 
business chambers.” Deputy Chairman of the Afghani-
stan Chamber of Commerce and Industries (ACCI) Khan 
Jan Alokozay expressed hope that connectivity with In-
dia’s commercial capital would increase fruit exports from 
Afghanistan. “India is not imposing taxes on Afghan trad-
ers. We are also trying to send fruits to Amritsar,” the me-
dia quoted him saying.
Afghan officials said since the launch of the corridor to 
New Delhi, fruits and medicines worth $20 million had 
been imported by India. The air corridor marks an im-
portant bilateral development as it comes as Afghanistan 
joined Pakistan and China in a trilateral talk in Beijing 
which marked Kabul’s opening up to Islamabad.

India’s export push to face headwinds
India’s efforts to increase exports could face several ex-
ternal and domestic challenges in the coming year.
“(In 2018), global trade may not perform as strongly as 
in 2017,” Standard Chartered cautioned in a recent note 
to clients. “Asia, the region most open to trade, cannot 
count on the same degree of external support that it re-
ceived in 2017.”
Among the many factors, the bank listed multiple political 
event risks — including in the Middle East and Europe 
(‘possible polls in Germany and the Brexit negotiation 
process’) — which could knock the markets, and global 
growth, off track in 2018.
Earlier this month, the Centre announced incentives to 
the tune of Rs. 8,450 crore in its mid-term review of For-
eign Trade Policy to help increase exports of goods and 
services, particularly from labour-intensive segments and 
small firms as well as to boost job creation and value-
addition in the country. The announcement came in the 
backdrop of India’s shipments contracting in October — 
the first after 14 successive months of positive growth 
— in the impact of the Goods and Services Tax (GST).

The Centre also informed Parliament recently that it “has 
been actively engaging in regional and bilateral trade ne-
gotiations with a view to diversifying and expanding the 
markets for its exports as well as ensuring access to raw 
materials, intermediates and capital goods for stimulating 
value added domestic manufacturing.” Citing the “current 
protectionist environment”, it said building a ‘brand India’ 
would be a key measure to push India’s export of goods 
and services.
Working capital issues
Though exports posted a healthy 30.5% growth in No-
vember, a Nomura report said “growth in labour-intensive 
exports (leather products, ready-made garments) re-
mains weak, possibly because of working capital issues 
due to delayed GST refunds.” While trade data reflected 
a solid export rebound, with imports remaining elevated, 
the current account deficit (CAD) could widen to 2-2.5% 
of GDP in Q4 from 1.2% in Q3. The CAD may widen to 
2% of GDP in 2018 from 1.5% in 2017, mainly due to 
higher oil prices, it observed.
Ramu. S. Deora, a non-official member of the Board of 
Trade, said India’s goods exports for 2017-18 is likely to 
be below $300 billion,much lower than the $314.4 billion 
in 2013-14 and $310.3 billion in 2014-15. In 2016-17, the 
country’s goods exports were $275.8 billion.
He, however, said measures, including lower interest 
rates, incentives for small firms to take part in global ex-
hibitions as well as reducing their tax burden would boost 
exports.
These steps, along with expediting GST refunds and im-
provement in logistics, could further boost exports.

Govt warns against bitcoin trading, equates 
virtual currencies with ponzi schemes
The ministry of finance  cautioned people against the 
risks of investing in virtual currencies such as bitcoin 
which lack government fiat, comparing them with ponzi 
schemes.
This follows a crackdown by South Korean government 
on trading of bitcoins which led to a 8% drop in its value . 
Currently, the value of bitcoin is around $14,000.
“There has been a phenomenal increase in recent times 
in the price of Virtual ‘Currencies’ (VCs) including Bitcoin, 
in India and globally. The VCs don’t have any intrinsic 
value and are not backed by any kind of assets. The price 
of Bitcoin and other VCs therefore is entirely a matter of 
mere speculation resulting in spurt and volatility in their 
prices,” the ministry said in a statement.
The finance ministry warned that there is a real and 
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heightened risk of investment bubble in VCs of the type seen in ponzi schemes which can result in sudden and pro-
longed crash exposing investors, especially retail consumers losing their hard-earned money. “Consumers need to be 
alert and extremely cautious as to avoid getting trapped in such Ponzi schemes,” it added.
VCs are stored in digital/electronic format, making them vulnerable to hacking, loss of password, malware attack etc. 
which may also result in permanent loss of money, the finance ministry said. “As transactions of VCs are encrypted they 
are also likely being used to carry out illegal/subversive activities, such as, terror funding, smuggling, drug trafficking and 
other money-laundering Acts,” it cautioned.
The finance ministry said that the users, holders and traders of VCs have already been cautioned three times, in De-
cember 2013, February 2017 and December 2017, by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) about the potential financial, 
operational, legal, customer protection and security-related risks that they are exposing themselves to by investing in 
bitcoin and/ or other VCs.
“RBI has also clarified that it has not given any licence/ authorization to any entity/ company to operate such schemes 
or deal with Bitcoin or any virtual currency. The Government also makes it clear that VCs are not legal tender and such 
VCs do not have any regulatory permission or protection in India. The investors and other participants therefore deal 
with these VCs entirely at their risk and should best avoid participating therein,” it added.
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is the pact on Rohingya important?
Who signed the deal?
Bangladesh and Myanmar announced last week that 
they had signed a Memorandum of Agreement to begin 
the repatriation of more than 6,20,000 Rohingya refugees 
who have fled to Bangladesh in the past few months. Ac-
cording to Bangladesh’s Foreign Minister Mahmood Ali, 
who travelled to Naypidaw to negotiate and sign the ‘Ar-
rangement on Return of Displaced Persons from Rakh-
ine State’, this was a “first step.”
He stipulated that a joint working group including officials 
from Bangladesh, Myanmar and the United Nations High 
Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) will be set up in 
three weeks, and Myanmar would begin to repatriate the 
refugees within two months, by January 23, 2018.
What had led to the exodus?
The agreement was welcomed by many countries. Since 
August, when the Myanmar military began a crackdown 
on Rohingya villages in Rakhine after a series of terror 
strikes on army camps, the numbers that have escaped 
burning homes and alleged atrocities by the authorities, 
have risen rapidly, with most seeking shelter across the 
border in Kutupalong camp of Bangladesh’s Cox’s Ba-
zaar. The UN has condemned the violence as a case of 
“ethnic cleansing” and “genocide”, putting pressure on 
Myanmar’s leadership to end it.
How did China help?
What sets this agreement apart is that talks between 
Bangladesh and Myanmar appear to have been guided 
not by international agencies, but by China. After back-to-
back visits to Naypidaw and Dhaka by Chinese Foreign 
Minister Wang Yi, Beijing announced that it favoured a 
“three-step” solution, comprising a ceasefire in Rakhine, 
a bilateral deal for repatriation of the Rohingya to My-
anmar and long-term solutions, including the economic 
development of the Rohingya areas.
Why is it interested?
Beijing has deep interests in Rakhine, especially in the 
Kyaukpyu Port, with oil and energy pipelines to Yunnan 
province forming part of a $10 billion economic zone in its 
Belt and Road Initiative.
While on the one hand, China has protected the Myanmar 
regime from international sanctions at the UN thus far, it 
has tied itself to the success or failure of the repatriation 
agreement, on which the fate of the Rohingya now rest.

What is Myanmar’s stand?
The signing came as a surprise to many because the My-
anmar government led by the National League for De-
mocracy as well as its military leadership have thus far 
been categorical about not accepting more repatriation, 
and have denied any wrongdoing by the security forces. 
The turnaround may be ascribed in part to growing inter-
national pressure as well as United Nations resolutions, 
particularly pushed by Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh 
Hasina. In September, the Human Rights Council in Ge-
neva voted to extend the mandate of an international fact-
finding committee to investigate allegations of human 
rights violations in Myanmar, and the UN General As-
sembly’s Third Committee voted overwhelmingly in con-
demning Myanmar’s actions. International human rights 
agencies have also called for targeted sanctions and an 
arms embargo against the Myanmar security forces. The 
signing of the deal also came at a time when Myanmar’s 
leader Aung San Suu Kyi faced international criticism 
for not stopping the violence, and several awards and 
honours given to her for her work in restoring democracy 
have been revoked over the past month.
What lies ahead?
According to the deal, Myanmar has committed not to 
delay sending those repatriated back to their original 
homes, but this task will be made more difficult by the 
fact that that many of the Rohingya villages have been 
burnt down. Also of concern is the stipulation that those 
who will be accepted by Myanmar must show their My-
anmar-issued identity cards, not just their Bangladesh-
issued refugee cards. Finally, international human rights 
agencies have warned that refugees cannot be forced 
to return while threat of violence against them persists, 
even as they process the trauma borne of the atrocities 
they fled from.

China, India vow to protect globalisation
In the first major follow-up to the September talks in Xia-
men between Chinese President Xi Jinping and Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi, top economic planners of India 
and China  set the goal of leading a new wave of globali-
sation by synchronising their emerging economies.
NITI Aayog vice-chairman Rajiv Kumar and his Chinese 
counterpart Li Wei, president of the Development Re-
search Council (DRC) — the Chinese Cabinet’s top of-
ficial think tank — began talks based on a firm common 
understanding. They agreed that the two countries must 
work together to rescue globalisation from neo-protec-
tionist tendencies in the U.S., Europe or anywhere else 

International
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in the world.
Mr. Kumar said an open, liberal and rule-based globalisa-
tion, wherein India and China could play a defining role, 
was necessary for prosperity and global political stabil-
ity. “I think we need to work together to make sure that 
the globalised world that has benefited everybody should 
continue to benefit the peoples of Asia as we go forward.”
He underscored the urgency of India-China partnership 
because of rising protectionism.
“I think therefore India and China must work together 
as they must work together in environment and climate 
change… [so] that the liberal multilateral trading and 
economic order remains in place and protectionism is 
pushed back whether it rises in the U.S. or in Europe or 
anywhere else.”
He said Chinese investment in manufacturing could gen-
erate large-scale employment in India. Besides, India 
could benefit from Chinese experience gained from inno-
vation-based “fourth industrial revolution” that focussed 
on advanced robotics, artificial intelligence, electric vehi-
cles and internet-of-things. India could learn from China’s 
rich experience in developing infrastructure.
The two sides also discussed the latest innovations in 
electric vehicles, clean energy, higher education and 
Special Economic Zones.

UAE set to open more consular offices in 
India
The United Arab Emirates will open several consular cen-
tres in India, said the Ambassador of the Gulf nation  and 
reaffirmed his government’s intention to revitalise the the 
country’s infrastructure with $75 billion investment from 
its sovereign wealth fund.
The announcement on boosting consular services of 
UAE came even as diplomatic sources confirmed that 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will visit Abu Dhabi in Feb-
ruary, 2018.
“Under the present circumstances, if the people from 
Chandigarh, Chennai and Hyderabad want a visa to 
UAE, they have to travel either to Mumbai, Delhi or Ker-
ala. So to prevent hardship for the people, we are soon 
going to open our consular visa centres in these cities,” 
Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India, told 
presspersons. Expansion of consular services will help 
the Indian workforce, who constitutes one of the largest 
overseas Indian communities in UAE.
Apart from renewed focus on diplomatic and consular 
contacts, the envoy said that his country stands with In-

dia on counter-terror cooperation firmed up with the visit 
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi to UAE in August 2015.
The envoy also informed that UAE has put in place a 
mechanism to oversee an investment of $75 billion from 
its sovereign wealth fund into the Indian economy over 
the next decade.
Infra boost-up
“$1 billion has already been invested in India,” said 
Dr.Albanna, explaining that the fund will be utilised for in-
frastructure projects in India. The UAE sovereign wealth 
fund known as Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA) 
has been a major subject that both sides have been try-
ing to harness. The affirmation of continued investment 
followed a day after ADIA bought stakes in KKR India Fi-
nancial Services Pvt Ltd, a major non-banking financial 
company in India.

Back India’s entry into NSG, China told
Russia is speaking to China at “all levels” for India’s 
membership at the Nuclear Suppliers Group, and hopes 
that India will win membership to the Wassenaar Ar-
rangement, another multilateral technology regime India 
has applied to, Russia’s deputy Foreign Minister Sergey 
Ryabkov said here .
Mr. Ryabkov disclosed that the political committee of the 
41-member Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls 
for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Tech-
nologies, that is meeting in Vienna  and Thursday, is like-
ly to decide on India’s membership request, and said he 
hoped for some “positive action, fingers crossed.”
“This is an example and reflection of Russia’s unwaver-
ing support to India’s membership of international nuclear 
control regimes,” he added, speaking to journalists after 
meeting Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar, and Secretary 
(Economic Relations) Vijay Gokhale, who is now the 
Sherpa for the BRICS grouping as well.
Unwavering support
Taking a dig at the United States for not pushing China to 
remove its objections to India’s membership at the NSG 
as Russia had, Mr. Ryabkov said, “Unlike some other 
countries that only speak of support, Russia takes actual 
steps to help and actions speak more than words…We 
make this point in the contacts with the Chinese at dif-
ferent levels, and India should be confident of Russia’s 
assistance.”
Mr. Ryabkov was in Delhi for bilateral negotiations ahead 
of a spate of visits from Moscow over the next few weeks. 
, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov will meet with 
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External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj before a Rus-
sia-India-China (RICS) meeting along with Chinese For-
eign Minister Wang Yi, and Russian Deputy PM Dmitry 
Rogozin later this month.
Russia’s role is considered more important this year as 
it retains close ties with both India and China, two coun-
tries who have tense ties with each other. This will be 
the first visit to India by the Chinese Foreign Minister 
since the Doklam standoff as well. The meeting is also 
being seen as an attempt by India to balance a perceived 
pro-U.S. tilt, coming after the first meeting of the U.S.-
Japan-Australia-India “Quad” last month, and the upcom-
ing India-Japan-Australia trilateral, also due to take place 
next week.
BRI initiative
Another key issue likely to be discussed during the RIC 
will be China’s $1 trillion Belt and Road initiative (BRI) 
that India opposes, but Russia is a major partner in. “We 
are happy that we are discussing connectivity issues in 
an open-minded and constructive manner with both In-
dia and China. I hope our work at BRICS would help as-
suage such concerns,” he said.

Solar Alliance comes into existence
India’s global initiative, the International Solar Alliance 
(ISA) that aims at increasing solar energy deployment in 
member countries, came into legal, independent exist-
ence Wednesday. It is the first treaty-based international 
intergovernmental organisation to be based out of India.
So far, 19 countries are part of the compact — Bangla-
desh, Comoros, Fiji, France, Ghana, Guinea, India, Mali, 
Mauritius, Nauru, Niger, Seychelles, Somalia, South Su-
dan, Tuvalu, Australia, Cuba, Malawi and Peru. The ISA, 
also sees itself as on a mission to mobilise more than 
$1000 billion in investments needed by 2030 for “mas-
sive deployment” of solar energy, pave the way for future 
technologies adapted to the needs of moving to a fos-
sil-free future and keep global temperatures from rising 
above 2C by the end of the century. India has committed 
itself to having 175,000 MW of renewed energy in the 
grid by 2022.
As part of the agreement, India will contribute $27 million 
(Rs. 175.5 crore approx) to the ISA for creating corpus, 
building infrastructure and recurring expenditure over five 
years from 2016-17 to 2020-21. In addition, public sector 
undertakings of the Government of India, Solar Energy 
Corporation of India (SECI) and Indian Renewable En-
ergy Development Agency (IREDA), have made a contri-
bution of $1 million (Rs. 6.5 crore) each for creating the 
ISA corpus fund.

The ISA is an Indian initiative, jointly launched by PM 
Narendra Modi and the president of France on 30th No-
vember 2015 in Paris, on the sidelines of COP-21, the 
UN climate conference.

No change in our policy on Palestine, says 
India
A day after U.S. President Donald Trump recognised Jeru-
salem as the capital of Israel, India maintained a cautious 
stance saying its policy on Palestine is independent and 
not determined by any “third country”. India’s response 
to Mr. Trump’s statement came even as the Palestinian 
Ambassador to India declared that his country is likely to 
host Prime Minister Narendra Modi in near future.
“India’s position on Palestine is independent and con-
sistent. It is shaped by our views and interests and not 
determined by any third country,” said the official spokes-
person in a statement to the media here. India has tra-
ditionally supported an independent Palestine as part 
of a two-state solution. The statement however did not 
specifically address the issue of Jerusalem as the U.S.-
recognised capital of Israel.
Mr. Trump’s statement came a week after India ex-
pressed support for “independent and viable Palestine” 
and participated in the International Day of Solidarity with 
the Palestinian people.
In a message on that occasion Mr. Modi had said, “We 
hope for early realisation of a sovereign, independent, 
united and viable Palestine.”
India’s recent official comments have mostly avoided a 
mention of Jerusalem.
However, Mr. Modi ahead of his July visit to Israel had 
indicated that India would decide on Israeli claims on the 
holy city after the two sides come to a consensus.
“India supports all efforts to find an acceptable solution to 
all the pending issues including Jerusalem. I assume the 
question refers to our embassy in Tel Aviv. We will take a 
decision on that after both sides have come to an agree-
ment on Jerusalem,” Mr. Modi had told Israelhayom, an 
online publication in an interview. He however did not 
answer if India would shift its embassy to Jerusalem in 
future.
Envoy ‘satisfied’
Presenting his country’s view, Palestinian envoy to In-
dia Adnan Abu Alhaija indicated to The Hindu that he is 
satisfied with India’s response to Mr. Trump’s announce-
ment and said: “India has reiterated its support to the pre-
1967-war border of Palestine which obviously includes 
the East Jerusalem and its holy places of worship and 
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God willing, we will soon be welcoming Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi to Palestine.”

India enters Wassenaar Arrangement
The MEA spokesperson said, “While membership of the 
Arrangement would not automatically entail any prefer-
ential treatment from other WA members, it would create 
the grounds for realignment of India in the export control 
policy framework of other WA members, including eligibil-
ity for certain licensing exceptions.”
Membership in the Arrangement has been part of India’s 
quest for membership in the export control organisations.
The Hindu had earlier reported that Russia had ex-
pressed optimism about India’s membership in the Was-
senaar Arrangement. Deputy Foreign Minister Sergey 
Ryabkov had said earlier this week that Russian support 
for Indian membership in the organisation will help bilat-
eral ties, and added, “This is an example and reflection 
of Russia’s unwavering support to India’s membership of 
international nuclear control regimes.”

India, Australia call for ‘open’ Asia-Pacific 
zone
Continuing with the strategic bilateral discussion, Aus-
tralia and India  discussed the need to maintain the Asia-
Pacific region as a “free” and “open” zone under the “2+2” 
dialogue model which includes the foreign and defence 
secretaries of both sides. The discussion was the first 
meeting of this level since the two sides participated in 
the quadrilateral discussion for a new strategic partner-
ship targeting the Asia-Pacific region.
“Both sides agreed that a free, open, prosperous and in-
clusive Indo-Pacific region serves the long-term interests 
of all countries in the region and of the world at large. 
There is a growing convergence of strategic perspectives 
between the two countries,” said a press statement from 
the Ministry of External Affairs.
Freedom of navigation
The “2+2” dialogue of Tuesday was held between For-
eign Secretary S. Jaishankar and Defence Secretary 
Sanjay Mitra and their Australian counterparts Frances 
Adamson and Greg Moriarty. The dialogue indicated that 
the focus remains on freedom of navigation in the South 
China Sea, where China has been reclaiming land for 
infrastructure, boosting its maritime influence.
“All aspects of bilateral relations with a focus on strategic 
and defence relations between the two countries were 
reviewed,” the MEA said. Australian PM Malcolm Turnbull 
and PM Modi had met on the sidelines of the East Asia 

Summit in Manila in November.

A 3-nation Indo-Pacific compact
India, Japan and Australia have “growing convergences” 
in the Indo-Pacific region, said officials of the three coun-
tries after meeting for a trilateral in New Delhi.
“The three sides stressed the need for greater collabo-
ration on maritime security and domain awareness and 
disaster response capabilities. They also renewed their 
resolve to fight the scourge of terrorism in all its forms 
and manifestations and stressed the need for enhanced 
cooperation on counter-terrorism,” a statement issued by 
the External Affairs Ministry said.
Connectivity issues
Briefing presspersons after the meeting, Australian For-
eign Secretary Frances Adamson said the three coun-
tries had discussed regional connectivity issues, at the 
meeting.
“Each of us has a very strong commitment to transpar-
ency around these projects, financing arrangements 
scrutiny, environmental standards and labour standards. 
Irrespective of under whose auspices these projects are 
held under,” Ms. Adamson said, when asked if concerns 
about China’s Belt and Road initiative, which India op-
poses, had been discussed.
The fourth trilateral between Foreign Secretaries S. Jais-
hankar and his counterparts, Ms. Adamson and Japa-
nese Vice-Minister Shinsuke Sugiyama, was held in Del-
hi a month after the first meeting of the Quadrilateral, or 
Quad, which includes the U.S., was held in Manila. Ms. 
Adamson said the two processes would continue to “exist 
together”.
Significantly, the statement issued after the trilateral also 
underlined “support for ASEAN centrality in the political 
and security architecture of the Indo-Pacific region”, in-
dicating the possibility of trilateral military cooperation 
along with East Asian nations as well.
ASEAN-India summit
India is hosting a commemorative ASEAN-India summit 
in Delhi on January 25, while all 10 ASEAN-nation lead-
ers will be the chief guests at the coming Republic Day 
parade.
Sources said the theme of the engagement this year 
would focus on the three “C’s” of Commerce, Connectiv-
ity and Culture, and would also underline similar conver-
gence on issues in the Indo-Pacific, as the East Pacific-
Indian Ocean region is popularly referred to.

UN to vote on draft nullifying Jerusalem 
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move
The UN Security Council is considering a draft resolution 
affirming that any change to the status of Jerusalem has 
no legal effect and must be reversed, in response to the 
U.S. decision to recognise the city as Israel’s capital.
Egypt circulated the draft text, and diplomats said the 
council could vote on the proposed measure as early as.
Breaking with the international consensus, U.S. Presi-
dent Donald Trump this month announced that he would 
recognise Jerusalem as Israel’s capital and move the 
U.S. embassy there from Tel Aviv, sparking protests and 
strong condemnation.
The draft resolution stresses that Jerusalem is an issue 
“to be resolved through negotiations” and expresses 
“deep regret at recent decisions concerning the status of 
Jerusalem”, without specifically mentioning Mr. Trump’s 
move.
‘No legal effect’
“Any decisions and actions which purport to have altered 
the character, status or demographic composition of the 
Holy City of Jerusalem have no legal effect, are null and 
void and must be rescinded,” it said.
Diplomats said they expected the United States to use its 
veto power to block the measure while most, if not all, of 
the 14 other council members were expected to back the 
draft resolution.
Israel’s UN Ambassador Danny Danon “strongly con-
demned” the draft, dismissing it as an attempt by the Pal-
estinians “to reinvent history”.
The draft resolution calls on all countries to refrain from 
opening embassies in Jerusalem, reflecting concerns 
that other governments could follow the U.S. lead.
It demands that all member-states not recognise any ac-
tions that are contrary to UN resolutions on the status of 
the city.
Several UN resolutions call on Israel to withdraw from 
territory seized during the 1967 war.
The Palestinians had sought a toughly-worded draft res-
olution that would have directly called on the U.S. admin-
istration to scrap its decision.
But some U.S. allies on the council such as Britain, 
France, Egypt, Japan and Ukraine were reluctant to be 
too hard-hitting and insisted that the proposed measure 
should reaffirm the position enshrined in current resolu-
tions, diplomats said.
Backed by Muslim countries, the Palestinians are ex-
pected to turn to the UN General Assembly to adopt a 
resolution rejecting the U.S. decision, if, as expected, the 
measure is vetoed by the United States at the council.

U.S. vetoes UN call on Jerusalem’s status
The United States was further isolated  over President 
Donald Trump’s decision to recognise Jerusalem as Is-
rael’s capital when it blocked a United Nations Security 
Council call for the declaration to be withdrawn.
The remaining 14 members voted in favour of the Egyp-
tian-drafted resolution, which did not specifically men-
tion the United States or Mr. Trump but which expressed 
“deep regret at recent decisions concerning the status of 
Jerusalem”.
An insult, says Haley
“What we witnessed here in the Security Council is an 
insult. It won’t be forgotten,” U.S. Ambassador to the 
United Nations Nikki Haley said after the vote. It was the 
first veto cast by the United States in the Security Council 
in more than six years, Ms. Haley said.
“We do it with no joy, but we do it with no reluctance,” she 
said. “The fact that this veto is being done in defence of 
American sovereignty and in defence of America’s role in 
the Middle East peace process is not a source of embar-
rassment for us; it should be an embarrassment to the 
remainder of the Security Council.”
The UN draft resolution affirmed “that any decisions and 
actions which purport to have altered the character, sta-
tus or demographic composition of the Holy City of Je-
rusalem have no legal effect, are null and void and must 
be rescinded in compliance with relevant resolutions of 
the Security Council”. “In the wake of the decision of the 
United States... the situation has become more tense 
with an increase in incidents, notably rockets fired from 
Gaza and clashes between Palestinians and Israeli secu-
rity forces,” UN peace envoy NickolayMladenov told the 
Security Council ahead of the vote.
The draft UN resolution had also called upon all coun-
tries to refrain from establishing diplomatic missions in 
Jerusalem.

U.S. partnership vital in Asia-Pacific: India
The Indo-U.S. partnership helps maintain stability in the 
Asia-Pacific region, the External Affairs Ministry said 
here, hours after President Donald Trump announced the 
new National Security Strategy of the U.S. and described 
India as a “leading global player”.
The response came even as both sides held the inaugu-
ral India-U.S. Designations Dialogue focussing on spe-
cific groups and individuals responsible for cross-border 
terrorism against India.
Common objectives
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“We appreciate the strategic importance given to India-
U.S. relationship in the new National Security Strategy 
released by the U.S. As two responsible democracies, 
India and the U.S. share common objectives, including 
combating terrorism and promoting peace and security 
throughout the world.
A close partnership between India and the U.S. contrib-
utes to peace, stability and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific 
region as well as to the economic progress of the two 
countries,” a statement from the official spokesperson 
said.
Tuesday also marked the first dialogue between India 
and the U.S. on terrorism-related designations.
Both sides exchanged information about the strategy to 
be followed to isolate and ban terrorism-related individu-
als and organisations.
India has been campaigning for banning Pakistan-based 
terror group Jaish-e-Mohammed’s Chief Masood Azhar 
at the UN but has failed in its goal due to China’s opposi-
tion.

Lobbying up for India’s UNGA vote on 
Jerusalem
International lobbying has intensified to get India on 
board for the session of the United Nations General As-
sembly (UNGA) of Thursday where the biggest platform 
of the U.N. is likely to adopt a resolution in opposition to 
U.S. President Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem 
as the capital of Israel. The meeting of the UNGA comes 
against the backdrop of a similar meeting of the Arab 
League, which has asked for reversing of the decision 
even as Indian diplomats have indicated that they would 
maintain that third parties do not decide Indian “foreign 
policy postures”.
“We have met with Minister of State for External Affairs 
M.J. Akbar 10 days ago to discuss the U.S. decision and 
the Indian position in support of the Palestinian case and 
the peace process,” said a senior Arab diplomat indicat-
ing that a diplomatic team representing the Arab con-
cerns held consultation with the officials of the Ministry of 
External Affairs . However, there was no indication from 
the MEA if India would support either party.
“Third parties don’t decide our foreign policy postures. For 
us this is all par for the course,” said a senior official to a 
question on whether India would vote with the Arab coun-
tries or support Mr. Trump’s decision. The draft resolution 
on the status of Jerusalem to be presented  expresses 
deep “regret” on the U.S.’ stated position and calls for 
“the final status of Jerusalem to be resolved through ne-

gotiations”. A similar resolution was vetoed by the U.S. 
at the UN Security Council though the U.S. found itself 
isolated with all other members voting in favour.

‘India, China must look beyond bilateral ties’
“We know that President Xi and (Prime Minister Naren-
dra) Modi met this year in Xiamen and reached an impor-
tant consensus. So the special representatives meeting 
[followed] the consensus of the state leaders … so as to 
achieve win-win cooperation and mutual benefits,” Chi-
nese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying said 
in Beijing in an interaction .
The consensus between the two leaders at Xiamen and 
on the sidelines of the SCO conference in Astana in June 
underscored the need to prevent differences from be-
coming disputes, as well as the need for China and India 
to maintain an island of stability in an increasingly unpre-
dictable global scenario.
Separately, a carefully worded MEA statement said that, 
“The [SRs] underlined the need for the two countries to 
build on their convergences, while seeking mutually ac-
ceptable resolutions of their differences with due respect 
for each other’s sensitivities, concerns and aspirations,” 
referring indirectly to tensions over Chinese troops’ trans-
gressions in the Doklam area that led to a 70-day stand-
off, China’s support to Pakistan on designating JeM chief 
as a UN terrorist, as well as the Belt and Road Initiative 
and China Pakistan Economic Corridor, which India has 
opposed.
All issues were discussed by the two sides, officials said. 
The meeting also comes after a quadrilateral meeting of 
India-US-Japan-Australia, which China had expressed 
concerns about. Mr. Yang’s visit acquires additional sig-
nificance as his stature has risen in China’s official hier-
archy following the recent 19th Party Congress. Unlike 
Foreign Minister Wang Yi, who continues his presence 
in the Central Committee of the CPCMr. Yang has been 
elevated to the 25-member Politburo.

Proud of India, says Palestinian envoy
Palestinians are proud of India and India’s support to the 
cause of peace in West Asia, the Ambassador of Pales-
tine said, hours after India voted in favour of a negoti-
ated solution to the issue of Jerusalem and against U.S. 
President Donald Trump’s recognition of the holy city as 
the capital of Israel.
Ambassador Adnan Abu Alhaija’s comments came even 
as the government was praised by the Communist Party 
of India for voting against the U.S. recognition of Jerusa-
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lem as the Israeli capital. “We are proud of India and In-
dia’s friendship with Palestine. By voting for a negotiated 
settlement of the issue of Jerusalem, India has conveyed 
to the world that it stands for peace in West Asia. We wish 
to thank the Indian government, Indian people and their 
attitude at the UN which will ensure peace in our region 
and in the world,” he said.
However, Israeli Ambassador Daniel Carmon reiterated 
his country’s claim to Jerusalem in the backdrop of the 
developments at the UN General Assembly.
“Jerusalem always was the capital of the Jewish people, 
is and will continue to be the capital of modern Israel. No 
vote at the General Assembly can change that,” he said.
Officials said India’s reaction to Mr. Trump’s statement 
had indicated that India would vote for the UN resolution.
The Hindu had reported that the Arab countries had also 
reached out to India for its coveted vote. The resolution 
moved by the Arab countries received 128 votes for and 
nine against, with 35 countries abstaining.
Apart from the diplomatic dialogue, External Affairs Min-
ister Sushma Swaraj discussed the vote at the Consulta-
tive Committee on External Affairs . “Sushma ji said that 
India will vote for the resolution in favour of a negotiated 
settlement of the Jerusalem issue when D. Raja of CPI 
raised the issue,” disclosed a source familiar with the 
meeting.
“The government has taken the right decision by support-
ing the resolution at the UN, which reflects India’s tradi-
tional policy on Palestine, as it is a highly sensitive issue,” 
Mr. Raja said.
Internal criticism
Significantly, the government faced criticism from within 
for the vote, with Rajya Sabha member SwapanDasgup-
ta coming out against the UN resolution. “India should 
either have abstained or voted against the UN resolution 
condemning the shifting of US embassy to Jerusalem. 
We should stand by Israel, a firm friend,” he said on Twit-
ter.
The Palestinian Ambassador, however, said the resolu-
tion was a clear sign that Israel could not lay any exclu-
sive claim to Jerusalem. “There cannot be any state of 
Palestine without East Jerusalem as its capital. India has 
supported the two-state solution traditionally..., ” he said.

UN Jerusalem vote: Why India went against 
the US
What do we make of India’s vote in the UN general as-
sembly (UNGA) condemning the US for moving its em-
bassy to, and recognizing, Jerusalem as the capital of 

Israel?
The explanation trotted out for the UN vote seems to be 
based on six assumptions. The first of these is the belief 
that Arab states would somehow penalize India for voting 
with the US on this issue. Variously this involves either 
an oil embargo or action against the Indian diaspora in 
the Gulf. This is a problematic proposition. The idea of 
a free floating energy market is a core element of Pax 
Americana—so much so that by 1974, the US had made 
some very unsubtle threats to use force against the Or-
ganization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (Opec) 
to break the oil embargo that had triggered a full-blown 
energy crisis. Since then, Opec has not used oil embar-
gos to support geopolitical goals, though it has used ex-
cessive oil production and low prices to hurt Russia and 
Iran (countries that challenge the Pax Americana) eco-
nomically.
The clearest demonstration of this was in 1990, when 
Iraq invaded Kuwait. India’s position was openly hostile 
to the coalition formed to liberate Kuwait with zero conse-
quence. The Indian diaspora faced no mass deportations, 
nor indeed threats to that effect from the Gulf States. All 
this, of course, ignores the fact that such actions would 
be impossible by US allies against a country voting with 
the US, completely disproportionate to a UNGA vote and 
that too for a cause long since written off by the Arab 
world as a waste of its time.
The second reason given is that Indian Muslims would 
punish the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) for voting with 
Israel. Again, this is shorn of any cause-effect analysis, 
based on the simplistic assumptions. One such is the 
assumption that Indian Muslims choose who to vote for 
based on foreign policy, an absurdity in a country where 
no one really cares about foreign policy, as our electoral 
history shows.
Third is the belief that the Palestinians would view the In-
dian vote favourably. The problem here is that Palestinian 
goodwill or the lack thereof means zero to India—tangibly 
or esoterically. This is, after all, a country that votes for 
every obnoxious anti-India resolution on Kashmir that the 
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) comes up with 
periodically, and in terms of goods and services means 
exactly nothing to India. In effect, this would be like prior-
itizing ties with Swaziland (with a gross domestic product 
similar to Palestine) over ties with the US.
Fourth is the argument that India’s vote reflects its con-
cern over the sovereignty of Pakistan Occupied Kashmir, 
through which China is building infrastructure. This is bo-
gus, for the simple reason that by this measure, the then 
national security adviser Shivshankar Menon’s March 
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2014 statement that “Russia has legitimate interests in 
Ukraine”, justifying Russia’s ongoing aggression there (à 
Pakistan in Kashmir in 1947), was enough to erode In-
dian claims of sovereignty over Kashmir.
Fifth is the belief that Israel will ignore this slight. In the 
normal course of things, that may very well have been 
the case. Israel is, after all, quite used to posturing and 
ridiculous partisanship. As the then foreign minister of Is-
rael, Abba Eban, had summed it up, “If Algeria introduced 
a resolution declaring that the earth was flat and that Is-
rael had flattened it, it would pass by a vote of 164 to 13 
with 26 abstentions”. The problem here is that in under 
a month Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu will be ar-
riving on a state visit to Delhi. Given the unprecedented 
reception Prime Minister Narendra Modi got in Israel, this 
vote is extremely bad manners, that causes him embar-
rassment back home, over the logic of prioritizing India.
All this brings us to the sixth and final rationale—that the 
US would ignore India’s vote. Indeed, given this vote was 
about scoring rhetorical points, logic would dictate that 
the US would ignore it. Except we have a president in 
office who is not willing to do that anymore, as he himself 
has said and demonstrated on several occasions. What 
makes this threat tangible is the fact that he is willing to 
link up issues in international negotiations that were not 
up for linking before, such as trade and jobs with geopoli-
tics , in a way previous presidents were shy to. In the final 
analysis, what was rhetorically and politically unimportant 
to the Arabs, was politically critical to the US president 
and we failed to understand this.
While one can doubt the positives of voting with the US, 
none would have questioned the wisdom of abstention. 
Yet we chose the doctrinaire path with the maximum 
negatives and negligible positives typical of the minis-
try of external affairs’ usual lack of academic rigour or 
research. More importantly, what has become clear is 
that Modi is increasingly trapped in a bureaucratic echo 
chamber of his own creation. He conflates activity with 
achievement and has been convinced that foreign policy 
begins and ends with state visits that leave him none the 
wiser (or indeed curious) about the politics of the target 
state. In other words, as Sir Humphrey Appleby put it in 
Yes Minister, he has been “housetrained”. Ultimately, we 
need to ask ourselves, at what point is our foreign policy 
going to become responsible and responsive, who is go-
ing to initiate it, and is the prime minister going to start 
acting prime ministerial or simply be content to play the 
role of chief mouser to South Block?

Israel takes India’s vote in its stride
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s visit to India 
in a fortnight will focus on taking cooperation on “the dou-
ble-T’s” of technology, including on agriculture and water 
conservation, and (counter-) terrorism to the “next level”, 
according to officials familiar with the planning of the visit.
They also indicated that Israel’s unhappiness with India’s 
vote at the United Nations last week had been put behind 
both countries in a “diplomatic” manner.
Mr. Netanyahu’s visit comes close on the heels of India’s 
decision to vote for a resolution that criticised the United 
States for its shift on the status of Jerusalem, and urged 
Israel to keep its commitments on talks for the two-state 
solution.
Officials did not deny that the Israeli government had 
lodged a protest with India about its vote, but indicated 
that India’s stand had to be seen in the larger context of 
its growing alignment with Israel on other issues, and in 
particular Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Israel in 
July 2017 as the first Indian PM there. As a result, Israel 
had used “the right diplomatic channels” to express its 
sentiments, the sources added.
Traditional position
India’s vote at the UN had been seen as move by the 
Modi government to affirm its traditional position on the 
Israel-Palestine peace process, as well as to strike a bal-
ance in ties between the two countries, especially ahead 
of an expected visit by Prime Minister Modi to Palestine 
in 2018.
While refusing to comment on whether Mr. Modi had 
spoken directly with Mr. Netanyahu about the vote, the 
sources said countries must be guided by their interests, 
and decide where India’s future would lie —“in Ramallah 
or Jerusalem?” The Israeli government has also appreci-
ated Bhutan for its decision to abstain from the vote, a 
departure from its normal stance that coordinates with 
India’s position.
Four-city tour
Mr. Netanyahu, who is expected to be in India for a four-
day four-city tour that will take him to Agra, Ahmedabad 
and Mumbai, apart from his official meetings in Delhi 
which he will begin his visit with. On January 16, Mr. Ne-
tanyahu will deliver the keynote address at the External 
Affairs Ministry’s annual think-tank event, the “Raisina Di-
alogue.” Mr. Netanyahu, who will be accompanied by his 
wife, Sara Netanyahu, will also visit the Taj Mahal in Agra.
In Mumbai, Mr. Netanyahu, whose delegation will include 
a big business team of about 75-100 companies, will en-
gage with industrialists as well as the film industry.
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Last week, a visit to Israel by a delegation from ‘Bolly-
wood’ explored the possibility of a joint film production. 
The team included director Imtiaz Ali, and senior film pro-
ducers, officials said.
An evocative ceremony is also expected at Mumbai’s 
Chabad House, one of the sites of the Mumbai 26/11 ter-
ror attack, and where Moshe, an infant whose parents 
were killed and his nanny who saved him will fly in from 
Israel to join Mr. Netanyahu.
Mr. Modi is also expected to accompany Mr. Netanyahu 
during much of the visit which will have its last stop in 
Gujarat.

Decision on Iran nuclear deal back in Trump’s 
court
A decision on the U.S.’s continued participation in the Iran 
nuclear deal could be back in President Donald Trump’s 
hands, as the Congress appears unable to gather sup-
port to amend an existing oversight law, as he had de-
manded.
In October, Mr. Trump had refused to issue a certifica-
tion required for the maintenance of the deal, and asked 
Congress to amend the Iran Nuclear Agreement Review 
Act (INARA), which had established legislative oversight 
on the operation of the deal.
Mr. Trump called for stricter conditions on Iran for U.S.’s 
participation in the deal — outside of the multilateral 
agreement it had signed — through a new domestic law. 
INARA allows Congress 60 days to reimpose nuclear re-
lated sanctions in the event of a refusal by the President 
to certify the deal. That deadline ends this week, and the 
move to introduce new legislation has failed to take off.
Possible termination
That leaves the deal intact, and Mr. Trump could be chal-
lenged by his conservative support base and hawkish 
advisers to terminate the deal altogether ahead of the 
next presidential certification which is due next month. 
INARA requires the President to make this certification 
every 90 days.
“In the event we are not able to reach a solution work-
ing with Congress and our allies, then the agreement will 
be terminated,” Mr. Trump had said, while announcing 
his decision to de-certify the deal. “It is under continuous 
review, and our participation can be cancelled by me, as 
President, at any time,” he had said then. Other five sig-
natories to the deal — the U.K., France, Russia, China, 
and Germany — have said they would continue with the 
deal regardless of what Mr. Trump decides.
Meanwhile, Republican Senator Tom Cotton and CIA 

Chief Michael Pompeo, vocal advocates for the deal’s 
termination, have been talking of a military intervention to 
destroy Iran’s nuclear’s capabilities. Mr. Cotton has also 
argued for pushing for a regime change in Tehran.

U.S. moves to roll back ‘net neutrality’ 
regulations
U.S. regulators voted  to roll back the so-called “net neu-
trality” rules, which required Internet service providers to 
treat all traffic equally, a move opponents say would curb 
online freedom.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), in a 
three-to-two vote, adopted a proposal by Republican-ap-
pointed chairman AjitPai, who said his plan would scrap 
“heavy-handed” rules adopted in 2015, which, he argued, 
discouraged investment and innovation. The vote capped 
a heated partisan debate and is just the latest in a bat-
tle over more than a decade on rules governing Internet 
service providers in the courts and the FCC.
Democratic member Mignon Clyburn, one of the two dis-
senters, charged that the agency was “handing the keys 
to the Internet” to “a handful of multibillion dollar corpora-
tions.” Immediately following the vote, officials from two 
States and others vowed to challenge the FCC action in 
court.
Series of protests
Net neutrality activists have staged a series of protests in 
cities around the U.S. and online, amid fears that domi-
nant broadband providers could change how the Internet 
works.
“Chairman Pai has given Internet service providers an 
explicit license to block, slow, or levy tolls on content,” 
said FerrasVinh of the Center for Democracy & Technol-
ogy, a digital rights group.
Net neutrality backers have argued that clear rules are 
needed to prevent internet service providers from block-
ing or throttling services or websites for competitive rea-
sons.
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As Russian President Vladimir Putin races towards the 
2018 election, India’s role is likely to be crucial in main-
taining continued importance of one of his favourite loyal-
ists, KirsanIlyumzhinov, head of the international chess 
body, FIDE.
An official of the All India Chess Federation says India 
will have a strong say in deciding Mr. Ilyumzhinov’s future 
on top of world chess even as the Kremlin power play 
unfolds in the pre-election months involving the likes of 
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and Deputy Prime Minis-
ter Dmitry Rogozin.
Crucial role
Explaining India’s role in FIDE, Bharat Singh Chauhan, 
secretary of the federation, acknowledged the importance 
of Mr. Ilyumzhinov in world chess, but said that as one of 
the top five chess powers in the world, India would have 
its support crucial in determining who the next president 
of FIDE would be. Though the election is several months 
away, discussions have already begun in Russian media 
and within the chess circle in India about “certain issues” 
around Mr. Ilyumzhinov.
“Kirsan’s contribution to chess is enormous. But there are 
issues like U.S. sanctions on him that are likely to come 
up for scrutiny when we decide our position on him,” Mr. 
Chauhan told The Hindu.
Apart from being home to a large number of important 
chess players, including former world champion Vishwa-
nathanAnand, India also hosts several FIDE-backed 
chess events and carries significant weight in determin-
ing the order of the organisation.
U.S. sanctions and after
Mr. Ilyumzhinov has been the head of FIDE for almost 
two decades and part of the power elite of Russia for 
long. In recent years, his problems have come from in-
ternational sanctions. The United States imposed sanc-
tions in 2015 on the chess czar for his alleged role in 
supporting the government of President Bashar Al Assad 
of Syria. The sanctions specifically targeted those indi-
viduals with close ties with President Putin. They prohibit 
U.S. persons or organisations from conducting business 

with him and interfere with FIDE’s work.
Mr. Chauhan declined to detail what kind of problems 
FIDE had been facing from the sanctions on its president, 
but said the decision to support Mr. Ilyumzhinov would 
be taken on merit and without influence from any gov-
ernment department. “Whatever decision we take, it will 
be decided by what is in India’s interest, and the All In-
dia Chess Federation will decide on it as an autonomous 
body,” said Mr. Chauhan, emphasising that government 
of India does not interfere with the decision of the All India 
Chess Federation.
Kasparov in race?
So far there are no clear signs if Mr. Ilyumzhinov will face 
a strong opponent. But Russian sources indicate that 
there are possibilities of a face-off between him and the 
former world champion and President Putin’s bitter critic, 
Gary Kasparov. Mr. Chauhan said that Mr. Kasparov had 
not yet declared his preference for a contest, however 
The Hindu learnt that a possibility of such a contest could 
not be discounted. In case the Putin loyalist is challenged 
by Mr. Kasparov, the fight will take on a political colour 
and may even influence the election campaign of Presi-
dent Putin.
The future of Mr. Ilyumzhinov and his position within FIDE 
has been highlighted in view of the election season that 
has been unfolding in Moscow.
Apart from Mr. Ilyumzhinov, several other Kremlin insid-
ers such as Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, Defence 
Minister Sergei Shoigu and Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry 
Rogozin are likely to face re-evaluation as President Pu-
tin reconfigures his team to pitch for the presidency once 
again.
While sanctions have bothered Mr. Ilyumzhinov, Russian 
media in recent weeks has reported that Mr. Rogozin is 
also facing growing pressure due to repeated failures of 
the Russian space industry. Russia failed to send a pay-
load of 19 satellites on November 28 prompting criticism 
of Mr. Rogozin who has been in charge of Russia’s space 
industry since 2011. India’s position on these individuals 
therefore can make a difference for them in the election 
season of Russia.

India, Myanmar seal deal
Highlighting the need to repatriate displaced Rohingya 
refugees, India  signed an MoU with Myanmar.
Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar, during his ongoing visit 
to Myanmar, signed the MoU that will help create condi-
tions for the return of the displaced Rohingya and held 
discussions with State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu 

India and 
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Kyi and other senior officials at Nay Pyi Taw.
The MoU will include building of pre-fabricated homes for the displaced population.
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Many cyber-crime cases not investigated
More than 12,000 incidents of cybercrime were reported 
in 2016, but nearly the same number of such crimes car-
ried forward from the previous years had not been inves-
tigated, the data released by the National Crime Records 
Bureau (NCRB) said.
In 2016, 12,317 such incidents were reported and in 2015 
the figure stood at 11,592, a jump of 6.3%.
Only in 30% cases reported in 2016, the police or the 
investigating agency filed a chargesheet. In absolute 
numbers, 7,990 persons were arrested for the crimes, 
which included 147 women and charge sheets were filed 
against 4,913 accused.
Illegal gain (5,987 incidents) and revenge (1,056) were 
the two top motives that accounted for cybercrimes. Sex-
ual exploitation (686), insulting the modesty of women 
(569) and causing disrepute (448) constituted 13% of the 
crimes.
There were 40 cases that were done with a “political” 
motive and 14 cases pertained to sale and purchase of 
illegal drugs. There were 149 cases of inciting crimes 
against a community and three cases of inciting hate 
crimes against the country.
Of the 829 persons arrested for transmission of obscene 
and sexually explicit content, chargesheets were filed 
only against 484.
Uttar Pradesh with 2,639 cases reported the highest 
number of incidents accounting for 21.4%, followed by 
Maharashtra with 2,380, Karnataka 1,101 and Rajasthan 
941 cases. There were 6,818 cases registered under 
various sections of the Information Technology Act that 
pertains to sending offensive and false information.
Crimes against state
Tamil Nadu topped the list when it came to booking peo-
ple for committing crimes against the state, which in-
cludes cases of sedition. Of the 6,986 cases registered 
in 2016, 1,827 or 26% cases were reported from Tamil 

Nadu, followed by U.P. 1,414, Haryana 1,286 and Assam 
343 cases. While 35 cases of sedition were reported in 
2016, there were 31 cases related to imputation and as-
sertions prejudicial to national integration.
Under the Official Secrets Act, 30 cases were reported 
and 922 cases were registered under the Unlawful Ac-
tivities (Prevention) Act. In 2016, the police across India 
were investigating 12,637 cases of crimes against the 
State, of this 5,651 had been pending since 2015.
Meghalaya with 42 cases registered the most number of 
cases under Sections pertaining to sedition and waging 
war against the country.

Nasa successfully fires Voyager 1 thrusters 
after 37 years
Nasa’s Voyager 1 spacecraft—cruising interstellar space 
billions of miles from earth — was back on the right track  
thanks to thrusters that were fired up for the first time in 
37 years.
The unmanned spaceship was launched along with its 
twin, Voyager 2, more than 40 years ago to explore the 
outer planets of our solar system, travelling further than 
any human-made object in history.
But after decades of operation, the “attitude control 
thrusters” that turn the spacecraft by firing tiny “puffs” 
had degraded. The small adjustments are needed to turn 
Voyager’s antenna toward earth, allowing it to continue 
sending communications.
“At 13 billion miles from Earth, there’s no mechanic shop 
nearby to get a tune-up,” Nasa said in a news release.
Experts at the agency’s jet propulsion laboratory (JPL) 
in California decided to turn to four backup thrusters that 
were last used on 8 November 1980.
“The Voyager flight team dug up decades-old data and 
examined the software that was coded in an outdated as-
sembler language, to make sure we could safely test the 
thrusters,” said Chris Jones, chief engineer at JPL.
The engineers fired up the thrusters  and tested their 
ability to turn Voyager using 10-millisecond pulses. Then 
they waited 19 hours, 35 minutes for the test results to 
arrive at an antenna in Goldstone, California.
Turns out the thrusters worked just fine.
“The Voyager team got more excited each time with each 
milestone in the thruster test. The mood was one of re-
lief, joy and incredulity after witnessing these well-rested 
thrusters pick up the baton as if no time had passed at 
all,” said Todd Barber, a JPL propulsion engineer.
Being able to use the backup thrusters means the lifespan 
of Voyager 1 has been extended by two or three years, 
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added Suzanne Dodd, project manager for Voyager.
Nasa plans to switch over to the formerly dormant thrust-
ers in January. They will likely also conduct similar tests 
on the backup thrusters on Voyager 2.
Scientists still hear from the Voyager spacecraft daily, 
and expect to get data for about another decade.
Astronomy textbooks were rewritten on a wide scale 
thanks to the Voyager spacecraft, which zoomed past 
Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Uranus.
The plutonium-powered spaceships will continue until 
they finally run out of fuel, and will then orbit in the centre 
of the Milky Way galaxy.

Watch out for ransomware in 2018: report
Ransomware attacks in cyberspace are likely to increase 
and become more sophisticated in 2018, targeting high 
net worth individuals and corporates, the cybersecurity 
giant McAfee Inc. warned in its latest prediction report.
The report also warns individual home users that greater 
inter-connected home devices will surrender consumer 
privacy to corporates.
“The profitability of traditional ransomware campaigns will 
continue to decline as vendor defences, user education, 
and industry strategies improve to counter them. Attack-
ers will adjust to target less traditional, more profitable 
ransomware targets, including high net-worth individuals, 
connected devices, and businesses,” the McAfee Labs 
2018 Threats Predictions Report stated.
Cyber saboatge
The report, which identified five key trends to watch next 
year, said the pivot from the traditional would see ran-
somware technologies applied beyond the objective of 
extortion of individuals, to cybersabotage and disruption 
of organisations.
2017 witnessed a major explosion in ransomware attacks 
such as the ‘WannaCry’ epidemic in which attackers limit 
user access to their own systems till a certain ransom is 
paid to unlock them.
“The evolution of ransomware in 2017 should remind us 
of how aggressively a threat can reinvent itself as attack-
ers dramatically innovate and adjust to the successful 
efforts of defenders,” said Steve Grobman, chief technol-
ogy officer for McAfee in a statement.
‘Arms race’
Mr. Grobman said there was an ‘arms race’ between at-
tackers and defenders, and “human intelligence ampli-
fied by technology will be the winning factor”.
As consumers increasingly network their homes, the re-
port warns that connected home device manufacturers 

and service providers will seek to overcome “thin profit 
margins by gathering more of our personal data — with 
or without our agreement —turning the home into a cor-
porate store front”.
“Corporate marketers will have powerful incentives to 
observe consumer behaviour to understand the buying 
needs and preferences of the device owners,” the report 
said.

Novel anode for next-generation batteries in 
electric vehicles
One of the factors that determine the success of electric 
vehicles is the availability of batteries that can be charged 
quickly and retain enough charge to make long distance 
travel possible per charge. Researchers at the Indian In-
stitute of Science Education and Research (IISER) Pune 
have synthesised a new type of anode material to make 
such a battery possible.
Unlike graphite anode-containing lithium ion batteries 
that have capacity of just 372mAh/gram, the anode syn-
thesised by IISER researchers has double the capacity 
of about 720mAh/gram. The capacity remained the same 
even after 1,000 charge-discharge cycles.
The high capacity was seen when the rate of charging/
discharging was 100mA/gram. But when the battery 
was charged quickly (1A/gram), the capacity reduced by 
about 20% (about 580mAh/gram).
“So even when the battery is charged quickly, it can still 
store about 80% charge,” says Prof.RamanathanVaid-
hyanathan from the Department of Chemistry at IISER 
Pune.
“And even when the battery was charged rapidly (2A/
gram), the capacity was still around 500mAh/gram, which 
is much higher than the graphite-containing battery.” He 
is one of the corresponding authors of a paper published 
in the journal Advanced Energy Materials.
“The performance of the anode material is good in terms 
of capacity and stability,” says Dr.SatishchandraOgale 
from the Department of Physics at IISER Pune and the 
other corresponding author. “Graphite is cheaper and 
lithium ions can easily be inserted into graphite. But un-
like the novel anode material, graphite can’t be tuned.”
Testing the anode
The researchers tested the capacity by replacing the 
graphite anode with the novel material (covalent organic 
framework) and used lithium metal as the cathode and 
not lithium cobaltate (LiCoO2), which is normally used as 
the cathode.
“We had tested the anode using a half-cell configuration. 
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To realise the full potential of the novel material it has to 
be tested in a full-cell configuration,” he says.
When tested in a full-cell configuration, the charge will be 
lower than what has been observed by the researchers. 
This is because the kinetics of lithium diffusion will be dif-
ferent depending on the cathode material used and the 
configuration of the battery.
“The capacity of a graphite anode in a full-cell configu-
ration will be only about 150mAh/gram if the battery is 
charged quickly (rate of charge is 1A/gram). So with our 
anode material, even if the capacity drops by 50% in a 
full-cell configuration, the capacity will be about 360mAh/
gram, which is much higher than graphite. This can be 
confirmed only when we carry out an experiment using 
full-cell configuration,” says Prof.Vaidhyanathan.
The anode made of a few-layer thick (6-8 layers) na-
nosheets has pores lined by functional groups capable of 
interacting with lithium ions. The pores provide an easy 
path for diffusion of lithium ions and helps access the 
functional groups, which are sites of lithium ion interac-
tion.
“Optimal interactions allow lithium ions to go in and come 
out of the nanosheets with ease allowing the anode to 
discharge easily,” says SattwickHaldar from the Depart-
ment of Chemistry, IISER Pune and first author of the 
paper.
Charging and capacity
The ease with which lithium ions go in and come out of 
the nanosheet anode changes when the time taken to 
charge the battery changes. When it is charged quickly, 
the efficiency of lithium ions diffusion drops and capacity 
of the battery reduces. “In our case, whether the battery 
charging time is short or long (50mA/gram or 2A/gram), 
the capacity does not change much,” says Prof.Vaidhy-
anathan.
The anode was tested in a coin cell and not a bigger bat-
tery that would typically be used in electric automobiles. 
The researchers are trying to scale-up the battery so that 
it can potentially be used for applications that need high-
er battery output.

IISc: Etched aluminium keeps surfaces 
bacteria-free
Now, hospital-acquired infections can be reduced by us-
ing etched aluminium surfaces in ICUs, operation thea-
tres and other places as well as by using them on reg-
ularly used objects such as taps, bedside tables, hand 
rails to name a few where transmission of bacterial infec-
tions is high.

Like shark skin and wings of cicada and dragonfly that are 
free of any pathogens, a team of researchers led by Kau-
shik Chatterjee from the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), 
Bengaluru used etched aluminium to kill both drug-sensi-
tive and drug-resistant bacteria and also prevent bacteria 
from attaching and growing on the surfaces.
The aluminium surfaces have very minute textures pro-
duced through chemical etching which kills the bacteria 
and is responsible for antifouling.
In the case of drug-resistant bacteria isolated from a hos-
pital, the etched surface that had both nano and micro-
scale features killed 82% of E. coli (control 10%), 25% of 
K. pneumoniae (control was just 1%) and 86% of P. aer-
uginosa (control 10%). The etched surface also showed 
effective antifouling property against all the three drug-
resistant strains.
While surfaces with both nano and microscale features 
killed 94% of E. coli and resisted bacterial adhesion and 
growth, surfaces those that had only microfeatures killed 
only 18% of E. coli and prevented the bacteria from ad-
hering to it. Gram-negative bacteria such as E. coli are 
responsible for up to 70% of infections in ICU alone.
Though the precise mechanism by which the bacteria 
gets killed is not known, like the wings of cicada and 
dragonfly, the nanoscale features appear to mechani-
cally rupture the bacterial cell membrane due to physical 
interaction of the cells with the surface topography. The 
microstructures limit the ability of the bacteria to adhere 
to the surface.
Bacterial isolates of E. coli and S. aureus were used for 
the antibacterial studies. Though only fewer spherical-
shaped S. aureus were killed by surface topography, there 
was significant reduction of the bacteria on the surface. 
There was one-third reduction in S. aureus adhering on 
the surface that had only micro-features, and one-tenth 
reduction on surfaces had both nano and micro-features.
“Unlike the rod-shaped E. coli, the spherical shape of S. 
aureus results in fewer contact points with the surface 
and less likelihood of getting killed,” says Jafar Hasan 
from the Department of Materials Engineering at IISc and 
first author of the paper published in the journal Materials 
& Design.
Using sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide of 
different concentrations to etch the aluminium alloy for 
different time periods (10 to 60 minutes), the research-
ers were able to keep the surfaces nearly free of Gram-
negative bacteria. “Etching aluminium surface is not only 
a simple, single-step process but can also be scaled-up 
easily,” says Dr. Hasan.
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“We are engaging with people who are responsible for 
infection-control in hospitals to know the specific loca-
tions where the material can be used. They might either 
want aluminium foil with these surface properties can 
be regularly replaced or permanent fixtures,” says Prof. 
Chatterjee. “We have not studied the long-term durability 
of the surface features and their effectiveness. The dura-
bility will depend on how often such surfaces are handled 
by people.”
“A combination of five surface roughness parameters 
resulted in maximum (over 80%) bactericidal efficiency,” 
says Dr. Hasan. “The study proposes topography-based 
design rules of surfaces that can kill bacteria. The design 
can be efficiently transferred to other materials for bacte-
ria killing property.”

Workings of solar wind flows deciphered by 
PRL team
A group of researchers from Physical Research Laborato-
ry (PRL), Ahmedabad, have, for the first time, figured out 
the conditions under which certain types of solar storms 
can flow towards the earth and affect its atmosphere. 
This is important because such storms contain charged 
particles travelling at very high speeds and these can af-
fect the electronics present on satellites in orbit around 
the earth. The research was published in Geophysical 
Research Letters.
Solar storms are violent events on the sun which can 
temporarily distort the earth’s magnetosphere – the re-
gion around the earth which is influenced by its magnetic 
field. These temporary disturbances, called geomagnetic 
storms, can generate shock waves in the interplanetary 
medium that can accelerate charged particles to very 
high energies and which, in turn, can harm the satellites 
placed by humans in space. Such solar storms have two 
causes: Coronal Mass Ejections (CME) and Corotating 
Interaction Regions (CIR).
CME and CIR
CMEs are huge explosions of charged particles extend-
ing beyond the sun’s corona or outer layer and can be 
visibly observed. CIRs are much more complicated and 
difficult to observe. “CMEs can be detected by a corona-
graph when they are ejected from the Sun… CIRs are 
generated in the interplanetary medium and there are 
no visual signatures for CIRs. Hence, in order to detect 
[them], solar wind parameters need to be characterised 
critically,” says Diptiranjan Rout, the first author of the pa-
per and a post-doctoral fellow at PRL.

Charged particles are being spewed continually out of 
the sun’s corona, forming the solar wind. Some parts of 
these winds move faster than others. Since they contain 
charged particles in a plasma state, these different re-
gions physically interact with each other to form wavelike 
disturbances called CIRs that emanate from the sun and 
spiral outwards.
They are called “corotating” interaction regions as they 
rotate along with the sun, attached to it at one end.
The sun goes through cyclic variations with a period of 
eleven years during which sunspot activity increases to a 
maximum and then decreases. The researchers studied 
43 geomagnetic storms linked to CIRs during the years 
2006-2010 which corresponded to the minimum of solar 
activity in that particular solar cycle.
“It took rigorous data analyses for almost a year to iden-
tify the final pattern,” says Mr. Rout.
L1 point
There is an imaginary point on the line joining the sun 
and earth known as the L1 point or the Lagrange 1 point. 
A special feature of this point is that a particle placed 
there will feel no gravitational pull due to either the sun 
or the earth as the two forces cancel each other. “[Only 
those] CIRs that come at an angle of 6 degrees or less 
at the first Lagrangian point of the Sun-Earth system 
(L1 point) affect the earth’s outer plasma environment,” 
says D. Chakrabarty, Associate Professor at PRL and Mr 
Rout’s thesis advisor. Those CIRs that are incident at an-
gles more than 6 degrees at the L1 point will not reach 
the earth.
This is the first time that such an understanding has been 
arrived at.
The group plans to further focus on the causes for the 
events when solar wind flow angle deviates from 6 de-
gree for a considerable duration of time.

JNCASR: Super-packed organic transistors 
for flexible devices
A nano-array with one billion transistors in 1 sq. cm area 
has been developed by researchers from Jawaharlal 
Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JN-
CASR), Bengaluru. Though tiny, these transistors pro-
vide higher output current in comparison with convention-
al organic field transistors used in organic light emitting 
diodes.
As the new device is not rigid and uses organic semicon-
ductor inks, it can also be used in flexible displays and 
sensor technology.
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They developed the new vertical organic transistors 
called Organic Nano-Triode Array. “At 100 nm, each tran-
sistor in the circuit measures 500 times thinner than the 
human hair and it is half a micron in height. We made it in 
the lab using a simple templating technique,” explains K. 
Swathi from the Department of Molecular Electronics at 
JNCASR and first author of the paper published inNano 
Letters. “In the regular organic field effect transistor, there 
will be 5-10 transistors in 1 sq. cm area. But in our case, 
about one billion transistors can be packed in the same 
area.”
The cost per transistor is drastically scaled down with this 
procedure. “Curved, flexible and foldable device technol-
ogy is increasing every day and these new electronic 
products require smarter, slimmer circuits which can pro-
vide high throughput at low cost. Transistor technology is 
now shifting to 3D circuits which can pack more compo-
nents in a smaller area. With this in mind, we developed 
the new nano-array which can house higher density of 
transistors,” says K.S. Narayan from the Department of 
Molecular Electronics, JNCASR.
The researchers carried out two types of measurements 
to study the capacity of the nano-array. The first one is 
the typical transistor measurement of the entire array. 
The second set of measurements involved studying each 
pore of the array and demonstrating its transistor action. 
They concluded that the new transistor can be turned-ON 
to the high conducting state with a low voltage of less 
than 3 V.
The molecular electronics laboratory at JNCASR is build-
ing a portfolio of different devices in the area of organic 
electronics. Further design and development is needed 
to fully address these vertical transistors as functional 
blocks to build circuits.

Most distant black hole discovered: Nasa
Scientists have discovered the farthest known supermas-
sive black hole—a matter-eating beast that is 800 million 
times the mass of our Sun.
Astronomers combined data from Nasa’s Wide-field In-
frared Survey Explorer (WISE) with ground-based sur-
veys to identify potential distant objects to study, then 
followed up with Carnegie Observatories’ Magellan tel-
escopes in Chile. Researchers identified candidates out 
of the hundreds of millions of objects WISE found that 
would be worthy of follow-up with Magellan. “This black 
hole grew far larger than we expected in only 690 million 
years after the Big Bang, which challenges our theories 

about how black holes form,” said Daniel Stern of Nasa’s 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the US.
For black holes to become so large in the early universe, 
astronomers speculate there must have been special 
conditions to allow rapid growth—but the underlying 
reason remains mysterious. The newly-found black hole 
is voraciously devouring material at the centre of a gal-
axy—a phenomenon called a quasar. This quasar is es-
pecially interesting because it comes from a time when 
the universe was just beginning to emerge from its dark 
ages. The discovery will provide fundamental information 
about the universe when it was only 5% of its current age.
“Quasars are among the brightest and most distant known 
celestial objects and are crucial to understanding the 
early universe,” said Bram Venemans of the Max Planck 
Institute for Astronomy in Germany. The universe began 
in a hot soup of particles that rapidly spread apart in a 
period called inflation. About 400,000 years after the Big 
Bang, these particles cooled and coalesced into neutral 
hydrogen gas. However, the universe stayed dark, with-
out any luminous sources, until gravity condensed matter 
into the first stars and galaxies. The energy released by 
these ancient galaxies caused the neutral hydrogen to 
get excited and ionise, or lose an electron.
The gas has remained in that state since that time. Once 
the universe became re-ionised, photons could travel 
freely throughout space. This is the point at which the 
universe became transparent to light. Much of the hydro-
gen surrounding the newly-discovered quasar is neutral. 
That means the quasar is not only the most distant—it is 
also the only example we have that can be seen before 
the universe became re-ionised.
“It was the universe’s last major transition and one of the 
current frontiers of astrophysics,” said Eduardo Banados, 
astronomer at Carnegie Observatories in the US.

The spectre of Chinese influence
America’s mainstream media and policy establishment 
is still seized of the alleged Russian interference in the 
2016 presidential election, but a new fear has come to 
grip it — the spectre of Chinese influence. China’s new 
willingness to be the vanguard of globalisation, along 
with its proposal of a new model of economic integra-
tion and connectivity, has begun to rankle the American 
establishment.
At a Congressional hearing last week convened by Re-
publican Senator Marco Rubio, titled “The Long Arm of 
China: Exporting Authoritarianism with Chinese Charac-
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teristics”, a thought that was repeatedly expressed was 
on the possibility of Beijing influencing the outcome of 
an American election in the future. Experts who deposed 
before the Congressional committee said it was “certainly 
a possibility”.
A November article in Foreign Policy raised questions 
about the China-U.S. Exchange Foundation, founded in 
2008 by Tung Chee-hwa, a Hong Kong shipping mag-
nate who was also the province’s Chief Executive. The 
foundation conducts exchange programmes that take 
journalists, scholars, and political and military leaders to 
mainland China. It has also partnered with an array of 
American think tanks. More than 100 American colleges 
and universities host Confucius Institutes, an initiative 
started by Beijing in 2004. Add to that the willingness of 
American tech companies to abide by Chinese laws to be 
able to operate there. All this came up during the hearing. 
A recent report by the National Endowment for Democra-
cy (NED) termed these Chinese efforts ‘sharp power’ as 
opposed to ‘soft power’ that the West seeks to exercise in 
other parts of the world through similar initiatives.
“….it directly threatens our most deeply held values and 
our national interests,” Mr. Rubio said. Added Represent-
ative Christopher H. Smith: “American institutions are be-
ing seduced by the promised infusion of much-needed 
wealth from China.” ShanthiKalathil, director, Internation-
al Forum for Democratic Studies at NED, who deposed 
as an expert, said: “China will continue to set standards 
based on the Communist Party’s restrictive understand-
ing of these (democratic) values.”
A global cooperation model
But neither the lawmakers nor the witnesses could frame 
the illegality or even impropriety. At one point, independ-
ent Senator Angus King sought to know how Chinese ex-
change programmes were different from America’s own. 
One scholar described the Chinese efforts as “brilliant” 
and “sophisticated”. By spending all this money, what is 
it that China wanted to achieve, asked Mr. Rubio. China 
was promoting a model of global cooperation in which 
national sovereignty is inviolable, Ms. Kalathil said.
As professional strategic experts and lawmakers add 
China to their agonies, President Donald Trump has 
no quarrel with the Chinese insistence on national sov-
ereignty. He has repeatedly stated that all international 
engagements must be based on the principle of national 
sovereignty. The Trump administration has also made it 
clear that it is not interested in expanding American soft 
power, and considers such efforts a waste of money.
Just as a lengthy Washington Post story on his sympa-
thies for Russia was animating the professionals this 

week, Mr. Trump spoke to Vladimir Putin on the phone. 
“President Trump thanked President Putin for acknowl-
edging America’s strong economic performance in his 
annual press conference,” a White House statement said.

Platform created to connect Chinese 
hardware with Indian software
A new wave of Indian software developers will soon be 
able to plug into China’s next wave of industrialisation, 
based on Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things 
(IOT).
“Indian software developers face an existential threat if 
they don’t shift to high-value domains such as Artificial 
Intelligence and IOT. Chinese companies specialising in 
hardware can be their perfect partners in moving up the 
value chain,” said Gagan Sabharwal, senior director, Na-
tional Association of Software and Services Companies 
(NASSCOM), in a conversation with a group of visiting 
Indian journalists.
Mr. Sabharwal pointed out that China’s shift to Industry 
4.0 will generate an explosive demand for IT-based au-
tomation. In turn, this would provide a major opportunity, 
especially for small and medium-sized Indian software 
companies, which possess cutting-edge technology, but 
are looking for suitable overseas partners for scaling up 
their product line.
“In our effort to connect India’s strength in software and 
China’s heft in hardware, we felt we need a hand-holding 
bridge. After considerable hard work, we seem to have 
achieved a breakthrough,” he observed.
Consequently, NASSCOM and the local government in 
Dalian have set up the Sino-Indian Digital Collaboration 
Plaza (SIDCOP) — a “match-making” platform that will 
connect small and medium-sized Indian software devel-
opers, with Chinese companies specialising in hardware.
Zeta-V Technology Solutions — a start-up with a local 
presence in Dalian — will operate the SIDCOP platform.
SIDCOP will be located in the brand new NASSCOM IT 
corridor within Dalian BEST City — a dedicated business 
park on the outskirts of Dalian city, in northeast China.

IACS develops hydrogel to remove toxic dyes 
and metal ions
Scientists from Indian Association for Cultivation of Sci-
ences (IACS), Kolkata, have developed a new gel that 
can remove toxic organic dyes and metal ions from waste 
water. They found the hydrogel began absorbing various 
commonly used dyes within 15 minutes. The dyes tested 
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were malachite green, congo red, brilliant blue and rho-
domine B. In the case of metals, the hydrogel was able to 
considerably remove commonly found ones such as co-
balt and nickel from industrial effluents in about six hours.
Basic amino acids like leucine and phenylalanine were 
used to make the gel; the gel is biodegradable. It was 
stable at room temperature and remained as a gel for 
several months.
Effective treatment
The current methods used for treating wastewater — ad-
sorption using activated carbon, chemical precipitation or 
electrochemical techniques — are largely ineffective due 
to incomplete removal or high energy requirements. In 
comparison, the new hydrogel-based material is able to 
remove the hazardous waste effectively as it has high 
water permeability, large surface area for adsorption and 
is also simple to use.
“We monitored the uptake capacity of the hydrogel using 
UV spectroscopy and found that within a few hours the 
gel absorbed the dyes and the waste water turned almost 
colourless. The hydrogel can absorb the wastes for up to 
60 hours before reaching a saturation point. The gel was 
able to remove 78-92% of the dyes and more than 80% 
metals ions,” explains Nibedita Nandi, research scholar 
at IACS and first author of the paper published in Peptide 
Science.
Reusable resource
“The hydrogel can be washed with sodium bicarbonate 
and ethyl acetate and reused. As the dyes and metal ions 
are soluble in water they get washed out from the gel 
and the hydrogel can be used for up to four cycles. It can 
be used by the industries for effective treatment before 
wastewater disposal,” says Prof.Arindam Banerjee, sen-
ior professor at the Department of Biological Chemistry, 
IACS, and corresponding author of the paper.
The researchers say that the production of the gel can 
be scaled up to the desired volume for use in water treat-
ment at industries.

Artificial intelligence finds solar system with 
8 planets like ours
A solar system with as many planets as our own has 
been discovered with the help of NASA’s Kepler space 
telescope and artificial intelligence, the US space agency 
said. “Our solar system now is tied for most number of 
planets around a single star,” NASA said in a statement.
However, none of the planets are expected to be hospi-
table to life. The eight-planet system—the largest known 
outside of ours—orbits a star called Kepler 90 some 
2,545 light-years away.

“The Kepler-90 star system is like a mini version of our 
solar system,” said Andrew Vanderburg, an astronomer 
at the University of Texas at Austin. “You have small 
planets inside and big planets outside, but everything is 
scrunched in much closer.”
The newly identified planet, Kepler-90i, is a rocky planet 
like Earth, but orbits its star once every 14.4 days, mean-
ing a full year there is the same as two weeks on Earth. 
“Kepler-90i is not a place I’d like to go visit, though,” said 
Vanderburg. “Its surface is likely far too hot.”
NASA calculated its average temperature at about 426 
degree Celsius—as hot as Mercury, the closest planet 
to the Sun. Scientists found it by using machine learning 
from Google.
The process involved teaching a computer to scan a 
trove of 35,000 possible planetary signals collected from 
NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope for search for signs of 
planetary transits. Transits are the dimming of light when 
planets pass in front of a star.
The Kepler Space Telescope launched in 2009, and has 
scanned some 150,000 stars. Astronomers have already 
confirmed the existence of some 2,500 far-away worlds 
using Kepler data.
“I became interested in applying neural networks to as-
tronomy when I learned that the Kepler mission had col-
lected so much data that it was impossible for scientists 
to examine it all manually,” said Christopher Shallue, a 
senior software engineer with Google’s research team.
“Instead scientists selected the strongest signals, which 
are the most likely to be actual planets, to receive the 
most attention.” Shallue likened this process to “look-
ing for a needle in a haystack.” “Machine learning really 
shines when there is too much data for humans to exam-
ine for themselves.”
More planets are expected to be found, because re-
searchers plan to apply their neural network to Kepler’s 
full set of more than 150,000 stars.
“There is a lot of unexplored real estate in the Kepler 90 
system,” said Vanderburg. “It would almost be surprising 
to me if there weren’t any more planets in around that 
star.” One day, artificial intelligence might even be used 
to search specifically for more Earth-like planets, which 
have proven difficult to pin down.
“For the first time since our solar system planets were 
discovered thousands of years ago, we know for sure 
that the solar system is not the sole record holder for the 
most planets, and we have just scratched the surface,” 
Vanderburg added.
“Maybe there are systems out there with so many plan-
ets that they make our eight-planet solar system seem 
ordinary.” The findings are published in The Astronomical 
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Internet penetration in India set to surge, big 
opportunity for firms: Omidyar report
Increasing mobile-phone penetration and declining data 
costs will add 500 million new internet users in India over 
the five years, creating opportunities for new businesses 
to serve this demography, private equity and venture cap-
ital firm Omidyar Network said in report.
“Over the next five years, half a billion Internet users will 
come online using their smartphones, and therefore, it 
creates an opportunity for businesses and entrepreneurs 
that serve these segments. We are expecting a whole 
new breed of entrepreneurs who will cater to these new 
segments of people that will come online through their 
mobile phones,” said RoopaKudva, partner and manag-
ing director, India, at Omidyar Network in an interview.
This “next half a billion” population will face barriers such 
as lower purchasing power, high data service costs, wom-
en’s reticence in using the internet, lack of confidence to 
transact online and paucity of local language content, the 
report said. According to Kudva, these barriers present 
an opportunity to create new businesses specific to this 
population segment.
“This is a frugal population that will require highly afford-
able data services and innovative approaches to build-
ing businesses that can both earn their trust and address 
their needs in a cost-effective way,” said Kudva.
The initial wave of opportunity is in providing access to 
internet, providing new local social and communication 
apps and local language content which moves away from 
pure entertainment, she said.
Financial and healthcare services are other major oppor-
tunities. “Fintech clearly has completely opened up be-
cause of low cost payment infrastructure and availability 
of data. So a lot of fintech is coming up around use of 
alternate data for providing access to credit to poor,” said 
Kudva.
Kudva added that the market in fintech is now going be-
yond payments into newer areas such as insurance and 
savings and investment products.
“Digital health is another area that will see a lot of action, 
whether it is remote diagnosis, or medical devices with 
IoT (Internet of things), analytics based businesses,” she 
said.
The massive size of this new Internet user market is at-
tracting not just impact investors but also traditional ven-
ture capital (VC) investors.
“The boundaries are blurring, because it is a large num-

ber and because there is potential to expand the market. 
Impact investors naturally have an inclination towards 
this consumer segment, and so, initially you will see them 
investing more,” she said.
However, she added that in the last two years, the tradi-
tional VCs have also been looking at this market, as far 
as going down the income pyramid is concerned, particu-
larly for urban population. “It is not the exclusive domain 
of impact investors,” Kudva added.
Monetization of these opportunities, however, is still 
some time away.
“I think these applications are a long way off from moneti-
zation at this point, especially the social and communica-
tion applications. At this point, entrepreneurs are focusing 
on getting customers online and making them comfort-
able to use these apps. Today, a lot of these businesses 
are value-based on the number of customers they have,” 
said Kudva.

Hubble spots ‘holiday ornament in space’: 
Nasa
Scientists at Nasa using the Hubble Space Telescope 
have spotted what looks like a colourful holiday orna-
ment in space—a planetary nebula with glowing wisps 
of outpouring gas that are lit up by a central star nearing 
the end of its life.
When a star ages and the red giant phase of its life comes 
to an end, it starts to eject layers of gas from its surface 
leaving behind a hot and compact white dwarf. Some-
times this ejection results in elegantly symmetric patterns 
of glowing gas, but the nebula named NGC 6326 is much 
less structured.
This object is located in the constellation of Ara, the Altar, 
about 11,000 light-years from Earth, according to Nasa. 
Planetary nebulae are one of the main ways in which ele-
ments heavier than hydrogen and helium are dispersed 
into space after their creation in the hearts of stars.
Eventually some of this out-flung material may form new 
stars and planets. The picture was created from images 
taken using the Hubble Space Telescope’s Wide Field 
Planetary Camera 2.
The vivid blue and red hues come from material including 
ionised oxygen and hydrogen glowing under the action 
of the fierce ultraviolet radiation from the still hot central 
star.

Govt plans to set up bio-CNG plants and 
allied infrastructure
To promote the use of clean fuel, the oil ministry plans to 
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set up bio-CNG (compressed natural gas) plants and al-
lied infrastructure at a cost of Rs7,000 crore, two people 
aware of the plan said.
The oil ministry will be working with state-run oil and gas 
retailers to set up the plants over the next two years, the 
people said on condition of anonymity.
Bio-CNG is a purified form of biogas with over 95% pure 
methane gas. It is similar to natural gas in its composition 
(97% methane) and energy potential. While natural gas 
is a fossil fuel, bio-CNG is a renewable form of energy 
produced from agricultural and food waste.
Bio-CNG is being looked at as an environment-friendly 
alternative to diesel.
Indian Oil Corp. Ltd, Bharat Petroleum Corp. Ltd and Hin-
dustan Petroleum Corp. Ltd are the state-run oil market-
ing companies that the oil ministry will team up with to 
implement the plan. Gas marketer GAIL India Ltd will also 
be involved.
“The government would be setting aside around Rs7,000 
crore to set up infrastructure for bio-CNG. The funding 
could be channelled through the oil and gas marketing 
companies,” said an official with an energy firm, one of 
the two people cited above.
“The government’s plan is to make India a gas-based 
economy. In addition to other alternatives, setting up 
of multiple bio-CNG plants in the country is part of this 
goal,” said the second person, a senior official from one 
of the oil marketing companies.
Indian Oil, Bharat Petroleum and Hindustan Petroleum 
did not reply to emails sent on 22 December.
Setting up the infrastructure would be a priority. A typical 
bio-CNG station comprises a biogas purification unit, a 
compressor and a high pressure storage system.
“Unless infrastructure is in place, lifting of the fuel will not 
happen so government and companies have to ensure 
there are no infrastructure bottlenecks,” said the first per-
son.
The cost of production of 1kg of bio-CNG could be Rs15-
20, cheaper than CNG, petrol and diesel.
Transportation of bio-CNG could either be through inject-
ing the fuel into the CNG grid or by trucks or in cylinders 
from the filling stations.
India currently imports one-third of its energy require-
ment. The world’s third-largest crude oil importer is tar-
geting halving its energy import bill by 2030. The govern-
ment aims to increase the contribution of gas in India’s 
energy mix to 15% from the current 6.5%.

IIT Bombay makes low cost vibration sensors
Researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) 

Bombay have successfully made low-cost piezo-resistive 
vibration sensors using polyurethane foam coated with 
carbon nanomaterial-based ink. These sensors can be 
used for monitoring the health of industrial machines and 
equipment and help identify incipient failures thereby en-
abling efficient maintenance schedule planning.
The ink is made of functionalised multi-walled nanotubes 
that are dispersed in a reduced graphene oxide matrix. It 
is conductive due to the presence of large number of mul-
tiwalled nanotubes. The ink, which uniformly coats the 
pores of the foam when dipped-coated, imparts piezo-
resistive properties. Conductive sheets were pasted on 
the top and bottom sides of the foam and electrical wires 
connected to the sheets for measurements. The ink and 
sensor were developed at the Plastic Electronics and 
Energy Laboratory (PEEL), Department of Metallurgical 
Engineering and Material Science, IIT Bombay.
“When the PU foam coated with the ink is perturbed, in 
this case compressed, the air gaps are removed and the 
foam gets thinner. This provides a conduction path for 
electrical charges. The resistance drops as the foam is 
compressed and it becomes more conductive,” says Amit 
Tewari at IITB-Monash Research Academy, IIT Bombay, 
and one of the authors of the paper published in the jour-
nal IEEE Sensors Letters. “The sensor is so sensitive 
that it can measure blood pulse.”
“The total cost of materials required for making the sen-
sors works out to less than Rs.200 per sensor, and can 
be reduced further if mass produced. The ink costs only 
about Rs.7 per sensor. No sophisticated equipment is re-
quired for fabricating the sensor,” says Prof.Dipti Gupta 
from PEEL, IIT Bombay and one of the authors of the pa-
per. In comparison, commercially available vibration sen-
sors for such applications cost more than $50 per sensor, 
which makes it prohibitively expensive.
Characterisation
The team validated the suitability of the foam-based ma-
terial as vibration sensors. The team was able to classify 
different machine operating conditions (good versus bad 
bearing, and good versus bad gearbox) based on vibra-
tion signals.
In the absence of a shaker table to characterise the vi-
bration sensor, the researchers used a portable Phillips 
Bluetooth speaker. The foam sensor was rigidly mounted 
to the speaker and audio recordings were used to gener-
ate vibrations that were to be studied. Acoustic record-
ings for different machine operating conditions were 
played on the speaker and the sensor was validated.
Unlike a shaker table, speakers will not produce high am-
plitudes, so the team focussed on the frequency of the 
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tones to validate the sensors. “Our interest was to locate the frequency of the excitation vibration signal,” says Sid-
dharthTallur, Department of Electrical Engineering, IIT Bombay, who is corresponding author of the paper. “We were 
looking for these tones in the sensor output.”
Danger signs
To be able to identify the danger signs of a machine, the output of the vibration sensor has to be captured and the 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has to be computed. One should then look where the peaks are located in the FFT.
Since the vibration signal would vary from one gearbox to another, the vibration signal prior to failure can be identified 
only when data for each gearbox in its good state is available. It will then be possible to look for shifts in the frequency 
as the machine ages. One way to make the measurements independent of the variation in machines is by increasing 
the bandwidth studied. Another will be to look for variation in particular frequency bands than specific frequencies.
“In the real-world scenario, we will be using the sensors directly on the machines,” Prof.Tallur says. “It is not clear 
how many sensors are needed per machine and the location of placement on the machines. If sensors are cheap we 
can deploy more sensors per machine. And this is where the low-cost of our sensors becomes particularly relevant.”
“We are jointly working on developing more such novel improved sensors and exploring more application spaces as 
well as deployment and field testing of such sensors,” he says.
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The human body is made up of cells, tiny factories that 
perform much of the action in the body. They make up tis-
sues, which make up organs, which in turn make up the 
body. The cell is thus the ultimate action site. What cells 
do is governed by the information packed inside its head 
office — the nucleus. The information there is packed in 
the collection of chromosomes, each of which has this 
information written in the collection of genes. Genes con-
tain this information for what a cell does, and hence the 
tissues and organs do, and the body itself does. An er-
ror in the information contained in one or several of the 
genes can reflect itself in the form of a malfunction in the 
tissue, organ or the body.
This information in the genes is written in the form of DNA 
molecules, each of which is a long sequence of four mol-
ecules, known as ‘bases’, strung together in a long poly-
meric chain. While the English alphabet has 26 letters 
and punctuation marks, the alphabet of the genes has 
four bases, called A, G, C and T, as letters. The sequence 
in which these are arranged makes the genetic words 
and punctuation marks.
Book of life
The human genome is the collection of information con-
tained in the genes packed into the chromosomes, which 
in turn are packed inside the nucleus of cells. Our ge-
nome is thus our book of life containing chromosomes as 
chapters, each packed in sentences written in the genes, 
which in turn are coded in the collection and sequence of 
the four-letter genetic alphabet.
As the cell reads out the information stored in its chro-
mosomes, it performs its action. The major part of this 
action is in the form of translating the genetic language 
into action molecules called proteins. In essence it is the 
reading out of the codes in the DNA software that leads to 
action in the cell and the “hardware,” or the body.
It is an interesting fact of biological history that we had al-
ready started learning about and identifying genes before 
we understood the nature and chemical structure of DNA 
and the genetic code. The Austrian monk Gregor Mendel, 
experimenting with pea plants, between 1856 and 1863, 

identified inheritable traits or “factors” (we now call them 
genes) that form the colour of the flowers. That certain 
traits such as haemophilia run in families was understood 
as faults in genes, though how to read them in molecular 
terms was still far away.
Proteins in the body are made from the message in-
scribed in the genes. While it became possible to read 
the sequence of bases in the DNA of genes only in the 
last 50 years or so, reading the sequence of amino acids 
in protein chains became popular even by the 1950s. Sci-
entists began studying the properties of proteins associ-
ated with diseases. Even one change in the amino acid 
sequence can sometimes lead to alterations in the prop-
erties of a protein and lead to health issues. As Drs Paul-
ing and Ingram showed over 70 years ago, replacement 
of the amino acid ‘glu’ in the sequence of a haemoglobin 
molecule by the amino acid ‘val’ changes its properties 
dramatically, leading to a form of anaemia.
Genetic basis of disease
Errors of this type in protein sequences often arise due to 
errors in the sequence of the parent genes. Once it be-
came possible to read the sequence of the DNA in genes, 
it led to an understanding of the genetic basis behind the 
disease, and the field of medical genetics was born. With 
the rapid pace in which gene sequencing has developed 
in the last two decades, medical genetics has flowered 
fast. Cancer genetics is a busy area, and a study of the 
genes associated with cancer has become popular. So 
has the field of understanding the genetic connection to 
Alzheimer’s and similar neural disorders.
The 23 November issue of the journal Nature lists the 
“Greatest Hits of the Human Genome.” It points out that 
out of the 20,000 or so protein-coding genes in the hu-
man genome, just 100 accounts for more than a quarter 
of scientific papers and reports published! And out of this 
100, there are but 10 genes that are most studied and 
thus on the High Table.
And of this ten, the topper is the gene for the protein 
named as p53. This protein has a role in suppressing 
tumours. No wonder it has been studied in 8,479 publi-
cations. Next to p53 is the gene for TNF, coding for an-
other molecule called tumour necrosis factor, which plays 
a role in killing tumour cells; this has been discussed in 
5,314 publications. Fifth in the list is the gene termed 
APOE, studied in 3,977 papers. The coded protein APOE 
is associated with a risk of Alzheimer’s disease. The rea-
son behind these large citations is the hope that once 
we understand the molecular basis of a disease, we may 
devise treatment modes, which focus on the genetic, and 
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hence, the cellular basis behind the disease. Thus the 
Top 10 hits here do not represent a fashion parade or a 
Guinness Book entry, but a reflection of the attempts to 
alleviate human suffering through medical genetics.

Measles vaccination decreases acute 
respiratory infection, diarrhoea
Researchers from the International Institute of Population 
Sciences, Mumbai have found that among children who 
received measles vaccination there was a decrease in 
acute respiratory infection and diarrhoea. The study was 
conducted based on data from five countries, namely, 
Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, India, Nigeria and Pakistan, 
and 12-59-month-old children were considered in the 
analysis.
Measles is a highly contagious disease transmitted 
through a virus belonging to the Morbillivirus genus. Chil-
dren below five years are prone to the infection. “The vi-
rus cans supress the immune system leading to infection 
in various organs of the body. Pneumonia and diarrhoea 
occur either as a complication or as a secondary infec-
tion,” explains Rahul Bawankule, research scholar at the 
institute and corresponding author of the paper published 
in PLOS ONE.
In 2010, diarrhoea and pneumonia were responsible for 
over 600,000 deaths of children in India under-5. India 
along with four other countries accounted for nearly 50% 
of the deaths globally from diarrhoea and pneumonia in 
this age group.
Surveys and analysis
The study is based on data from recent rounds of surveys 
from Demographic and Health Surveys in the selected 
countries. The survey collects information on vaccination 
status of children born in last five years. The mean age of 
measles-vaccinated and unvaccinated children and any 
occurrence of acute respiratory infection and diarrhoea 
after the vaccination were examined.
Researchers also examined the effect of socioeconomic 
and demographic risk factors on occurrence of acute 
respiratory infection and diarrhoea. These risk factors in-
cluded cooking fuel, toilet facility, source of drinking water 
and household wealth status.
In India, 62% of the children were vaccinated. In all coun-
tries, the vaccination coverage was higher in urban than 
in rural areas. In India, vaccination reduced acute res-
piratory infection cases by 15% and diarrhoea by 12%.
“Measles vaccination works as a preventive measure 
against the complications or secondary infections. There 
are several other causative pathogens for pneumonia 

and diarrhoea also. Our study shows the protective ef-
fects of measles vaccination on acute respiratory infec-
tion and diarrhoea in countries which report the highest 
number of child deaths. Measles vaccination campaigns 
must highlight the many preventive benefits of the vac-
cine as well,” he adds.

First U.S. baby from womb transplant
The first birth as a result of a womb transplant in the 
United States has occurred in Texas, a milestone for the 
U.S. but one achieved several years ago in Sweden by 
Dr Mats Brannstrom who has, as of last year delivered 
five babies from women with donated wombs.
A woman who had been born without a uterus gave birth 
to the baby at Baylor University Medical Center in Dal-
las. Hospital spokesman Craig Civale confirmed that the 
birth had taken place, but said no other details are avail-
able. The hospital did not identify the woman, citing her 
privacy.
Baylor has had a study underway for several years to 
enrol up to 10 women for uterus transplants. In October 
2016, the hospital said four women had received trans-
plants but that three of the wombs had to be removed 
because of poor blood flow.

UNESCO names KumbhMela Intangible 
Cultural Heritage
After ‘yoga’ and ‘Nouroz’, KumbhMela/ KumbhMela, the 
largest congregation of pilgrims on the planet, has been 
listed as an Intangible Cultural Heritage under UNESCO 
(United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Or-
ganisation).
The Ministry of External Affairs said the inscription of 
‘KumbhMela’ in the list was undertaken following recom-
mendation by an expert body which examines nomina-
tions submitted by member countries of the UNESCO.
“The Intergovernment Committee for the Safeguarding of 
the Intangible Cultural Heritage under UNESCO has in-
scribed ‘KumbhMela’ on the Representative List of Intan-
gible Cultural Heritage of Humanity during its 12th ses-
sion held at Jeju, South Korea from 4-9 December 2017. 
This inscription is the third in two years following the in-
scriptions of ‘Yoga’ and ‘Norouz’ on 1st December 2016,” 
said the Ministry of External Affairs in a press statement.
The KumbhMela is held in Haridwar, Allahabad, Ujjain 
and Nashik.

Da Vinci’s Christ painting headed to UAE
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“Salvator Mundi”, a painting of Christ by Leonardo Da 
Vinci that recently sold for a record $450 million, is head-
ing to the Louvre Abu Dhabi in a coup for the bold new 
museum, it announced.
The move became possible after a little-known Saudi 
prince reportedly bought the painting last month.
“Da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi is coming to #LouvreAbuD-
habi,” the museum said on Twitter in Arabic, English and 
French. The post displayed an image of the 500-year-old 
work but did not identify its owner.
Auction house Christie’s also steadfastly declined to iden-
tify the buyer, whose purchase in New York for $450.3 
million stunned the art world.
The New York Times , citing documents it reviewed, iden-
tified the buyer as Saudi Arabia’s Prince Bader bin Abdul-
lah bin Mohammed bin Farhan al-Saud, whose country 
forbids the official worship of Christ or any other religion 
except Islam.
Prince Bader has no history as a major art collector but is 
a friend and associate of Saudi Arabia’s powerful Crown 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman, The Timessaid.
Prince Mohammed, in turn, has been called an admirer 
of Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed Al-
Nahyan.
Prince Bader is listed as a director of Houston-based En-
ergy Holdings International, Inc.
“Salvator Mundi”, which means “Saviour of the World”, 
went on public display in 2011 in a dramatic unveiling at 
The National Gallery in London. It is one of fewer than 20 
paintings generally accepted as being from the Renais-
sance master’s own hand, according to Christie’s.

Knowing our rivers better before changing 
them
Science is yet to understand the complexity of riverine 
ecosystems which are geologically, hydrologically and 
ecologically diverse, says JagdishKrishnaswamy, eco-
hydrologist at Bengaluru’s Ashoka Trust for Ecology and 
the Environment. He said this in connection with the 
need to understand our rivers better before embarking 
on large-scale river transformations like river linking and 
inland waterways.
The recent discovery of an entire freshwater river flowing 
through the Bay of Bengal (parallel to the eastern coast) 
is a classic case. Sustained by the waters of the Ganga, 
Brahmaputra and Godavari, this river has great conse-
quences for biodiversity, ecosystem services and fisher-
ies. “Some scientists’ work suggests this could even af-

fect the salt balance between the Arabian Sea and Bay of 
Bengal, possibly impacting climate regulation,” he says.
This also changes the false discourse (used while con-
structing dams) that rivers draining their freshwater into 
the sea are a waste. Freshwater, sediments and nutrients 
that flow into the sea help sustain mangrove, delatic and 
estuarine ecosystems, supporting marine fisheries. Em-
barking on huge transformations like linking rivers which 
reduces the flow of rivers into oceans and seas could af-
fect ecosystems and livelihoods, says Dr.Krishnaswamy.
The lack of interdisciplinary research to study these river 
systems from economic, ecological, climate and hydro-
logical perspectives could also force us to commit to 
large-scale transformations without having the knowl-
edge of their consequences, he adds.
The after-effects of some of the large-scale river trans-
formations could create more problems. Making rivers 
navigational channels, for instance, would involve dredg-
ing.In rivers like the Ganga, where sediment has been 
absorbing pollutants for a long time, there is already evi-
dence that dredging causes the release of toxins includ-
ing arsenic, says Dr.Krishnaswamy.
Underwater noise (sonar waves due to use of machinery) 
can interfere with the survival of India’s national aquatic 
animal — the Gangetic dolphin — which relies solely on 
sonar and acoustics for survival. “This species has been 
doing really well considering the natural changes, and 
disturbances it has encountered for millions of years, but 
this one might be really difficult to cope with,” he says.
The consequences of linking rivers vary from the spread 
of invasive fish like piranhas to transferring pollutants 
to intact river systems. “Homogenising our rivers also 
makes them less resilient to future climate change,” he 
adds.
We need to consider all other options before drastically 
transforming our rivers, he adds. “Learning from a small-
er-scale project before embarking on large-river linking 
schemes is important,” he says. Other vital steps include 
preventing new dams on the last remaining free-flowing 
tributaries, as well as a shift to less water-intensive crops 
that will not only ease the pressure on rivers but also help 
in food and nutritional security.
The need of the hour is a transparent platform to assess 
the changes occurring in our river ecosystems. “Even 
though India is so dependent on its monsoons and rivers, 
it is really unfortunate, how little we know about the flow 
and sediment dynamics of our river systems,” he says. 
“Even data that does exist is largely not accessible due 
to disputes between States or countries. We need to start 
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now and establish river monitoring systems, sharing data 
[with all stakeholders] to understand the short- and long-
term dynamics of our river systems.”

ICAN receives Nobel Peace Prize
The leader of International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear 
Weapons (ICAN), the group that won this year’s Nobel 
Peace Prize,  urged nuclear nations to adopt a UN treaty 
banning atomic weapons in order to prevent “the end of 
us”.
ICAN is a coalition of 468 grassroots non-governmental 
groups that campaigned for a UN Treaty on the Prohibi-
tion of Nuclear Weapons, adopted by 122 nations in July. 
The treaty is not signed by — and would not apply to — 
any of the states that already have nuclear arms.
Beatrice Fihn, ICAN’s Executive Director, urged them to 
sign the agreement. “The United States, choose freedom 
over fear. Russia, choose disarmament over destruction. 
Britain, choose the rule of law over oppression,” she add-
ed, before urging France, China, India, Pakistan, North 
Korea and Israel to do the same.
Ms. Fihn delivered the lecture together with Setsuko 
Thurlow, 85, a survivor of the Hiroshima bombing and 
now an ICAN campaigner, who recalled some of her 
memories of the attack.
The Nobel prizes in literature, physics, chemistry, medi-
cine and economics were awarded later  at a separate 
ceremony in Stockholm.

When science textbooks become graphic 
novels
It doesn’t take a lot to make the average science textbook 
more interesting. One of the many ways in which pure 
science textbooks are made more user-friendly is by us-
ing comic book elements, with characters explaining dif-
ferent concepts.
Now a Pune-based non-profit called LIFE-Lab, affiliated 
to the NGO, Women’s Organisation for Socio-Cultural 
Awareness, has developed what it calls ‘India’s first sci-
ence graphic novel’, which goes beyond explaining theo-
ries and aims to create a new set of skills, such as keen 
observation and the ability to use scientific principles to 
solve everyday problems.
“The graphic novel format is meant to engage the chil-
dren so that they develop a scientific attitude and temper-
ament,” says LewittSomarajan, a former Teach for India 
Fellow who heads Life Labs.
LIFE-Lab, which works with schools nationwide, spe-

cialises in creating low cost, high quality science teach-
ing equipment. “The idea came up one-and-a-half years 
ago,” Mr. Somarajan says.
‘Activity-based’
“We wanted to think of ways in which we could use sci-
ence as a tool to create a spirit of enquiry, and address 
the social and emotional dimension of learning, along 
with activity-based learning.”
Funding for the project came from the Acumen-Tata 
Trusts, and Eaton Innovation Foundation, an interna-
tional NGO. Currently, LIFE-Lab is working on six such 
graphic novels, the first of which is ready.
100-page novel
The first book is a 100-page graphic novel with 15 do-it-
yourself activities. Each activity is designed in such a way 
that children can use the materials they can find around 
them while other basic tools such as chart paper are in-
cluded in the books themselves.
“In the story, the two main characters, Gappu and Bobo, 
use common sense and materials that they find around 
them to negotiate different situations. The children can 
then carry out the same activities by following the instruc-
tions at the end of the book,” Mr. Somarajan explains.
The stories revolve around how Gappu and Bobo use 
science to overcome challenges.

IISc: HIV drug elvitegravir lowers the 
efficiency of immune system
Progressive depletion of certain immune cell — CD4+ T-
cell — populations along with impairment of cellular im-
munity is responsible for the onset of AIDS in the case of 
HIV-positive people. Now, researchers from the Indian In-
stitute of Science (IISc) Bengaluru, have shown that two 
FDA-approved drugs (raltegravir and elvitegravir) used 
for treating HIV actually impairs the immune system to 
varying extents. Both these drugs are widely used and 
are part of the combination anti-retroviral treatment.
In the presence of the drug elvitegravir, the mature B 
cells responsible for immunity showed a reduction in ani-
mal studies. The reduction was pronounced — 70% of 
the mice studied showed a decrease in mature B cells.
The drugs target the HIV integrase protein that is respon-
sible for the integration of viral DNA into human genome. 
HIV is a retrovirus which contains RNA instead of DNA. 
So when HIV infects human cells, the RNA is made into 
complementary DNA (cDNA) and this cDNA gets inte-
grated into the human DNA. The viral DNA then makes 
copies of itself and then more viral particles are made, 
which then further infect more T cells.
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Integrase and Rag1
Although integrase protein is specific to HIV, it shares 
structural and functional similarity with a protein present 
in humans called RAG1 (recombination activating gene 
1). RAG1 is an integral protein of the immune system, 
and without it different antibodies cannot be developed 
leaving humans immune-deficient.
The team led by Prof.Sathees C. Raghavan from the De-
partment of Biochemistry at IISc found that owing to the 
structural and functional similarity between the two pro-
teins (RAG1 and integrase), the drugs designed to target 
HIV integrase protein can also bind and hamper the func-
tions of RAG1 protein that is responsible for generation 
of antibody diversity leading to maturity of B cells of the 
human immune system. The results of the study were 
published in the journal Cell Death and Disease.
The researchers carried out in vitro studies using purified 
RAG proteins, and also studied the effects of the drug on 
human cell lines and on mouse models. In vitro studies 
showed the elvitegravir drug inhibiting binding and cleav-
age of human DNA in a dose-dependent manner. “Inside 
the lymphoid cells, DNA cleavage is important for the 
generation of antibody diversity. We found the drug sig-
nificantly decreases the RAG1 function. When the drug 
binds to it and prevents DNA cleavage, it results in com-
promised antibody diversity,” says Prof.Raghavan.
While raltegravir drug did not cause significant inhibition 
of binding and cleavage of human DNA, these were im-
paired in the presence of elvitegravir drug. Cleavage in-
hibition was seen even at a low dosage of 50 microMolar, 
and “distinct” inhibition was seen when elvitegravir drug 
concentration was 200 microMolar.
“The structure of the two drugs is not the same. Elvite-
gravir drug probably binds tightly to RAG1 protein caus-
ing significant inhibition in cleavage,” says Namrata M. 
Nilavar from the Department of Biochemistry at IISc and 
one of the first authors of the paper. Mayilaadumveet-
tilNishana is the other first author of the paper.
“The elvitegravir drug caused significant effect on im-
mune system when an extrachromosomal assay was 
used to study its effect inside the cells. We saw a three-
fold reduction in immune activity at 100 nanoMolarcon-
centration and eightfold reduction at 1,000 nanoMolar 
concentration,” says Prof.Raghavan.
Mice models
Mice were treated with eight doses of elvitegravir drug at 
comparable dosage as used in humans. “We looked at 
how the drug affects the growth of different stages of B 
cells, which are responsible for robust immune system,” 

he recalls.
“In about 70% of animals we found significant reduction 
in B cell population, while 30% animals remained unaf-
fected.”
“More studies have to be done before we can say that 
continued use of elvitegravir drug by HIV positive people 
may be counterproductive,” says Nilavar.
“In humans, the duration of treatment is longer. So the 
damage may be much higher. Based on our study we 
can say that use of elvitegravir may have side-effects on 
the immune system. Therefore, patients undergoing the 
treatment need to be monitored with utmost care,” Prof.
Raghavan stresses.

NCCS’ novel approach improves success rate 
of bone marrow transplantation
Currently, haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) taken from 
older donors for bone marrow transplantation have lower 
efficiency and capacity to engraft in recipients thus lim-
iting their usefulness. But all this is set to change. Re-
searchers from Pune’s National Centre for Cell Science 
(NCCS) have found novel ways to rejuvenate the haema-
topoietic stem cells taken from aged donors and restore 
their functionality prior to transplantation to improve their 
engrafting efficiency.
A team led by Dr.Vaijayanti Kale from the Stem Cell Lab 
at NCCS co-cultured aged haematopoietic stem cells and 
young mesenchymal stromal cells for 36 hours. The brief 
exposure was sufficient to rejuvenate the stem cells and 
improve their functionality. The improved functionality of 
stem cells increases their engraftment capacity when 
transplanted and improves the success rate of bone mar-
row transplantation. The results were published in the 
journal Stem Cells.
Micro-vesicles
The researchers found that micro-vesicles from young 
mesenchymal stromal cells harbour significantly higher 
levels of autophagy-inducing mRNAs. The more the au-
tophagy-inducing mRNAs the better is the ability of cells 
to destroy older cell components leaving room for the 
generation of new, younger cell components.
They found that transfer of micro-vesicles (containing 
significantly higher levels of autophagy-inducing mRNAs) 
from young mesenchymal stromal cells to aged haemat-
opoietic stem cells during co-culturing leads to rejuvena-
tion and improved functionality of stem cells.
“We found that young micro-vesicles reduced the prolif-
eration of aged stem cells but improved their functional-
ity in mice that received the stem cells,” she says. “The 
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improved functionality came from autophagy-inducing 
mRNAs present in the micro-vesicles.”
“Tissue matching is not necessary for the use of stromal 
cells and thus can be taken from unmatched donors. An-
yway, the stromal cells will not be transplanted. They are 
only used for co-culturing to provide the micro-vesicles. 
So bone marrow transplantation will not be compromised 
by using stromal cells for co-culturing,” says Dr. Kale.
Another method
As mesenchymal stromal cells age they tend to exhibit 
activated AKT signalling. This leads to the accumulation 
of two microRNAs in the exosomes; exosomes are an-
other type of extra-cellular vesicles. When the exosomes 
with the two microRNAs get into stem cells it leads to the 
loss of autophagy-inducing mRNA in the stem cells. As a 
result, the stem cells become less functional.
“We found that treating the old stromal cells with chemi-
cal inhibitors blocks the AKT signalling and this makes 
the stromal cells ‘young-like’. The transfer of exosomes 
with inhibited AKT signalling from stromal cells into stem 
cells improves the functionality of the stem cells, just 
like co-culturing the aged stem cells with young stromal 
cells,” says Dr. Kale.
Older stem cells from a donor are co-cultured with young 
stromal cells taken from the placenta or cord blood or 
from the marrow of young donors to improve the function-
ality of the stem cells.
Alternatively, by using chemical inhibitors to block AKT 
signalling, the stromal cells and stem cells can be taken 
from the same donor who is old and co-cultured prior to 
transplantation.
“Our work on mouse models shows that such short-du-
ration, in vitrorejuvenation of aged haematopoietic stem 
cells will expand the pool of donors for bone marrow 
transplantation and other regenerative therapies,” she 
says.

One gene to tackle all stresses
Different types of stress can affect the life of plants in-
cluding that induced by pathogens (biotic stress) and that 
caused by non-living entities such as drought, osmotic 
stress, chemical or salt stress and so on (abiotic stress). 
For a long time, researchers have been trying to under-
stand the genetics of stress, and now a collaboration of 
scientists from Bengaluru’s National Centre of Biological 
Sciences (NCBS) and Indian Institute of Science (IISc) 
has discovered a single gene whose expression controls 
the plants’ response to both biotic and abiotic stress. This 
finding can be used to engineer plants that can withstand, 
for instance, drought or bacterial infections. The research 

has been published inPlant Molecular Biology.
Unrelated stress
“Previous studies at best identified genes that provide re-
sistance to diverse abiotic stresses that are connected 
physiologically. For example, drought and salt stress are 
related and one single gene could provide resistance to 
both,” says P.V. Shivaprasad, professor at NCBS. The 
novelty of this research is that it proposes that by ex-
pressing a single gene, it is possible to develop resist-
ance in plants to various diverse and unrelated types of 
stress.
It has been known that the accumulation of an aldehyde 
– methylglyoxal – above a certain level can be toxic in 
all organisms. “Under normal developmental conditions, 
methylglyoxal levels remain very low (30-75 microM) and 
this regulates processes such as cell proliferation and 
their survival, and control of toxins,” says Prof.Shivapras-
ad. However, the problem begins when this level increas-
es beyond an optimum. Methylglyoxal is highly toxic in 
all organisms including humans at higher concentrations. 
“High levels of methylglyoxal targets proteins and DNA 
and modify them in such a way that they are non-func-
tional,” he adds.
Studying tobacco plants, the researchers have shown 
that overexpression of heat shock protein (Hsp31), which 
has the capacity to detoxify the plant cells of methylgly-
oxal, can render them highly tolerant to both biotic and 
abiotic stress. This protein – Hsp31 – is very similar to the 
PARK7 protein in humans which is linked to early onset of 
Parkinson’s disease.
A timeline
SudhirSopory of Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru 
(IISc) has done pioneering work on related proteins in 
plants and also demonstrated that their expression can 
provide abiotic stress tolerance in plants. Patrick D’Silva, 
also from IISc, had identified HSP31 in yeast as a methyl-
glyoxalase that can offer abiotic stress tolerance in yeast. 
The NCBS team collaborated with the latter, whose lab 
provided clones as well as helped them with the bio-
chemistry.
“We show that plant proteins similar to PARK7 are much 
more potent in their ability to remove toxins… It will be 
interesting to see if plant PARK7-like proteins can pro-
vide cure to neurological diseases through their activi-
ties,” says Prof.Shivaprasad.

Natural composite for stronger bone grafts
A novel nanocomposite developed by researchers from 
CSIR-National Metallurgical Laboratory (CSIR-NML) 
has shown potential to be used as a regenerative bone 
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graft especially in regions which need high strength. The 
nanocomposite was synthesised through a simple and 
cost-effective route. The composite contains carboxym-
ethyl cellulose, gelatin and hydroxyapatite, with the hy-
droxyapatite in nanoscale (25-10 nm size).
The bone graft to be used in load-bearing application 
must match the strength of the natural bone. So the re-
searchers evaluated the strength and elasticity of the 
nanocomposite and found it to be in the same range as 
human cancellous and cortical bone.
“All bone grafts need to be steam sterilised before use. 
So it is essential that the substance can withstand at 
least 120 degree C. Our new polymer nanocomposite is 
thermally stable up to 200 degree C. It is biodegradable 
and also accelerates the formation of new bone apatite 
under simulated body fluid,” explains Chandrani Sarkar, 
PhD scholar at the institute and first author of the paper 
published in Journal of Material Science.
In vitro studies
They also examined the biocompatibility and proliferation 
of the human bone cell line (MG-63) cells in the pres-
ence of the nanocomposite. The human cells were found 
attached and had spread well on the surface of the na-
nocomposite indicating that they were well suited for cell 
growth and proliferation. They also observed that the na-
nocomposite accelerated the bone cell line for new bone 
tissue formation.
In vivo tests need to be carried out to get a full under-
standing of the nanocomposite.
There are several options available for replacement of 
damaged/diseased bones such using patient’s own bone, 
donor’s bone and metallic implants.
The risk of transferring diseases and chances of biologi-
cal rejection from host body is very high in the case of 
bones transplanted from others (allo-graft). Metallic im-
plants have high mechanical strength and mismatch with 
natural bone causing stress shielding and bone loosen-
ing which may damage or fracture adjacent bones.
“The compressive strength and modulus of our nanocom-
posite is in the range of human bone. So there is no risk 
of damage to adjacent bones after implantation. Impor-
tantly, the nanocomposite has regenerative property, with 
time it will be absorbed inside the body and new bone will 
be formed in that place. Unlike metallic implants, there is 
no need to take out our implants,” explains Sarkar in an 
e-mail to The Hindu.
“We have already transferred know-how to industry and 
they are using our products,” says Prof. Subhadra Ga-
rai, senior scientist and corresponding author at the Ad-
vanced Materials and Processing Division, CSIR-NML.

Lizard genes reveal grasslands’ antiquity
Earlier this year, India’s less-known lacertid lizards gave 
scientists a sneak peek into the country’s ecological 
past. Genes of these grassland-dwelling reptiles show 
that they evolved with the spread of arid Indian habitats 
around nine million years ago. These open habitats con-
tain six times more lacertid species than currently known 
to science, highlighting the need to recognise India’s oft-
ignored native open habitats as unique biodiversity-rich 
habitats, shows the study published in the Journal of Bio-
geography.
Open arid habitats in India – such as savannas and grass-
lands – are often considered wastelands or degraded for-
ests, despite the ecosystem services (including support-
ing diverse wildlife and large numbers of livestock) they 
provide. But are these grassy biomes natural or caused 
by early human activities like tree-felling and burning?
To trace the evolution of these biomes in India, scientists 
at the National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS) 
in Begaluru studied lacertids or wall lizards of the genus 
Ophisops which are restricted to India’s open habitats. 
They collected genetic samples of these lizards from 
108 locations across the country. Analysis of portions of 
three genes showed a hidden diversity: while only five 
Ophisopsare recognised in India now, the scientists’ re-
sults show that there could be at least 30 Ophisops here.
Using already-known dates of fossil lacertids, the team 
constructed a detailed evolutionary tree (using already-
known dates of fossil lacertids). They find that the an-
cestors of Ophisops moved from Saharo-Arabia (parts 
of the Saharan desert, Arabian peninsula, Palestine and 
Mesopotamia) into India about 30 million years ago (late 
Oligocene period) and dispersed back to Saharo-Arabia 
around 19-10 million years ago (mid Miocene).
However, the current diversity of Ophisops we now see 
surged between nine and five million years ago, when 
arid climes caused grassy biomes to expand (palaeocli-
matic records show an increase in C4 grasses adapted 
to warmer and drier habitats at this time). This increase in 
lacertid diversity due to grassland expansion shows that 
at least some parts of India had natural grasslands well 
before the earliest records of human activity, contrary to 
the notion that human activity created grassy biomes.
“The narrative is usually that open habitats were created 
by people but our study shows that is not true for all of 
India,” says lead author Ishan Agarwal (formerly with Vil-
lanova University and NCBS). More field-based studies 
are crucial and open habitats need urgent conservation 
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attention, he adds.

Alien life may be more common in universe 
than thought: study
Alien life in the universe may be much more common 
than thought, say scientists who analysed the oldest 
known fossil microorganisms which indicate that life on 
Earth began as far back as 3.5 million years ago.
Scientists from University of California, Los Angeles and 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the US found that 
two of the species they studied performed a primitive 
form of photosynthesis, another produced methane gas, 
and two others consumed methane and used it to build 
their cell walls.
The microorganisms, from Western Australia, are 3.465 
billion years old. The evidence that a diverse group of 
organisms had already evolved extremely early in the 
Earth’s history strengthens the case for life existing else-
where in the universe.
This is because it would be extremely unlikely that life 
formed quickly on Earth but did not arise anywhere else.
“By 3.465 billion years ago, life was already diverse on 
Earth; that’s clear - primitive photosynthesizers, methane 
producers, methane users,” said J William Schopf, pro-
fessor at UCLA.
“These are the first data that show the very diverse or-
ganisms at that time in Earth’s history, and our previous 
research has shown that there were sulfur users 3.4 bil-
lion years ago as well,” said Schopf, lead author of the 
study published in the journal PNAS.
“This tells us life had to have begun substantially earlier 
and it confirms that it was not difficult for primitive life to 
form and to evolve into more advanced microorganisms,” 
he said.
The study is the most detailed ever conducted on mi-
croorganisms preserved in such ancient fossils. For the 
study, researchers analysed the microorganisms with 
cutting-edge technology called secondary ion mass spec-
troscopy (SIMS) which reveals the ratio of carbon-12 to 
carbon-13 isotopes—information scientists can use to 
determine how the microorganisms lived. The fossils 
were formed at a time when there was very little oxygen 
in the atmosphere, Schopf said.
Advanced photosynthesis had not yet evolved, and oxy-
gen first appeared on Earth about half a billion years later 
before its concentration in our atmosphere increased 
rapidly starting about 2 billion years ago.
Oxygen would have been poisonous to these microor-

ganisms, and would have killed them, he said. Primitive 
photosynthesizers are fairly rare on Earth today because 
they exist only in places where there is light but no oxy-
gen—normally there is abundant oxygen anywhere there 
is light.
The existence of the rocks the scientists analysed is 
also rather remarkable. The average lifetime of a rock 
exposed on the surface of the Earth is about 200 million 
years.
While the study strongly suggests the presence of primi-
tive life forms throughout the universe, Schopf said the 
presence of more advanced life is very possible but less 
certain.

Diagnosing early-stage cervical cancer using 
artificial intelligence
The morphology of healthy and precancerous cervical tis-
sue sites are quite different, and light that gets scattered 
from these tissues varies accordingly. Yet, it is difficult 
to discern with naked eyes the subtle differences in the 
scattered light characteristics of normal and precancer-
ous tissue. Now, an artificial intelligence-based algorithm 
developed by a team of researchers from Indian Institute 
of Science Education and Research (IISER) Kolkata and 
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur makes this possi-
ble.
The algorithm developed by the team not only differen-
tiates normal and precancerous tissue but also makes 
it possible to tell different stages of progression of the 
disease within a few minutes and with accuracy exceed-
ing 95%. This becomes possible as the refractive index 
of the tissue is different in the case of healthy and pre-
cancerous cells, and this keeps varying as the disease 
progresses.
“The microstructure of normal tissue is uniform but as 
disease progresses the tissue microstructure becomes 
complex and different. Based on this correlation, we cre-
ated a novel light scattering-based method to identify 
these unique microstructures for detecting cancer pro-
gression,” says SabyasachiMukhopadhyay from IISER 
Kolkata and first author of a paper published in theJour-
nal of Biomedical Optics.
Elaborating on this further, Prof.Prasanta K. Panigrahi 
from IISER Kolkata and corresponding author of the 
paper says: “The collagen network is more ordered in 
normal tissues but breaks down progressively as cancer 
progresses. This kind of change in tissue morphology 
can be picked up by light scattering.” White light spec-
troscopy (340-800nm) was used for the study.
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Statistical biomarker
The change in scattered light as disease progresses is marked by a change in tissue refractive index. The team has 
quantified the changes in tissue refractive index using a statistical biomarker — multifractal detrended fluctuation 
analysis (MFDFA). The statistical biomarker has two parameters (Hurst exponent and width of singularity spectrum) 
that help in quantifying the spectroscopy dataset.
While MFDFA provides quantification of light scattered from the tissues, artificial intelligence-based algorithms such 
as hidden Markov model (HMM) and support vector machine (SVM) help in discriminating the data and classifying 
healthy and different grades of cancer tissues.
“The classification of healthy and precancerous cells becomes robust by converting the information obtained from the 
scattered light into characteristic tissue-specific signature. The signature captures the variations in tissue morphol-
ogy,” says Prof.Panigrahi.
“The MFDFA-HMM integrated algorithm performed better than the MFDFA-SVM algorithm for detection of early-stage 
cancer,” says Mukhopadhyay. “The algorithms were tested on in vitro cancer samples.”
In vivo samples
The team is expanding the investigations to study in vivo samples for precancer detection. While the accuracy 
achieved using in vitro samples was over 95%, based on a study of a few in vivo samples the accuracy is over 90%.
“In the case of in vitro samples we were able to discriminate between grade 1 and grade 2 cancer,” says Prof.Nirm-
alya Ghosh from IISER Kolkata and one of the authors of the paper. “More testing is needed using in vivo samples.”
“Superficial cancers such as oral and cervical cancers can be studied using this technique. And by integrating it with 
an endoscopic probe that uses optical fibre to deliver white light and surrounding fibres to collect the scattered light 
we can study cancers inside the body,” says Prof. Ghosh.


